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ABSTRACT

How does the co-existence of humour and violence in contemporary
visual art indicate the presence of attributes of Janus?

The ancient Roman god Janus was a god of war, of the sky, and of time. The
persistence of his double-faced (sometimes described as double-headed) image,
and the accompanying religion and myth, validate a human need for the
expression of dualism. This expression of dualism as Janus bifrons is evidenced in
functional sculptures and other art works from antiquity until now, and this
exegesis explores its ancient religious beginnings through to its secular
manifestations. Further, the research undertaken within the studio practice and
theory presented here aims to identify attributes of the ancient Janus within
contemporary art where forms of humour and violence co-exist. The research
posits the possibility of acknowledging dualisms as Janus or Janusian, the
representation of humour as a balance to violence in contemporary art. The
exegesis explores and illustrates the studio processes in relation to personal and
socio-political experiences, among the resultant works of art the representational
and abstract collages, which clearly show the co-existence of humour and
violence in an elucidation of creative processes relating to the Janusian. The Janus
attributes of time past and future, and of war, are here more obvious than those
attributes of the cosmos, the templum, boundaries, and other earthly attributes,
such as agriculture. In representation of death we acknowledge life, in
representation of life we acknowledge death; this is Janus as god of inception and
closure represented in both humour and in violence in contemporary art.
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How does the co-existence of humour and violence in contemporary
visual art indicate the presence of attributes of Janus?

INTRODUCTION

My DVA research project, comprising a body of visual art work and this exegesis,
explores the imagery and dualisms inherent in and surrounding the ancient Roman
god Janus and the presence of Janus in contemporary life and art. Janus is a first
name as well as a surname; Janus is the name of a popular rock music group, an
academic journal, a play, a book, and even a Sydney restaurant. Janus is the name
of a robot, the name of one of Saturn’s moons, and a property in physics. I
rediscovered this Roman god of war in 2005 after making a body of images for my
undergraduate studies that were related to political violence. The mystery presented
by the two, three and four-faced Janus inspired me to explore multi-headedness in
the art imagery of different cultures,1 as well as investigate the phenomenon of
multiple births which to me seemed related to multi-headedness. This included
looking at “monster births”, bifacial and conjoined twins, as well as in-vitro
fertilisation and cloning—this becoming in part a personal quest because of my
birth situation as the third born of triplets, the twin sister of identical twin brothers
who are depicted in figure 1. Identical twins such as my brothers, are termed as
monozygotic, i.e., twins derived from a single fertilized egg, a zygote. Fraternal
twins are termed as dizygotic, from two fertilized eggs. Identical twins separate
during the pre-birth period, although similarities in behaviours and tendencies may
persist throughout their lives. This I can confirm, because of my own birth situation
1
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and knowledge of my identical twin brothers. Some identical twins live completely
similar lives; others are opposite or even complementary in life, as I believe my
brothers became. One of my twin brothers is an archaeologist, researching the
beginnings of man and society. His partner is Polynesian. The other twin brother is
a teacher of lower to middle primary school, teaching our future societies. His
partner is a Nordic blonde. Although their lives, including their religions, are
different, they are still close, yoked by their beginnings as one egg (zygote).

Figure 1 My Twin Brothers 1948. Photographer E.V. Baquie

To me, the double-face of identical twins and the yoking of identities are a form of
Janus. As my research developed, my personal curiosity about my twin brothers and
my own twin position became more about Janus as a signifier of personal dualism
as well as the identical twin relationship to Janus. I believe that antique doubleheaded and double-faced representations, those conceived prior to recorded
histories, possibly originated from ancient knowledge of birth defects, the Janus
2
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bifrons form perhaps evolving from such birth situations. Medical science tells us of
instances of teratology2 that includes conjoined twins.3 I moved into exploring
artistic representations of facets of Janus and the place of these in my own life and
art interests.

Copyright restricted

Figure 2 Unknown artist Representation de Janus undated, painting. © Leemage/ Getty
Images

The image of Janus, keys in one hand, a staff in the other, and crowned as King of
Rome (figure 2), provokes resonances of the archetypal and metaphysical within the
viewer. In Fasti, written in about AD 8, Ovid confirms the archetypal uncanniness
of Janus:

Then of a sudden sacred Janus, in his two-headed shape, offered his double visage
to my wondering eyes. A terror seized me, I felt my hair stiffen with fear, and with
a sudden chill my bosom froze.4

This mythological power survives in its interpretation in art, literature and popular
culture. In a tracing of the image and myth of Janus over time, travelling through
3
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slices of history and experience, the extent and depth of a human continuum
incorporating duality appears as standing two-faced within the cultural present. Hal
Foster’s interpretation of primitivism as a “coded other … in its imaginary set of
oppositions (light/dark, rational/irrational, civilized/savage)”5 parallels the general
modern conception of Janus—often as the good/bad opposition, but less often as a
violence/humour opposition.6 My research then attempts to answer the question:
How does the co-existence of humour and violence in contemporary visual art
indicate the presence of attributes of Janus?
Linked to this question is an exploration of how the creative process is
elucidated through Janusian thinking. The power and oppositional character of
Janus is revealed in Albert Rothenberg’s definition of Janusian thinking:

Janusian thinking occurs during full consciousness with full rationality and logical
faculties operating at the moment simultaneous oppositions and antitheses are
formulated. Janusian thinking is a special type of secondary process operation. It is
a mirror-image process in that its contents resemble the reversals and multiple
opposites found in dreams, but its psychological characteristics and functions are
the obverse of dreaming.7

My reading and research of the Janus myth and imagery has conjoined with the
creative processes of Janusian thinking, with its use of simultaneous opposition or
antithesis, and my desire to embrace Janus within the works of art as the means of
resolving the research, not the illustrating of a reading of myth. This understanding
has enabled me to recognise where this is found within my own works of art as well
as in the works of others. As Janus is the central concern of my research, Janiform
imagery as well as imagery resulting from Janusian thinking is of equal importance.
Janiform images present multi-faces— mostly, but not only, human visages—
4
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whereas the results of Janusian thinking may suggest the less liminal duality or
multiplicity of more abstract forms and ideas, as I discuss further in Section 1.1.2
Janusian Thinking.
While the figure of Janus has been discussed in many areas, it has not been
discussed in relation to artistic representation; thus, this exegesis offers an original
contribution to knowledge. The core aim of the research and exegesis has been to
understand the nature of Janus, through evaluating the Janus presence within slices
of Western literature and art, and to assess whether the Janus myth may be of
critical use today. In this exegesis, I reference artists and authors whose works
reveal significant aspects of Janus in relation to its evolving image and myth. For
example, Rabun Taylor contextualizes the Roman Janus within ancient Roman life
and worship.8 Paul Barolsky considers Janus in the light of Ovidian
metamorphosis,9 and Kathryn M. DiLorenzo through doubling and intertextuality.10
Peter Scott Brown’s scrutiny of the hidden Mars in a Janiform position to the Virgin
Mary at Oloron, France, contrasts the Roman religion with the Christian assertion of
idolatry.11 The Etruscan myth (mito etrusco), part of the Renaissance revival of
Rome, and the research of Christiane Joost-Gaugier12 and Glenn Most,13 apprise the
Noah-Janus connection and the use of Janus for political aggrandisement. In
modernity, authors such as Catherine Puglisi14 and Michael Fried15 writing in
relation to portraiture, and Joerg Bose, who looks at art and mourning,16 have
assisted my search for meaningful explanations of other artists’ use of Janus and
Janusian forms. Some of the above texts include violence and its expression in art in
different forms. Texts about the psychological violences of the grotesque and the
uncanny have been enlightening, assisting in my search for co-existences of humour
and violence. Carl G. Jung brings complementary knowledge of mythology and the
5
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psychological,17 whereas Sigmund Freud’s book, Jokes and Their Relation to the
Unconscious,18 reveals both innocent humour and undercurrents of violence within
different forms of jokes as does Paul Barolsky’s text on humour in Renaissance
art.19
The literature review in Chapter 1 is divided into three sections. In the first,
Section 1: Theoretical Concerns, I include the themes of violence and humour as
well as Janusian thinking and the intertextuality of images as they need to be
addressed within a justification of the research. I explain the structural methodology
of the typology and its assistance in addressing the constancy/inconstancy of a
given, here the Janus bifrons imagery. In Section 2: Janus from Antiquity to
Romanticism, I introduce works of art and literature that discuss the status and
attributes of Janus in Rome, leading into Christian secularisation and into the premodern. In Section 3: Janus from Twentieth Century Modernism Until Today, I
look at art and literature that deals with Janusian imagery in surrealism, Dada, the
absurd, and in postmodernism. The literature review covers a broad look at Janus
throughout history, as I believe that a comprehension of Janus over time is essential
for a fuller understanding of the topic, and has been essential in the yoking and
connecting of concepts and forms in my own work. Chapter 2: Methodology is
divided into two sections: Section 1: Janus, the Body and the Personal considers the
Janiform in conception and reproduction within my own studio work; Section 2:
Janus and the Socio-Political brings my works of art into dialogue with
contemporary socio-political practice led by humour and violence. In Chapter 3:
Discussion, I draw together my findings and present “two-faced” Janusian
resolutions to the research.

6
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I have provided the appended tables to assist in a fuller understanding of
Janus. Table 1 is a Janus bifrons typology. Table 2: Image Variables and
Transitions, is an extension of the Janus typology, presenting some variable factors
and causes of transition. In Table 3: Twins and Doubles, the presence of Janus or
the Janusian is illustrated in different forms of doubling. Table 4 is a chart of Max
Ernst’s schema of his collage-novel Une semaine de bonté 1934.
This research has also been enriched and inspired by Marcel Duchamp’s
innovations of “readymades” (such as his upturned bicycle wheel of 1913), and his
intellectual and critical stance, as well as Max Ernst, whose surrealist and Dada
works of art influence my collage and collage prints in particular. The creativity of
many other artists from modernity to the present day has also informed my studio
work.

7
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter considers selected Janusian art and related literature in three sections.
The first section, Theoretical Concerns, deals with typological images of Janus
within the canon of Western art and it addresses related literature that helps to
explicate Janus within the parameters of the research question. The second section,
Janus from Antiquity to Romanticism, reveals Janus in art forms within this
timespan, including images where violence and humour coexist. The third section,
Janus from Twentieth Century Modernism Until Today, looks at contemporary
imagery of Janus, including where Janus is more evident in personal or
psychological manifestations, and thus reflects contemporary mores and dualisms
(while also usually referencing previous interpretations).

Section 1: Theoretical Concerns
Here I touch on the literature relating to Janus that I discovered within my research
process and which I found helpful in assisting my substantiation of the research
question. In the first part, titled Humour and Violence, I look at different forms of
humour and violence and how they may be represented in configurations of Janus
within the canon of art. The second part, Janusian Thinking, discusses the creative
process conceived by Albert Rothenberg in his book The Emerging Goddess: The
Creative Process in Art, Science and Other Fields 1979, the process named
“Janusian” because of its formulation of simultaneous antitheses. Part three, A
Janus Typology, describes how Table 1: A Janus Bifrons Typology and Table 2:
Image Variables and Transitions were constructed, and how they assist in a
8
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comprehension of the historical representations of Janus in Western art. In the
fourth part, Intertextuality, Kathryn DiLorenzo maintains that Janus in Ovid was
suggested as well as written in Ovid’s texts and that intertextuality is based on a
lack of closure and an openness to expansion and modification. I submit that this is
evident in Western imagery of Janus.
1.1.1 Humour and Violence
Humour and violence are not binary oppositions, however they mostly, like Janus,
“look” in opposite, or at least different, directions. Although senses of humour may
differ and the reasoning behind types of violence may differ, humour is a
communication of something that usually produces pleasure whereas violence is
something of force used against someone or something. Sigmund Freud writes of
the different forms of jokes and what we see and feel as humour. He describes the
difference between the “innocent” joke – “the joke is an end in itself and serves no
particular aim” (other than humour) – and the “tendentious” joke – “it does serve
such an aim”20 (as perhaps of hostility or contempt). These types of humour, like
Janus, look in opposite directions and have developed from dissimilar situations.
Humour and violence have been pictured in co-existence in many art forms in
Western civilization over centuries. Juvenal, for instance, wrote satire of old Rome
in the late first century to the first quarter of the second century AD, some of his
milder verse including humour and a suggestion of possible violence within very
few lines, e.g.:21

You’d have to be as stupid as that mule Vagellius
to bray at so many hob-nailed tough guys
while at least you’ve got a pair of legs left
to make yourself scarce.
(Juvenal: Satire X VI: Fragment on the Army, stanza 4)

9
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Barolsky discusses different forms of humour as seen in art of the Renaissance,
from the lightly playful humour of renditions of putti to Michelangelo’s visages in
the frieze on the Medici Chapel, which he describes as “bitter” and “abusive”.22 He
pinpoints Tibaldi’s mockery of Michelangelo’s style as parody, but claims “wit” as
“more cerebral than humour and usually is not funny”, further maintaining that
Michelangelo’s wit could often be “nasty and have a sharp bite, particularly in its
satirical form”.23 Renaissance humour in art embraced mockery in its playfulness as
well as in its cruelty, in its ridicule of ugliness and deformity. Barolsky explains that
“what twentieth century society considers as ugly or monstrous was frequently
regarded as laughable in the Renaissance”.24 Here are the two faces of Janus—
malevolence conjoined with a mocking form of humour that today would be
considered as violent (in its hurtfulness).
Caricature, particularly political caricature, can ridicule whatever ugliness or
even suggestion of ugliness is manifest in form or in deed. As seen in Section 1.2.4
Neoclassicism and Romanticism, Jacques-Louis David’s expression of evil
government in caricature as the Devil in a Janus form (figure 18), is a tendentious
joke, the scatological humour within it used for political purpose. In modern
pictorial imagery, the violence within Francisco Goya’s etchings The Disasters of
War 1810–20 and the humour within Walt Disney cartoons, conjoined in Jake and
Dinos Chapman’s collages Insult to Injury 2003 (figure 48), serves as more than a
scathing expression of violence and humour. I discuss this imagery further in
Section 1.3.5 The Grotesque and the Uncanny. My own use of violence and humour
is seen in my collage Pop: Diamonds are Forever 2008 (figure 89), where warring
men wear extravagant diamond jewellery.
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1.1.2 Janusian Thinking
My research has revealed a considerably large number of images and diverse uses
of Janus since antique times. However, this research has also established that there
has been little historical analysis of literature about Janus and it appears that no
single author has made a collected history of such material. Over the two thousand
years since Ovid wrote of Janus, others have imagined and written of Janus in
configurations such as Moses/Christ and Noah/Janus. Giles of Viterbo saw him as
the forerunner to St. Peter, while Annius of Viterbo claimed attributes for Janus
which are quite preposterous (which I include in Section 1.2.3 The Renaissance
Revival).25 Although in this research I expected profound observations about Janus
from modern authors, I found mentions of Janus rather sparse. Both Freud and Carl
G. Jung include reflection about mythology, and both employ mythology, perhaps
the most obvious being Freud’s use of Oedipus and Jung’s discussions of “motifs
analogous or even identical with those of mythology”.26 Both make mention of
Janus but apparently not in any sustained way. As examples: Freud writes of “the
Janus-like, two-way-facing character of jokes”,27 without further elaboration; and
Jung writes simply without expansion about Janus that “anything psychic is Janusfaced: it looks both backwards and forwards”.28 This suggests that Janus is
ostensibly undervalued by the lack of scrutiny as to a possible valid function within
psychological discourse.
However, a most dedicated modern study of a Janusian configuration is that
of Albert Rothenberg who has made a substantial and highly regarded research into
the creative process as it is linked to Janus. He has titled the findings of this
research into creativity as The Emerging Goddess, describing the birth of great
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achievement within the arts and sciences as like the birth of Pallas Athena from the
head of Zeus, Athena being primarily the goddess of wisdom but also with military
attributes (which to me also suggests Janus).29 His creativity theory is constructed
on a conceptual process linked to Janus and his twin faces which he has termed
“Janusian thinking” and he explains this as a creative practice in “actively
formulating simultaneous antitheses”.30 He describes the creator’s process:
The creator's thinking is goal oriented and directed, he is concerned with secondary
process tasks in the aesthetic and scientific realm, and he produces images and
thoughts that superficially appear to be similar to some spontaneously formed
images in dreams. And, although he does not realize it, he reverses the
psychological function of dreaming.31

Janusian thinking contains a heightened sense of consciousness as the process of
creation moves “from disguise and disorder to illumination and order” from the
internal to the external, the mirror image of the reversal bearing a likeness to
dreaming, as the creator systematically works to crystallize form, and in his desire
to communicate with others, he discards the prosaic and the platitude.32 Added to
the simultaneity of antithesis is the process of reversal, similar to that from the
unconscious and in dreams, the artist often being affected by “conflicting emotions
and desires as well as normal defence mechanisms”.33
Rothenberg argues opposition as a conceptual tool of resistance and describes
the oppositional shifts within twentieth century art movements, such as Dada as
“anti-art”, and a reversal of traditional artistic practices, seen again in the rise of
Pop art and Op (Optical) art, the latter “a shift of locus of aesthetic creation to the
eye”.34 He describes oppositions as inherent in art, comprising balance and a shift
from the known to the extraordinary resulting from key processes within creativity.
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Binary oppositions are only one form of opposition, context affecting the scalar and
quantitative oppositions as well as composite oppositions. Rothenberg maintains:
In art, different contexts of meaning, word nuance, and metaphorical use are
employed to produce multiple oppositions. Depending on context, death is opposed
to life, birth or resurrection, but it is also opposed to spring, growth, sexuality,
procreation, and bright colours.35

Thus, Janusian thinking with its simultaneity of antitheses, its oppositions and
reversals may be seen to elucidate the creativity of the artistic processes within the
examples included in this writing and – as I will demonstrate – within my studio
work.
1.1.3 A Janus Typology
The early (2009) suggestion of a Janus typology by the Assessor of my
Confirmation Candidacy, Dr. George Petelin, led me to discover the extended
discussion of typologies found at the time in the online Britannica Encyclopaedia.36
This article regards the typology as a structuralist method of grouping of a
particular type, which has a limited and specific attribute, considerations of
variation being described as “variables” and “transitional situations”.37 A classical
Janus typology would display the unique, indestructible features particular to the
ancient Janus bifrons and that validate Janus as a figura, “type” or “model” in forms
of visual representation in Western imagery. I accordingly constructed a typology of
Janus bifrons within a slice of the canon of Western art history. I reduced
distracting colour from twelve selected images so as to shed light upon the bifrons
profiles and contours within each image and then placed them in a grid formation as
Table 1: A Janus Bifrons Typology. The selection of images ranges from a sixth
century BC Greek aryballos (which displays a male/female bifrons) to the 1941
13
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André Masson Portrait of André Breton. All twelve images exhibit the bifrons
situation with the exception of a thirteenth century painting of Janus as a trifrons
January by Ermengol de Beziers. Only four others are named Janus: a fourth
century BC Roman coin; two sculpted portrait heads, one Etruscan, one Roman; and
a twelfth century Romanesque statue. Another male/female rendition is a detail of a
painting of Cosimo d’ Medici with Prudence in Janiform, while Napoleon and
André Masson are both bifrons: twin-faced. The photographic image of Renato
Bertelli’s sculptured head of Mussolini is apparently a similar bifrons to the other
sculptures in the typology however it differs in that it is circular in conception.38
The notion of addressing such variations from the typological constant
encouraged me to include a schema of historical representations of the obvious
visual constancy/inconstancy within the Janus imagery in Western art, making it
possible to use this form of typological charting as a tool in comparing and
contrasting images as well as their conditions of occurrence. This extension of the
typology is Table 2: Image Variables and Transitions in which the column headings
for the sixty-five images include Date, Image, Description, Visual Variables/Other,
Religious/ Morality/Psychological Variables, Political Variables, and Transitional
Situations/Change. Within the Visual Variables/Other column are variations from
the constant (bifrons), examples being the Janus trifrons head and the substitution of
a human head with abstract or other forms as in William Turnbull’s Janus 2 1959
and Arman’s Janus of 1981; Arman’s use of metal saws varies from the historical
“norm” of both two-dimensional and three dimensional artworks about Janus. The
column headed Religious, Moral and Psychological Variables enables the
influences causing variations to be obvious or suggested. Examples within
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Religious Variables are artworks of Janus for symbolic religious purpose such as
Faith and her mirror in Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s Maesta ca.1335; examples within
Moral Variables are in the use of Prudence in Janiform as in Titian’s An Allegory of
Prudence 1550-65 or the morality of war as in Thomas Nast’s Into the Jaws of
Death: The Temple of Janus 1880-99; an example within the Psychological
Variables as in Marc Quinn’s Sir John Edward Sulston 2001where there is a
questioning of identity as well as the morality of suggested cloning. The column
Political Variables includes the possible disparagement of master narratives and a
disruption of traditional values as in the 1938 Cadavre Esquis 7 fevrier by Andre
Breton, Yves Tanguy and Jacqueline Lamba or the use as political propaganda of
the Bertelli sculpture Head of Mussolini (Continuous Profile) 1933 in the
manufacture of copies for placement in government offices and for public sale.39
The column Transitional Situations/Change may indicate eras of rupture or of
epochal change such as political and epochal change; it may also signpost
transitions into new artistic movements or the transition of a classical work into a
contemporary form as in Ben Shahn’s After Titian 1959; it may also include the
transitions into contemporary technologies and science, such as in Marc Quinn’s
use of DNA standard cloning methods in the Portrait of John E. Sulston 2001, or an
artist’s personal transition within his life work to another form of artistic
expression. Philip Guston’s shift from an earlier Social Realism to abstract
expressionism and in later life to a cartoonish style of personal iconography is an
example of this form of personal transition.40 All works of art mentioned here can
be seen in Table 2: Image Variables and Transitions. Table 3: Twins and Doubles is
an overview of forty-four examples of artworks about twins from ca.1100 to 2010.
It reveals the changes in style and conception of representation from the earlier
15
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forms of expression to those that emerged in the early twentieth century, the
surrealism again in contrast to the later sculptural rendition of Tony Cragg and the
photographic realism of Diane Arbus and Sue de Beer.
The schemata that James Joyce provided to Carlo Linati and Stuart Gilbert,
for explication and comprehension of his novel Ulysses 1922,41 led to my (far more
simplistic) charting of Max Ernst’s schema of Une Semaine de Bonté.1934 as Table
4. This table seems to clarify the content of the collage novel in one glance.
These typologies and tables in the Appendices are to assist the reader in a
comprehension of Janus in its mythical, archetypal and historical dualism, and in
the extent of recognition of this within the canon of Western art and even within the
human psyche.
1.1.4 Intertextuality
Kathryn DiLorenzo analyses intertextuality within Ovid’s three poems: the Fasti,
Metamorphoses and Tristia, each of which she presents as either including or
suggesting Janus, his bifrons form and attributes, thus revealing “the nature of these
intertextual connections”.42 Paul Barolsky also maintains that Ovid is a strong
influence on the Renaissance imagination – the influences again are those expressed
within the poem Metamorphoses and I mention this in Section 1.2.3 The
Renaissance Revival.43 I concur with DiLorenzo, who, in this discussion of Janus
and intertextuality in Ovid’s poetry, explains:
Any word in any text is necessarily informed by an infinite cultural context of all
past, present, and even future uses of that word. The main consequence of this last
belief is that texts lack interpretive closure. That is, a text’s meaning is always open
to modification and expansion in relation to texts created before, at the same time
as, and after it. This is because every new context in which a word (or other textual
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unit) is used affects (or “is in dialogue with”) the use of the same word in a given
text.44

She maintains that Janus “is an apt symbol for literary allusion, in which one text,
verbally ‘glancing’ at another, directs the reader to look at two texts
simultaneously”, Janus’s doubling being like the doubling of intertextual
relationships.45 DiLorenzo adds: “Inherent in any instance of doubling is a tension
between otherness and sameness, between one and two”,46 and she further submits
that in parallel with Janus’s relationship with doors, books are like doors, and are
open to new meaning.47
The tension in doubling described above in its “otherness and sameness,
between one and two” suggests not just oxymorons but also Janus parallelisms. The
contradiction of the oxymoron is like the Janusian thesis/antithesis in its reversal
and resistance — for example, in the oxymorons living dead and pianoforte
(soft/loud), where the two meanings in opposition may at times incite confusion and
at other times, mirth. Janus parallelism, on the other hand, “hinges on the use of a
single word with two entirely different meanings: one meaning paralleling what
precedes, and the other meaning, what follows”,48 as in:

Blossoms appear in the land;
the time of zāmîr has arrived;
the voice of the turtledove has arrived in our land.

.
The meaning of the word zāmîr can be either “pruning season” or “music”, and here
it enfolds both meanings. Cyrus Gordon remarks: “The poet knew how to exploit
the double meaning of zāmîr. Retrospectively it parallels the first member of the
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tristich,49 pertaining to the growth of the soil; proleptically it parallels the final
member pertaining to song”.50
This form of Janusian doubling is used by both visual artists and poets,
DiLorenzo mentioning that the “poet knows that he is breaking generic rules and
wants his reader to know it”,51 this breaking of generic rules resonating within my
own appropriation and elaboration of genres as seen in my collages of 1890’s news
sheets and the prints of these collages. An intertextual form of doubling is seen in
Section 1.3.2 Self Portraits in Mike Parr’s College of Cardinals 2005 (figure 36)
which is in dialogue with Caravaggio’s David With the Head of Goliath 1609–10
(figure 37) in form and action (if not murder), as well as in the word “cardinal”.52 In
a different form of Janusian doubling and intertextuality is Yasumasa Morimura’s
thematic elaboration in Doublonnage (Marcel) 1995 (figure 43). In the use of his
own image and in his appropriation of two Man Ray photographs – one a
photograph of Marcel Duchamp as Rrose Selavy 1921 (figure 42), and another titled
Mains (Hands) 1934 – Morimura’s pastiche has developed into a psychological and
racial statement, leaving the door open for even further possible elaboration and
expansion. This image is included in Section 1.3.4 Masks and Doors.

Section 2: Janus from Antiquity to Romanticism
This section demonstrates how the figure of Janus evolves and transforms from that
of antiquity, through the Renaissance and into the Romantic period. By including
the historical and mythical, I hope to reveal the interrelationships of Janus within
the realms of the social and political, illuminating aspects of violence as well as
humour.
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1.2.1 Antiquity
As described by Karen Jennett, artefacts such as the palæolithic two-headed Venus
figure from circa 20,000 BC (figure 3) were created prior to ancient Greek and
Roman mythologies and are not included in accessible recorded narratives.53
Gordon Bendersky writes of the ancient “pretty lady” terracottas, dated as between
1500–1200BC and unearthed at Tlatilco in Mexico (figure 4). He sees these twofaced figurines as examples of the diprosopus birth, those with craniofacial
duplication.54

Figure 3 (left) Palæolithic double-headed figurine 20,000BC, pale green-yellow serpentine.
The University of Chicago Press © I994 by The Wenner-Gren Foundation for
Anthropological Research. All rights reserved. Figure 4 (right) Mexican “pretty lady”
figurine 1500–1200BC, terracotta. Collection Princeton University Art Museum

He discusses the figurines further, with regards to early beliefs of two-headedness:
One suggested basis for these Neolithic renderings is the awareness of a binary
character of the supernatural: good or evil, celestial and earthly, female and male.
In addition, Janus figures (dicephalic supernaturals facing opposite directions) may
represent guardian gods or transition new-year fetishes rather than birth defects.55
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Mythological description is still used by Western obstetricians in teratological
terminology; Carrie Young Costello relates that conjoined twins with one body and
two heads are tagged at birth as a “Janus monster” (my italics), such tragic births
both grotesque and uncanny.56

Figure 5 Example of diprosopus1985. Photographer: Dr. F.A.Chervenak

Bendersky’s medical knowledge of births and form led him to associate the early
Mexican representations as derived from the births of conjoined twins or of births
with craniofacial duplication such as the diprosopus (pictured in figure 5). I have
included the single instances of palæolithic and Mexican representations to show
that such representations are prior to recorded history, and importantly, in the case
of the Mexican terracottas, are considered by Bendersky to have originated from
teratological incidences. As he describes, they are most likely to be illustrations of
birth defects such as the diprosopus, the teratological term “Janus monster” (as in
Costello above) confirming that contemporary Western medicine includes the term
“Janus” to describe these birth defects.
Although artefacts such as illustrated in figure 4 were considered as goddesses
in their own cultures, contemporary interpretations of these figures denies the
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violence of Nature and finds something humorous in their forms if not in the reality
of the diprosopus and other teratological incidences. An example of a contemporary
interpretation in similar form to the Mexican terracottas is Ron English’s Hyperjynx
2002, an image on a record cover of a small girl on a tricycle. She is dicephalic
(having two heads on one body), the childlike cuteness appealing to the adult
protective instinct with humorous pleasure, differing in the form of response to
English’s multi-faced Harmonic Scream 1994 (these images are found in Table 2 in
the Appendices).
The historical and contemporary imageries associated with “Janus” forms
suggest a fundamental human need to represent the inherent violence of Nature and
the enigmas surrounding these tragic births in tangible form, a subliminal or liminal
acknowledgment of personal duality, as well as the mysteries of the ancient
mythologies.

1.2.2 Janus and Rome
The ancient Roman Janus was a god of war and of the sky and is recognized as
Janus bifrons, with two faces or fronts. As such, Janus is a protector of doorways
and gates, passageways, spaces and boundaries, including time.57 When depicted
holding a staff or stick in one hand and keys in the other, as in figure 2, he possesses
the attributes of the god of doors and of a porter. James George Frazer, renowned
for his early research in anthropology, rejects the idea that this latter attribute of
porter was adequate for Janus, and declares “dignity and importance” affirming the
Roman veneration of him as “god of gods and the father of his people”.58 As Janus
Quadrifrons, with four faces or fronts, he is god of the four corners of the earth, of
the heavens and of the seasons. In Ovid’s Fasti, Janus explains:
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Whate’er you see anywhere—sky, sea, clouds, earth—all things are closed and
opened by my hand. The guardianship of this vast universe is in my hands, and
none but me may rule the wheeling pole.59

Figure 6 Unknown artist Janus at Lucignano1400s, fresco. © Photographer: Gigliola
Casini.

In verse by Juvenal, Janus is described as “most ancient of the gods”60 and is often
pictured with an oak branch, as seen in the fifteenth-century fresco at Lucignano
(figure 6). This link to the oak connects to the oak woods of the Janiculum, the right
bank of the Tiber River, where Janus was god of the oak-cult in antiquity.61
Christiane Joost-Gaugier maintains that the placement of Janus’s image in the
fifteenth-century frescoes in the Sala del Consiglio of the Palazzo del Commune at
Lucignano signifies his political selection as first king of Rome, and that the
councillors are “citing a higher authority, the God of Gods, rather than Romulus
who was merely the son of God”.62
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Figure 7 (left) Temple of Janus on Neronian coins ca. AD 64 (obverse). Photo: Imaging
Department © President and Fellows of Harvard College. Figure 8 (right) Giovanni Battista
Piranisi Temple of Janus 1748, etching. Collection Metropolitan Museum of Art NY.
(OASC)

The small but important Temple of Janus, the Janus Geminus, no longer exists;
however, it is represented on ancient Roman coins that describe the structure as
square stone blocks with an upper grille (as in figure 7).63 The Janus Geminus, with
its doors at each end of the temple and its significance as a cipher of war and peace
within Rome, is more important than other Janus temples, such as the enormous and
still-standing Janus Quadrifrons in Rome. Paul Rehak ascribes the date of the
establishment of Rome as 753 BC, when Numa Pompilius, then King of Rome,
ordered the building of the Temple of Janus, also named the Janus Geminus.
Serving as an “indicator of war and peace”, the doors remained closed in times of
peace and open in times of war.64

Taylor, however, posits antique writings that dispute that war was not held
within the temple, Virgil’s explanation differing as to the meaning of the ritual
closing of the gates:
With tight iron joints shall the fearsome gates of war be closed; inside, reckless
Bloodlust, sitting on cruel weapons and shackled with a hundred bolts of bronze at
his back, shall howl balefully with bloody mouth.65
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A different conception is Giovanni Battista Piranisi’s etching of the Janus
Quadrifrons (figure 8), which is often titled The Temple of Janus, as is the smaller
temple, the Janus Geminus. Piranisi etched the enormous temple with its four
archways so romantically that, according to Wendy Thompson, his images “shaped
European conceptions to such an extent that Goethe, who had come to know Rome
through Piranesi's prints, was somewhat disappointed on his first encounter with the
real thing”.66 This ancient temple glorified by Piranisi contrasts with the violence of
war written by Virgil and etched by Thomas Nast.

Figure 9 Thomas Nast Into the Jaws of Death: The Temple of Janus 1880–89, etching.
© Collection of Macculloch Hall Historical Museum.

Nast’s nineteenth-century etching Into the Jaws of Death: The Temple of Janus
(figure 9) describes the horrors of war, conjoining Janus as god of war with the
skull as a Janus Geminus temple. The jaws of the twin-faced skull are wide open
with masses of people endeavouring to find safety, many lying in death surrounding
this awful temple named Janus.
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Although Taylor sees Janus as a god lacking a tale or history and as “a messy
concrescence of scraps fallen from the table of memory”, he nevertheless describes
Janus as the personification of peripheries and of “transitional spaces through which
one must walk” as a priority for further action, and “having a quadrifrontal as well
as a bifrontal manifestation, the god was probably regarded not as the index of a
binary nature, but as the iteration – or augmentation – of a single divine faculty”.67
Taylor explains as to the Janus attribute of augury or divination whereby Janus has
the ability to make space a templum:

As auguraculum, a templum allows humans a window into the unknown future or
the clouded past and, as sanctuary, it guarantees a god's presence forever, or for as
long as the god chooses. Thus the two-faced Janus can glimpse both the past and
the future. Human augurs would not have claimed such powers (they were merely
interpretes, the announcers of signs that could determine whether an action was
correct or incorrect), but clairvoyance is the natural superhuman extension of
divinatory power. As an arbiter of spatial transitions, Janus was more than a mere
gateway. He determined human endeavours as well as space.68

It is mostly in our post-Renaissance modernity that the many attributes of Janus are
reduced and replaced in part by “all that is Manichean or duplicitous (‘Janusfaced’)”.69 Janus in image and myth is manifest within contemporary culture and
literature, and in duality often functions subliminally, connected to the symbology
of doorways and arches as well as keys. Michael Moore suggests that “long before
Freud, the sexual signification of doors and keys was taken for granted”.70 Ovid’s
description of Janus’s rape of the goddess Carna is clarified by Christopher
McDonough; because of his two faces, Janus could see where Carna sought to hide
behind him and so he was able to violate her virginity.71 The control of liminal
space is vitally important in averting evil forces, and the myth of the rape of Carna
by Janus became a myth for the protection of children and others through the
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defence of the threshold, using a “switch of white thorn from Janus”.72 Janus’s rape
of Carna sees Janus as a force of desire, and this drives the creativity that allows the
Janus dualism to present itself in many forms of art as well as in contemporary life.
This is elucidated by Sigmund Freud who writes that “the destructive drive is
regularly placed, for purposes of discharge, in the service of Eros”, and further –
“that a drive from one particular erotogenic source can transmit its intensity to
reinforce another component drive from another source”, i.e. libidinal energy can
transform into a force for thought or self-interested sublimation.73 Stephen Hobson
remarks: “By contrast to Freud and sex, a Jungian interpretation would posit that the
integration of the shadow aspect is essential to a more individuated, well-rounded
self. And Carna (anima) is subjugated here by the dominant masculinity of Janus,
who ought to be respecting both aspects, because (surely) he can see both equally
well.”74
Within the foundation myths of Rome, Romulus and Remus, the progeny of
Mars and Rhea Silvia, were supposedly outcast infants who were found and suckled
by a she-wolf. In popular legend, Rome was named after Romulus who killed
Remus, this ancient twinning containing violence. Other famous twins of antiquity
are the Discouri, Castor and Pollux (Polydeuces), who are usually depicted
separately and occasionally in Janiform.
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Figure 10 Discouri late 5th-early 4th century BC, silver coin (obverse).
Numismatica Ars Classica NAC AG Auction 84 Lot 1472.

They are interestingly represented in one Greek silver coin from ca.400BC (figure
10), which symbolizes the circumstance of their lives. Twins are an important
element within the concept of Janus, as seen in the double image and doubling. Jung
asserts that at the time of Jesus’s birth, the sun’s position would be in the “double
sign of the Twins”, that is, in the astrological sign of Gemini,75 and he refers to the
third-century Christian religious text, the Pistis Sophia, which ties in the concept of
the double in Christ.76 He asserts the conception of Jesus as a “double personality,
part of which rises up from the chaos of hyle, while the other part descends as
pneuma from heaven”.77 Previously, he writes:

Christ, as a hero and god-man, signifies psychologically the self: that is, he represents
the projection of this most important and most central of archetypes. The archetype of
the self has, functionally, the significance of a ruler of the inner world, i.e., of the
collective unconscious. The self, as a symbol of wholeness, is a coincidenta
oppositorum, and therefore contains light and darkness simultaneously. In the Christfigure the opposites which are united in the archetype are polarized into the ‘light’
son of God on the one hand and the devil on the other. The original unity of opposites
is still discernable in the original unity of Satan and Yahweh. Christ and the dragon
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of the Anti-Christ lie very close together … The dragon legend concealed under the
myth of the Anti-Christ is an essential part of the hero’s life and is therefore
immortal.78

Although Janus is immortalised in literature by Ovid and other writers of antiquity,
it is the enormous Janus Quadrifrons temple that signifies the greatness of Janus, the
ancient Roman “god of gods and the father of his people”.79 Lost and much smaller,
the well-known Janus Geminus is seen as a cipher of war and peace, the opening or
closing of the gates of the temple an indicator of military action. As god of the sky
and of war, Janus’s attributes include augury with the ability to see both the past
and the future. With keys and a staff, and able to see in front and behind at the same
time, Janus is protector of doorways and passages. No antique sculpture or paintings
of Janus remain. His image is found depicted on ancient coins, and in later artworks
such as the fresco at Lucignano (figure 6), often in association with an oak branch,
symbolic of the ancient oak-cult of Rome. Moving from antiquity, the pantheism of
Greece and Rome metamorphoses into myth alongside the religion of the Christian
God, but even here, as Jung describes above, is a dualism. This is revealed in the
cathedral at Oloron in France, where Mary, the gentle mother of Christ, is sculpted
in a Janiform position to the hidden god of war, Mars. I describe this further in
Section 1.2.3 The Renaissance Revival.
1.2.3 The Renaissance Revival
Paul Barolsky suggests Ovid’s Fasti and Metamorphoses were the poetic drive and
source for much Renaissance art, citing the “pictorial poem” in Pollaiuolo,
Botticelli, Correggio and Titian, among others.80
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He also remarks:

What Ovid bequeathed to the Renaissance was, at bottom, a spirit of play, the very
play of the imagination as it gave birth to the protean forms of art. It is difficult, if
not impossible, to plumb fully the depths of what one might speak of as the Ovidian
imagination, to measure its extent … that the poet's inventions are fundamental to
the Renaissance idea of art, and to the very idea of art itself as metamorphosis.81

Figure 11 Master DuBois January (detail of Hours of the Virgin) 1320–35, painting
on vellum. Collection Morgan Library New York.

In the calendar depiction of the month of January in the Hours of the Virgin (figure
11 is a detail), Janus loses the violence associated with the attribute of a god of war
to a humorous depiction of his innocuous dining. The month of January is named
after Janus, who is painted here in the traditional style of illumination described by
Olga Gordon.82 This representation of a crowned Janus trifrons is painted in a
simple, naïve style suggestive of the cartoon or the caricature. The two profile
views show Janus drinking from both a wine glass and a horn. Because his
unusually clean-shaven frontal face is quite solemn and he is not eating or drinking,
his method of imbibing from both right and left sides appears ludicrous and is in
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blatant contrast to his earlier, highly esteemed status as King of Rome, god of war,
god of the skies and of time, including his connection with feasting and wine. Wine
was an essential offering in the ancient Roman supplications to the Janus of the four
corners of the earth and of agriculture and has also been important in the stories of
the life of Noah and his alignment with Janus.83 This comical image, in its humour,
is in conflict with the Christian violence against the ancient Roman religion and the
power of its polytheism.
The power of the image of Janus to survive for centuries indicates its
symbolic recognition within the cultural community of personal and social dualism.
It is seen in another configuration in the cathedral of Ste-Marie d’Oloron, France,
which was built between the eleventh and twelfth century. Peter Scott Brown tells
of a Janus representation that embraces a consequence based on “intentional
absence and concealment”.84 Repairs in 2001 to the cathedral’s portal revealed a
relief sculpture of the Gallo-Roman pagan god Mars (figure 12). Hidden for 900
years, it is identified with the words DEO MARTI, a pledge to the god Mars. The
slab’s visible marble face, a part of the cathedral portal, is a shallow relief sculpture
of the Virgin Mary at the Deposition (figure 13), the same slab concealing Mars on
the obverse.
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Figure 12 (left) Mars fourth-century marble low-relief sculpture. © Photographer: P. Scott
Brown Figure 13 (right) Virgin Mary at the Deposition ca. 1000–1100 AD, marble low
relief sculpture. © Photographer: P. Scott Brown

Brown comments, “in this reused ancient stone, we encounter both a literal and a
symbolic confrontation of pagan and Christian sacred images, of idols and icons …
each with its own potencies”.85 These potencies concerned the mediæval Christians.
Firstly, reuse of antique stone, spolia, by mediæval architects was not unusual, and
in some instances, this reused stone would still contain pagan images, “as symbolic
gesture, as an evocation … of the triumph of Christianity over paganism, or of the
imperial legacy of ancient Rome”.86 Secondly, Brown maintains that although
classical sculptures were at times respected and reused in the Middle Ages, “anxiety
and fear often prevailed in mediæval encounters with pagan figural art”, because
pagan works of art were believed to “possess active, malevolent power”,
supposedly dedicated to “demons and evil spirits”, not of the imagination but
malevolent forces, and so were liable to destruction and burial.87 This triggers
Taylor’s comment of the “Manichean or duplicitous (‘Janus-faced’)” nature,88 and
this sculpture is Janus-faced. The sculptor, working in the eleventh or twelfth
century, deliberately ensured that the low relief form of the Virgin Mary (in figure
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13) echoed the form of Mars (in figure 12) on the obverse side of the marble slab.
Brown remarks as to the portal sculpture:

ultimately, the two-sided sculpture, Christian and pagan, mediæval and antique, is
itself a symbolic type for the portal (janua) in which it stands, so called during
antiquity and the Middle Ages for its relation to the two-faced god Janus.89

Brown asserts that liturgical performance briefly gives form to consecration, which
implies the opposition of sacred and profane. The concealment is two-faced, the
visible and the hidden, and although the consecration of the cathedral at Oloron is
assigned to the figure of the Virgin Mary, it is also a Janus form with what is
concealed.
The positioning of Janus in both Christian and secular environments led to
other divergent forms of Janus, such as the Janus bifrons of the faces and identities
of Moses and Christ (Moyses and Christus) in Folio 67r, First Typological Diagram
of the eleventh century Hortus Deliciarum, a detail of which is shown in figure 14.
According to Annette Krüger and Gabriele Runge, a Latin inscription in the image
declares the merging of the Old and New Testaments while a band of cloth wound
around the two heads and shoulders visually supports the unification, both
separating and connecting the Old and New Testaments in the figure of MosesChrist.90
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Figure 14 Direction of the Abbess Herrad Moyses and Christus (detail) ca. 1100, drawing.
Photo: Warburg Institute.

This use of the double-face of Janus, bound like twins, is Janusian thinking in its
unusual creativity. A similar sort of twinning is found in a number of legends about
Noah from the early-fourteenth century. Joost-Gaugier explains:

According to these stories, which attempted to unite the pagan and Hebraic
traditions with Christian history, Noah was regarded as the founder and builder of
the city of Rome, which originally bore his name, and Janus, who was his son or
his nephew (depending on the source), was the first Roman king. Thus, the Tuscan
language was traced back through the Etruscans to Aramaic; and the name of Janus
was regarded as an Aramaic Hebrew combination of Jain, meaning “wine” and no
meaning “famous”. In some legends confusion arose over the identities of Janus
and Noah, and they came to be regarded as the same person.91

S. J. Bastomsky also discusses claims that Hebrew was the origin of Dante’s
language and that Noah, who not only introduced Hebrew to Italy but also invented
wine, was known as Janus, and spent his last days in Italy.92 The connection with
wine is significant as wine was crucial in the ancient agriculture-related ceremonies
of supplication to Janus.
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Glenn Most considers Giles of Viterbo, who professed Janus as a forerunner
of St Peter. The similarity lay firstly in Janus’s possession of keys for opening (in
Giles’s opinion), “the door to the Christian faith”, as well as (again in Giles’s
opinion), his location, as the Vatican was supposedly sanctified for Christianity by
Janus before the advent of Christ.93 Janet Cox-Rearick explains the political
movement, the mito etrusco, the Etruscan myth, which included Noah coupled with
Janus as the founders of twelve cities within Tuscany as well as the beginnings of
Florence.94 Most, however, writes of the Noah-Janus Etruscan myth, as a “bizarre
movement”, specifying the disreputable Annius of Viterbo’s amazing claim that
Janus “had once taught physics, astronomy, theology, morality, and divination”;
Giles’s own incredible claim for Janus was that he invented philosophy.95 That
those influential members of the Etruscan Myth made such a fervent and persuasive
claim for a Noah-Janus attests to the Janus myth and its transformation in the
imagination of men who connect the imagery of the past into a powerful, political
force.
The relationship between Janus and political manipulation is seen in the
relationship of Agnolo Bronzino to Cosimo d’ Medici, a powerful figure and
progenitor of the Etruscan Myth.
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Figure 15 Agnolo Bronzino Allegory of Happiness (detail) 1567, oil painting. Collection
Uffizi Gallery, Italy.

In the detail of Allegory of Happiness (figure 15), painted by Bronzino in 1567,
Cosimo and Prudence, one of the Virtues, together form a Janus head, reminding
the people of Cosimo’s power and supposed morality. Prudence is often pictured in
Janiform and there are examples of her in multi-frontality in both religious and
secular usages.96 Prudence’s attributes differ from those of the ancient Roman god
Janus, and the attributes conferred on him by the Etruscan myth. Douglas
Mikkelson, in discussing the Virtues as defined by Thomas Aquinas, asserts that the
“acquired virtues, obtained by our own efforts, include the cardinal virtues (justitia,
prudentia, temperantia, and fortitudo)”, the virtues in parenthesis being justice,
practical wisdom or prudence, temperance and fortitude.97 The co-gendered bifacial
imagery is historically prior to both Janus and Prudence, originating even prior to
Greek art but seen in the Greek aryballos in Table 1: A Janus Bifrons Typology in
the Appendices.98 Prudence, however, is not a goddess, she is a morality. Most
explains the “remarkable grammatical fact that abstract nouns in Greek and Latin
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tend to have the feminine gender”, which resulted in “allegorical personifications”
of the virtues and moralities as females.99
Illustrated in this section of the Renaissance Revival, and in Janiform are
Moses/Christ, Noah/Janus, Prudence/Cosimo d’Medici, and in a Janus trifrons
form, Titian/his son Orazio/Marco Vecellio. The revival of antiquity in the
European Renaissance sees Janus used in the secular imagery of Titian’s painting,
An Allegory of Prudence (figure 16).100

Figure 16 Titian An Allegory of Prudence ca. 1550–65, oil on canvas. Photo: © The
National Gallery, London

Titian’s painting includes the motto in Latin - Ex praeterito / praesens prvdenter
agit/ni fvtvrā action detvrpet - meaning: “From the [experience of the] past, the
present acts prudently, lest it spoil future action”. The substance of this painting in
imagery and in time, as suggested in the text, is an example of the intertextuality
described by DiLorenzo wherein it “directs the reader to look at two texts
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simultaneously”,101 here Prudence as the morality, and both Janus and the antique
animal trifrons symbolic as time. Perhaps more unusual is Titian’s depiction of
Prudence in male form.
Baron von Hadeln Detlev points to Titian's “condensed and epigrammatic
brevity” which is “positively heraldic in its severity”,102 unusual in a painter
renowned for his large and beautifully detailed allegories. He estimates the picture
as a timpano of another painting, i.e., it is a decorative “painted cover intended to
protect the actual picture from dust and injury”.103 Diana Galis maintains that
coperti, covers for larger paintings, were meant to “conceal yet reveal ‘sacred
wisdom’”.104 Here is an oxymoron — the two faces of Janus. Erwin Panofsky and
Fritz Saxl, however, assert that the symbology indicates time, the image bearing
similarity to the mediaeval representations of the Trinity and anti-Trinity, belonging
therefore, to mediæval thought and philosophy, the three faces as representing “the
three partial forces (memoria, intelligentia, providentia)”.105
Jean Seznec observes that antique texts about Serapis, an ancient Egyptian
god, and the three-headed monster often pictured with him, and similar to those in
Titian’s painting, were known to the writers of the Renaissance as was the
contemporary interest in the “hieroglyph” of the signum triceps. He remarks as to
Titian’s painting:
It blends two images which embody two completely distinct ideas. The first,
borrowed from mediaeval morality represents the three phases of Time as
encompassed in Prudence; these are purely intellectual concepts, personified in
human form. The second, issuing from the Oriental cults of the late Empire, depicts
Time as a mythical force made up of three ravening beasts.106
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The writers mentioned above verify that because of the Renaissance interest in
antiquity, Titian’s double Janus trifrons is as much created, in its intertextuality,
from ancient Rome as from an even earlier antiquity. Its difference is in the
importance of the self-portrait, the portrait of the artist’s son and the portrait of
Vecellio resulting in the inclusion of Time on two levels, doubled in both myth and
history. In a different form of doubling and supposed as a self-portrait of
Michelangelo is the skin flayed from the body, as seen in the violent martyrdom of
the saint in Michelangelo’s Saint Bartholomew (figure 17). The face on the saint’s
flayed skin is Michelangelo’s own, and I will refer to this work again in Section
1.3.2 Self-Portraits.

Copyright restricted

Figure 17 Michelangelo Buonarroti Saint Bartholomew (detail from The Last Judgement)
1536–41, fresco © Vatican Galleries, Vatican City.

The reduced amount of imagery of Janus in the sixteenth century was the result of
the Reformation and the Protestant violence against religious imagery.
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Protestantism believed, as Kenneth Clark suggests:
If civilisation was not to wither, or petrify, like the society of ancient Egypt, it had
to draw from deeper roots than those which had nourished the intellectual and
artistic triumphs of the Renaissance.107

The Protestant violence across Western Europe was against more than the Roman
Catholic Church, it was against the imagery of the past to which the lay people of
the Reformation did not feel they belonged and which represented “an intolerable
servitude”.108 According to Clark, the destruction was partly the result of
an earthy, animal hostility to reason and decorum that Nordic man seems to have
retained from his days in the primeval forest … (the) motive wasn’t so much
religious as an instinct to destroy anything comely, anything that reflected a state of
mind that an unresolved man couldn’t share. The existence of these
incomprehensible values enraged them.109

Protestantism turned to word and the knowledge becoming available through the
printing of books rather than the religious imagery that continued in Italy after the
1527 Sack of Rome and the revival of the Roman Catholic faith.110 Whereas the
politicisation of Janus in the Medici era included reverence for Janus, the later
politicisation of Janus caused his bifrontality to be construed more as a cipher of
duplicity: two-facedness.111 Notwithstanding the religious differences of France and
England, caricaturists in both countries depicted Janus as a cipher of two-facedness
in their tirades against policies and politicians in the late eighteenth century, a time
of upheaval in France and industrial change in England.
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1.2.4 Neoclassicism and Romanticism
French caricatures (examples of which are figures 18, 19 & 20) link the dual image
with a biting wit to express anger against a subject’s character.112 In Figure 18,
Jacques-Louis David’s caricature of 1793-4 presents the British government
personified as the Devil. The Devil is etched in a form labeled by Alfred Boime as
the “Janus-Anus” motif, his head as the Devil and his backside as a portrait of King
George III: “The portrait of the king is located at the rear end of the government
which vomits on its people a myriad of taxes which overwhelms them”.113

Figure 18 Jacques-Louis David Explication : Ce Gouvernement est représenté sous la
figure d'un Diable écorché tout vif... :(Explanation: The Government is represented under
the skinned alive Devil …) 1793-4, etching. Bibliothèque Nationale de France.

Boime notes that “David’s representation of the emaciated, flayed Devil with
grotesque bat wings and Janus-Anus, derives from the old mediaeval
representations of the Devil and its anal associations”.114 Boime discusses historical
mentions of the Devil and anality, referencing Freud and also the connections
within the French language that link the anal with caricature and he suggests: “The
caricaturist essentially eliminates unwanted subjects by discharging fecal matter at
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them”.115 Neoclassicists of David’s time were in opposition to the Church as well as
royalty; hence David’s vitriolic, scatological cartooning in strong contrast to his
highly regarded history paintings. David’s political affiliations during the
Revolution included his friendship and support of Maximilien de Robespierre and
Jean-Paul Marat, his painting of the death of Marat symbolic of the violence of the
time, symbolic of the Terrors in which he and Marat played a large part.116 It is only
in this caricature (figure 18) that we find a co-existence of forms of humour and
violence which uncover the attribute of Janus as god of war and of a crossing of
boundaries in its scatological absurdity.

Figure 19 Unknown artist Le Roi Janus, ou l'homme à deux visages (King Janus, or the
Man of Two Faces) 1791-93, etching. Bibliothèque Nationale de France.

The 1791-93 etching of a Janus figure in Le Roi Janus, ou l'homme à deux visages
(King Janus, or the Man of Two Faces), in figure 19, portrays Charles XVI, King of
France. Seen as being “two-faced”, he wears two crowns, one for each of his heads,
which is obviously a tendentious joke about his duplicity. He was eventually
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beheaded during the French Revolution (David was closely involved),117 and the
joke now is whether he lost both his heads to the guillotine.

Figure 20 Unknown artist His Monument: Napoleon’s Past and Future are filled with Dead
Bodies 1800s, print. Cornell University Library

The Janus image titled His Monument: Napoleon’s Past and Future Are Filled with
Dead Bodies (figure 20) depicts Napoleon Bonaparte at a stage of extreme
unpopularity. Like Charles XVI, he is depicted as “two-faced”, his herm a pile of
skulls, possibly representing some of the 25,000 killed at the Battle of Waterloo in
1815. This image contains not only the violence of his wars but reminds us of the
violence of the guillotine as a mode of capital punishment at the time.118 These
unknown artists’ intentions have been to unmask the known duplicity of their high
ranking targets, encouraging the French public to mock their leaders, their
caricatures allowing a distancing from the violence.119
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Figure 21 Unknown artist The Reform Janus 1860, print. Project Gutenberg.

Across the English Channel, the historical political cartoon The Reform Janus from
1860 (figure 21) shows a “two-faced” politician attempting to persuade two others
to support his submission to parliament. The use of Janus to portray duplicity and
caricature as a tool for ridicule debases the original Roman religion and the
complex meanings of Janus. As previously discussed in Section 1.2.3 The
Renaissance Revival, images of Roman gods and goddesses were considered by the
Christian Church as pagan, filled with malevolent power and agency, and were
treated without respect or reverence. In later eras, the Janus bifrons head does not
signify Janus, the god of time and war, the god of beginnings and endings, of the
sky and the cosmos, of boundaries and of the four corners of the earth. The Janus
bifrons head, recycled by Christians as Janus the porter and as January, is
positioned by the caricaturist to expose the duplicity endemic to politics in times of
violent epochal change. As Sigmund Freud explains:
Caricature, as is well known, brings about degradation by emphasising in the
general impression given by the exalted object a single trait which is comic in itself
but was bound to be overlooked so long as it was only perceivable in the general
picture. By isolating this, a comic effect can be attained which extends in our
memory over the whole object.120
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Although neoclassicist and Romanticist allegorical paintings often included
temples, if not paintings of Janus, figure 22 shows a design of a fountain topped
with a Janus bifrons head, drawn by the neoclassicist student of David, Jean
Auguste Dominic Ingres, in the late-eighteenth or early-nineteenth century.

Figure 22 Jean Auguste Dominic Ingres Fontaine à tête de Janus (Fountain with a Head of
Janus) ca. late 1700s–early 1800s, drawing. © Service des musées de France 2009. Crédits
photographiques © Roumagnac Guy.

Henri Fuseli’s drawing as well as Gustave Moreau’s painting (in figures 23 and 24),
reflect the artists’ interest in ancient civilizations., the Fuseli depicting the artist’s
dilemma in seeing the grandeur and enormity of Rome as it once was, Moreau’s
painting rejecting the didacticism of Neoclassical history painting in favour of
exotic mythical subjects. Moreau’s painting, which was produced nearly a century
after Fuseli’s drawing, depicts the Greek story of Hercules and the many-headed
Hydra, the Janus influence sublimated in an image that suggests a theriomorphic
representation of human (or godly) multiplicity.
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Figure 23 (left) Henry Fuseli The Artist Moved to Despair at the Grandeur of Antique
Fragments 1778–79, chalk. © Zurich Kunsthaus. Figure 24 (right) Gustave Moreau
Hercules and the Lernaean Hydra 1875–76, oil painting Photography © The Art Institute
of Chicago.

Moving forward, the Janus image is rare in paintings of the late-nineteenth century,
the impressionists and other modernist artists preferring representation of the reality
of daily life and the world around them rather than the myths and legends of
antiquity. However, Table 3: Twins and Doubles, found in the Appendices,
illustrates the changes in representation of the double image of twins from the
Middle Ages until today, pointing to the importance of the twin faces which, to me,
represent dualism as well as Janus.
Thus, as I have shown, from antiquity, Janus’s many attributes (including his
fearsome gaze), revered and written about by Ovid and others, remain as a cipher of
forms of duality. The secularisation and politicisation of the Janus image and
attributes have not denied its continuing mythological power—the attributes of
looking to the future and to the past, the connection with the inception of life and
death, and with the cycle of the seasons and regeneration in nature. His name given
to January is still with us and as a pagan god his image lives in the Christian
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breviaries of the early Renaissance as January. The Janiform Mary/Mars sculptures
at Oloron in France depict the binary oppositions of gender; and as Mars is an
ancient god of war and Mary is at the Deposition of the crucified Christ, the
attributes of Janus as a god of war and of life and death are suggested. In Janiform
with Cosimo d’ Medici, Prudence’s attributes are transferred to Cosimo who looks
to the border of the painting, appearing to provide the Janus attribute of the
protection of boundaries. Conjoining Prudence and ancient representations of
animals as Time, Titian’s An Allegory of Prudence is considered as a double Janus
trifrons, the portraits from youth to middle-age to old, also Janus. The later political
caricatures of Janus bifrons portray kings and politicians in supposed or proven
duplicity, while the ancient Roman temples of Janus are depicted in popular history
paintings of the Neoclassicists and in later paintings of the Romantics as part of the
legacy of antiquity, proving the persistence of Janus over centuries, to be further
reawakened in the twentieth century.

Section 3: Janus fromTwentieth Century Modernism Until Today
Rather than the mythological associations represented in the works of art previously
discussed, in the works of art I consider in this section, Janus often surfaces as a
recognition and representation of the dualities of contemporary life and society as
well as the artist’s own dualism. The space between the imagery of the previous
section and this one mirrors the changes in sectarian and religious life and the
industrial and scientific advances that affect contemporary artistic production.
Judith E. Bernstock suggests that contemporary artists “have tended to be less
concerned with illustrating literally the narrative content of myths, than with
interpreting them symbolically in accordance with their personal experiences”.121
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This section begins with a consideration of Dada and collage, and continues with a
specific focus on self-portraits. The double-face of Janus is clear in the following
section on masks and doors, as it is in the final segment, which considers the
grotesque and the uncanny.
1.3.1 Dada and Collage
My major studio works arising from this research are collages. Dada artist Max
Ernst and his works’ relationship to the attributes of Janus as well as humour and
violence played a significant role in inspiring my work. Tim Berard addresses the
importance of Dada in speculations about culture by comparing the theoretical
models of Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche and Pierre Bourdieu.122 Berard discusses
Nietzsche’s model in its alignment with the tragic character of the pre-Socratic
Greek culture, seeing art as a balance, a satisfying culmination and validation of
existence which is a triumph for man by presenting art as a furtherance of life
incorporating a high spirituality and purpose.123 Bourdieu’s “conflict model”, on the
other hand, and in spite of similarities to the Nietzschean model, sees Dada as akin
to a counter-culture of groups which opposes a dominant culture and in this way
“they fulfil the role of a cultural avant-garde, which, by its existence, helps to keep
the cultural game functioning”.124 Among the many descriptions of Dada by
Dadaists, Berard cites Greenberg who argues “there is no specific ideology that one
can ascribe to the Dadaists as a group, except their agreement on the goal of change
in the direction of freedom, spontaneity and humanity”.125 Dada choices are
deliberate in approach to ensure success in difference and otherness from a
conservative aesthetic viewpoint. The cadavre exquis, a form of collage employed
by the Dada artists André Breton, Yves Tanguy, and Jacqueline Lamba, is here, in
figure 25, a comically absurd Janus bifrons.
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Figure 25 André Breton, Yves Tanguy, Jacqueline Lamba Cadavre Exquis 7 fevrier 1938,
collage. © Georges Meguerditchian-Centre Pompidou MNAM-CCI Dist. RMN-GP. ©
Andre Breton/ADAGP. Licensed by Viscopy, 2015. © Yves Tanguy/ARS. Licensed by
Viscopy, 2015. © Jacqueline Lamba/ADAGP. Licensed by Viscopy, 2015.

Bourdieu mentions Max Ernst, who commented that “what previously had been
merely a commonplace page of advertising became a drama revealing our most
secret desires”, thus embracing the Janiform double-face in the conjoining of the
“commonplace” and “our most secret desires”.126 This comment assists in a
comprehension of the collages that many Dada artists made to express themselves
and it points to his intense interest in the psychological function of the unconscious
as displayed in his collage novels and other works. Ernst’s collage novels were an
inspiration to me particularly in his use of nineteenth century printed material, the
resultant dreamlike images, the absurdities and surrealism proving his Janusian
creativity in his use of simultaneous antitheses and oppositions.
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Ernst ventures into duality, renaming Castor and Pollux as Castor and
Pollution (figure 26), his humorous Janiform rendition possibly holding an
underlying meaning.127

Copyright restricted
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Figure 26 (left) Max Ernst Castor and Pollution 1923, oil painting. © Private Collection,
ARS, NY. Figure 27 (right) Max Ernst L’Oiseau Janus (The Bird Janus) 1974, bronze
sculpture. © University of Michigan Museum of Art.

In his later bronze sculpture L’Oiseau Janus (The Bird Janus) (figure 27), he has
constructed a bifacial, bisexual Janus most obviously influenced by African
sculpture but also referencing the ancient Janiform sculptures as illustrated in Table
1: A Janus Bifrons Typology. His substantial oeuvre between these two works of art
includes the small but significant collage novels, La femme 100 têtes (1929), Rêve
du petite fille qui voulut entrer au Carmel (1930) and Une semaine de bonté
(1934).128 The last title translates as A Week of Kindness, its subtitle as Les sept
éléments capitaux, The Seven Deadly Elements. Ernst has provided the four
elements of fire, water, air and earth with the additional elements of blood,
blackness and sight. Created in 1933, the collage novel consists of 182 collages
assembled from nineteenth-century wood engravings taken from magazines,
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catalogues, periodicals, and illustrated novels and stories.129 Ann Temkin believes
Ernst used the print medium specifically “to upset expectations concerning the
originality of any works of art, and to interrupt accepted boundaries between the
unique image and mass-produced imagery”.130 The collages underwent
photographic replication and printing in black and white as clichés traits,131 and
Une semaine de bonté 132 was circulated in a limited edition of 828 sets by the
Galerie Jeanne Bucher in 1934.133
M. E. Warlick provides insight into the hermetic and alchemistic situations
she sees within the collage novel, asserting that the form of the seven chapters as
the seven days of the week “symbolically duplicates the creation of the world
because God, using the matter of primal chaos, created the perfection of the world
in seven days”,134 her contention providing a possible correspondence with the
structure of James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922).135 Werner Spies, a curator of the Musée
d’Orsay, however, suggests that the title is an appropriation of La semaine de la
bonté, the title of a “mutual aid association … founded in 1927 to promote social
welfare”.136 This possible appropriation appears ironically humorous as there is
very little kindness within the collage novel. In Table 4 in the Appendices, I provide
Max Ernst’s schema of his collage novel in chart form, indicating the colour of each
book, the relation of the colour of each book to its contents, an element, and an
example.137 For example, the Tuesday book is red, the relation of the colour to the
book is of fire-breathing dragons (there are many pictures of dragons within the
collages of this Tuesday book), the element referenced is fire, and an example is Le
cour de dragon, the Dragon’s Court, which is also the name of a street in Paris.
Within the first chapter, Sunday, the most obvious pictorial connection is the
Lion of Belfort, despite Warlick’s contention that alchemy plays a larger part in
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Une semaine (while it obviously “mirrors contemporary surrealist themes of
violence, sexuality, and the struggles of the individual against the inhibition of
personal freedom”).138 The “Lion of Belfort” became the soubriquet for Colonel
Denfert-Rochereau following his gallant defence of the town of Belfort, which was
besieged for 104 days during the Franco-Prussian War in 1870–71. The Parisian
revolt resulted in defeat for the Communards of Paris, the death toll of French and
Prussians at about 20,000, with many thousands later executed, and thousands more
imprisoned, deported to New Caledonia, or escaping as refugees to other
countries.139 The week of incredibly horrific slaughter and execution, from 21–28
May 1871, which included the deaths of the Archbishop of Paris and Dominican
monks, was known as the Semaine sanglante, The Bloody Week.140
The Parisian history may have been a motivation towards parts of Une semaine
where the images within Ernst’s sources were compatible with his Janusian creative
force manifest in the images similar to those in dreams, some more like nightmares.
His sources, late nineteenth century popular fiction literature “included torrid love,
torture, crimes passionnels and the subsequent incarcerations and executions (by
guillotine), hatreds and jealousies among the very wealthy and the very indigent”. 141
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Figure 28 Max Ernst Sunday (Dimanche) page 33 1934, In Une semaine de bonté. © 1976
Dover Publications.

His Janusian creative force ensured a process mirroring what is found in dreams but
in conflict, his images appearing like those in dreams but contrived by his focus on
his creativity and conception. Ernst’s lion-man looking at the guillotine (figure 28)
bears a resemblance to the statue of the Lion of Belfort, as do others in his first
book,142 some in like form to the statue itself.143
The image of another lion-headed man holding forward a bloody decapitated
head (figure 29) succumbs to the reverberations of the multiple meanings, the
intentions, the correspondences of events and times, of cultural and political trauma
and histories, including Ernst’s own.144 Ernst’s past as a conscripted soldier who
fought for Germany in World War I, and in the possibility of premonition of the
coming World War II disaster where he was subject to political internment in
France by both the French and the Germans,145 exists forcefully within the collage
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novel, suggesting that his traumatic experiences and his interest in the Dada and
Surrealist movements influenced his ability to portray as he did.

Figure 29 Max Ernst Sunday (Dimanche) page 34 1934, In Une semaine de bonté. © 1976
Dover Publications.

Ernst deliberately incorporates the multiple levels of cruelty and conflict apparent in
his collages to ensure a psychological response in the viewer. The theriomorphic
characters throughout the collage novel cause the imagery to resonate with viewers,
alienating, yet, in those of the less threatening images reminiscent of children’s
stories, provoking memory, reminding of story-book characters which may have
caused pleasure.146 The broken and disjointed sequences are often dream-like or
nightmarish and phantasmagorical, always incomplete (in a clear narrative sense)
and sometimes uncanny. Ernst’s juxtapositions of contradictions within the
collages, and the conflicts of sadism, violence and death strongly apparent within
many of the images, suggest a response to his personal experiences, his passionate
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interest in psychology and his involvement in both the Dada and surrealist
movements.
Charlotte Stokes explains that in his surrealism, Ernst used Freud’s discourse
on word use, such as the use of puns to create his collages, different meanings being
achieved by new relationships between words and materials.147 She further holds
that “for all the devices Ernst took from [Freud’s] Jokes and Their Relation to the
Unconscious, the main point of the book is that jokes spring from the
unconscious”.148 The repetition of visual themes replicating the psychoanalytic
procedure where obsession may repeat is exampled in his use of piercing to
illustrate a Freudian concept, evident in his painting Oedipus Rex 1922. In this
painting is a symbolism, i.e., the sexual connotations of the cracking of a walnut
and the piercing of the hand holding the walnut, suggesting Freud’s Oedipus
Complex which relates to the ancient story of Oedipus who blinded himself when
he found that he had unwittingly killed his father and married his mother.149
Freud himself mentions Janus in describing some forms of joke: “The Januslike, two-way-facing character of jokes, which protects their original yield of
pleasure from the attacks of critical reason” and that: “A joke is thus a doubledealing rascal who serves two masters at once”.150
Ernst’s collage novels, with their surrealism, obscure narrative, and
underlying psychological motivation, reveal a rebellion against the social order.
Although some of Ernst’s jokes are innocent in intent without sarcasm, obvious or
hidden violence (such as on page 48 in Une semaine, where a female sleeps
comfortably in her bed in the ocean, the sheets turning into waves as in a dream,
and on page 65, another young woman, like Christ, is walking on water), most of
his jokes are tendentious, with their overt sadism or nightmare-like undercurrents
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and uncertainty. Lucy Lippard mentions Arthur Rimbaud and his definition of the
process of making as “the union of two apparently incompatible realities on an
apparently unsuitable plane”, which could ostensibly be a definition of Ernst’s
collages.151 They are glued down by Ernst’s clear focus and Janusian creativity
within his conjoining of opposites, antitheses and unlikely elements within the
collage process, resulting in the irreconcilable and the contradictory, becoming an
idea that, like condensation, acquires more than its parts and sometimes a
multiplicity of associations. Temkin provides Ernst’s humorous comment:

For Ernst, the meaning of collage rested in the structural principle of a mental
combinatory game rather than in the physical appearance of pasted papers. “If it is
the plumes that make the plumage”, said the artist, “it is not the glue that makes the
gluing (ce n'est pas la colle qui fait le collage)”.152

Some images induce a conscious revulsion, “a specific mechanism of psychological
defense (sic), negation”, as described by Rothenberg.153 Others appeal to the sense
of the ridiculous and the absurd, contrasting with those that are in the vein of the
Marquis de Sade’s macabre obscenities. This dualism of humour and cruelty, of
sadism in a process of change and transition between ruthlessness and satire reflects
transformations of Janus in a bifrons configuration: two faces – the sadism
becoming ruthless, the humour more mocking – Une semaine de bonté.
1.3.2 Self-Portraits
Dualisms are used differently in the works of art of Janine Antoni, Ben Quilty,
Mike Parr and Marc Quinn. Whereas Ernst collages images from novels and
magazines into surrealistic “narratives” without including his own image, Antoni,
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Quilty, Parr, Quinn and Caravaggio have portrayed personal experience within the
genre of the self-portrait, creating different forms of Janiform doubles.

Figure 30 Janine Antoni Lick and Lather 1993, two busts: one chocolate and one soap.
© Janine Antoni; image courtesy of the artist and Luhring Augustine, New York.

Commenting on her self-portrait busts of chocolate and soap, Janine Antoni
explains:
I wanted to work with the tradition of self-portraiture but also with the classical
bust … I had the idea that I would make a replica of myself in chocolate and in
soap, and I would feed myself with my self, and wash myself with my self. Both
the licking and the bathing are quite gentle and loving acts, but what’s interesting is
that I’m slowly erasing myself through the process. So for me it’s about that
conflict, that love/hate relationship we have with our physical appearance, and the
problem I have with looking in the mirror and thinking, “Is that who I am?” 154

In her sculptures Lick and Lather (figure 30), Antoni mirrors herself in a multiple,
double-image twinning of contrasting colours and materials. In a form of Janusian
thinking, she makes connections between herself, the materials and the performance
revealing multiple dualisms, such as performance—confirmation of self and life;
and erasure—loss of self and life. The colours of the materials, brown and white,
may suggest different coloured races. The taste of the materials differs; they are an
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opposition of sweet and bitter. In confirmation of self — life, and in erasure of self
— death, the two faces of Janus are looking in opposite directions; and in these
oppositions, the connecting of “reversals and multiple opposites found in dreams” is
evidence of creative Janusian thinking.155
Benjamin Buchloh has described Antoni’s works of art as “precisely the
spectacularization of feminist theory”.156 That this spectacularization goes hand-inhand with the representation of the self as doubles suggests Janusian thinking in the
utterance of simultaneous antitheses.
His words invoke a possible parallel claim of spectacularization of masculine
theory about Ben Quilty’s self-portraits and other works of art. In an interview with
Rosemary Sorensen, it is declared that Quilty

set out to represent the thing that dominated so many young men's lives and lusts—
their cars. From there, he moved on to the “wild rituals of self-annihilation”, the
“getting smashed” rites of passage he has questioned continually in his work.157

Quilty himself also maintains:

Men have been in a really troubled area for a really long time, and we've become
accustomed to the fact it's young men who are the ones who commit suicide and it's
men who suffer most from depression …. they're the ones who take the drugs and
alcohol in massive forms and there's the whole violence thing.158

His self-portraits speak of this violence. Quilty’s heads are turned from the usual
back-to-back Janus bifrons form, the mirror-image portraits created in the ink-blot
Rorschach process of pressing a painted image onto an as-if-folded canvas.
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Figure 31 (left) Ben Quilty Smashed Rorschach 2009, oil painting. © the artist and
Jan Murphy Gallery. Figure 32 (right) Ben Quilty Smashed Rorschach #2 2009, oil
painting © the artist and Jan Murphy Gallery.

The paintings are traditional in the material form of oil paint on canvas and are
quite large at 140 x 190 cm. However, the huge faces seen in Smashed Rorschach
(figure 31) and Smashed Rorschach #2 (figure 32), with their red blood-like drips
and spattering, suggest the horrors of violence and possible decapitation.

Copyright restricted

Figure 33 (left) Card V Rorschach Test 1920, inkblot. Figure 34 (right) Carlos Amorales
Red Rorschach 2006, vinyl. © Carlos Amorales and Yvon Lambert, Paris, New York.

Whereas Smashed Rorschach bears a small resemblance to Card V of the Rorschach
Test (figure 33), it bears a greater likeness to Carlos Amorales’ Red Rorschach
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(figure 34), in which the wings of a large, blood-red vinyl insect are raised as if in
flight.159 Like a mythical strix, the ancient bad omen of the metamorphosed owl that
used to feed on human flesh and blood is suggested here as if in bloody battle. The
Quilty self-portraits, figures 31 and 32, appear connected to the Amorales image in
some aspects of form, as well as in the use of red and the intense splatter of the red
paint like blood, suggestive of the blood of the beheaded.
By contrast, Marc Quinn’s Self (figure 35) is composed of the artist’s own
blood, but also resembling a decapitated head. Gen Doy describes the process
Quinn used to produce the head: as the typical human body contains nine pints of
blood, this amount was drawn from Quinn’s body over a five-month period; the
blood was then poured into a mould cast from his head and frozen at seventy
degrees centigrade.160

Copyright restricted

Figure 35 Marc Quinn Self 1991, refrigerated blood. © Marc Quinn. Photographer: Adrian
Dennis/Getty Images.
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Doy, in discussing the use of blood in relation to the abject, remarks:

the blood does not convey the element of visceral disgust associated with the
abject, since it is frozen and kept in pristine condition. In some ways, it represents
the abject kept at bay, before the disintegration of the work into formlessness.161

Doy also notes that blood, “with its connotations of violence, sacrifice and disease,
has powerful associations with both life and death”,162 which relate to Janus’s
attributes of the inception and closure of human life. Quinn’s conception of this
sculpture, as well as others relating to DNA and the scientific, reveals his Janusian
creativity, his blood-self a self-portrait of the primary fluid crucial to his own life.
He has used that quantity of blood held by his whole body at one time as a portrait
head, the once-warm blood kept refrigerated to hold his personal facial form.
Instead of a wax death mask, he makes a blood mask, a death in another form of
himself at another time.
And Doy explains that he has done this many times at five year intervals.163
His conception of such a self-portrait is similar to a reversal within the unconscious
or of a dream of decapitation where the massive quantity of blood would flow from
the neck as if taking the place of the head. To conceive of this as frozen sculpture is
Janusian in its creativity.
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Figure 36 (left) Mike Parr College of Cardinals 2005, digital print. © the artist and Anna
Schwarz Gallery. Figure 37 (right) Michelangelo Merisi called Caravaggio David with the
Head of Goliath 1609–10, oil painting.

The use of the doubled self-portrait depicting a seemingly decapitated head—
although no actual violence or blood is apparent—is seen in Mike Parr’s digital
print College of Cardinals (figure 36). The title of Parr’s print provokes memory of
the Caravaggio painting David with the Head of Goliath from 1609–10 (figure 37)
in its reference to Caravaggio’s relationship to Cardinal Scipione Borghese and
Goliath’s likeness to Caravaggio himself. The rendition of the decapitated head
differs from Parr’s in that Goliath’s head is dripping blood. Parr, holding his
bloodless “twin” head in his right hand, appears in mirror image to David who
holds the head of Goliath in his left. Where David’s right arm is in shadow, Parr’s
left arm is also not seen. It is non-existent, the result of a birth defect. Both of these
images recall Michelangelo’s painting of the terrible martyrdom of Saint
Bartholomew (figure 17). The body or the head is held forward in one hand, just as
the lion-man in Ernst’s collage presents the severed head of the guillotined (figure
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29). Each of the three faces held forward—Parr’s, Caravaggio’s and
Michelangelo’s—is a portrait of the artist. Saint Bartholomew, like Caravaggio if
not Parr, has been judged. His double, his flayed skin, is his martyrdom.164 The
images and the method of presentation of the decapitated head suggest the Janusface as a portrayal of male power at the same time as subliminal fear of castration is
embraced. However, the philosopher Georges Bataille has raised the possibility of:
a paradoxical notion of castration that is just the opposite of a loss of manliness,
since, as the mark of the child's challenge to the heights of the father's power, it
becomes the very emblem—in all its bloody lowness—of virility.165

Catherine Puglisi notes Maurice Calvesi’s speculation that Caravaggio’s features, as
those of the decapitated figure Goliath, “allude directly to the capital sentence for
murder, and the painting thus functioned as a visual plea to Scipione Borghese, the
very person in a position to save him”.166 Although conjectured as an act of
contrition for murder, Puglisi includes others’ interpretations: that Caravaggio saw
himself as a victim; that he identified with both hero and vanquished; the suggestion
of “rhetorical tradition”; and that the “multiple layers of meaning in the image
emphasize the painter’s self-conscious construction of an ironic and witty
persona”.167 This idea of irony and wit aligned with the visual violence of
decapitation serves to suggest how humour and violence can be included by artists
in the metaphorical double-face form of Janus aligned with the creativity of
Janusian thinking.
The Parr print and the Caravaggio painting mirror each other, the Quilty
painting mirrors itself. Michael Fried discusses the mirror in art where the poses
suggest that the artist is painting the positioning of himself while painting.168 Olaf
Blanke considers “the pictorial phenomenology of self-portraits, which can be
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described as reduplicative phenomena because self-portraits contain the painter
twice: as the painting painter and the painted painter (double)”.169 Although
Quilty’s Rorschach paintings are in mirror image, a “snapshot” doubled, not the
painter posed in front of the mirror, they are as decapitated as Caravaggio’s Goliath
head, as decapitated as Parr’s. The Quilty male is doubly reflected in his paintings
as an almost tragic persona, as a Caravaggio presenting himself as a beheaded
Goliath, or even as being frozen in time, as in Caravaggio’s Narcissus (figure 38).
Barolsky maintains:
Nowhere does the Ovidian capacity of the artist to transform define itself more
fully than in the biographical proverb “every painter paints himself”. This proverb
participates in the very myth of Narcissus, who, seeing his reflection in the pool
was, as Alberti said, the first painter. Narcissus, in effect, painted himself when he
saw his reflected image in the water.170

Figure 38 Michelangelo Merisi called Caravaggio Narcissus 1597–1599, oil painting.

In some ways, the Narcissus painting resembles Quinn’s Self (figure 35); one of a
series of blood self-portraits. Both are frozen. Narcissus looks at himself while
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Quinn looks at his series of frozen “selves”, self-portraits of his own blood. This
brings to mind the many self-portraits of Rembrandt van Rijn, the ninety works of
art described by Robert Wallace as a “personal testament”,171 the multiplicity of
faces illustrating the Janus attribute of time in the ageing of the visage towards the
personal death. This also suggests that any series of self-portraits has the potential
to illustrate Janus as time, the portraits revealing the gradual decline of the visage
into the lines and wrinkles that go with ageing.
Joerg Bose identifies artistic work as an instrument of conflict and selfprotection, which can be the device for a profound and cathartic mourning through
aiding meaningful interpretation and assimilation of experience.172 He discusses the
traumatised artist, who, through the medium of art, is able to “synthesize and to
counteract fragmenting dissociative processes”.173 Furthermore, he attests to the
formation of a delusion in the creation of “a concrete symbol for the catastrophic
subjective experience” by a person in psychosis, and compares this with the artist’s
ability to symbolise.174 When the world imposes itself upon their awareness as
chaotic or destructive, artists may similarly create in the artistic work a concrete
presence that can then function for the fragmenting self in multiple ways as an
integrating or sustaining object. Bose attests to art as an intrapsychic “messenger
between dissociated self-states and consciousness” in dealing with destruction and
trauma, and describes Francis Bacon as achieving “images of disgust and horror
that identify him as someone intimately familiar with the abyss”.175 Quilty’s
paintings attest to his knowledge of the abyss.176 His self-portraits, figures 31 and
32, suggest personal fragmentation and dissociation. The presence of Janus is
within his expression of knowledge or fear of mortality, of life and death, of light
and darkness, of fullness and of nothingness. Quilty’s Janusian thinking is within
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his creative doubling of images and his use of the Rorschach inkblot methodology
to comment upon issues of the contemporary Australian male and his lived
circumstance, his paintings suggesting his conception and experience of the
Australian male psyche. Marina Warner, in discussing Rorschachs in art proposes:

Rorschachs still stand as a prime modern example of the shift away from external
portraiture to internal imaging and the corresponding rise in value of the mind’s
vagaries in the search for what it means to be somebody.177

Quilty’s self-portraits, doubled and in mirror image, deny traditional portraiture in
their Rorschach form and claim personal visionary projections in the artist’s search
to portray masculinity, mortality, the abyss. Because the same image is repeated, is
doubled, is “double-voiced”, the internal male imaginary of the artist is evident.
Some of Quilty’s Rorschach skulls are back-to-back, classically Janiform and
referencing Janus as god of time, of life and death. There is a strong similarity to
Thomas Nast’s Into the Jaws of Death; the Temple of Janus (figure 9), which
describes the horrors of war, conjoining Janus as god of war with the skulls as a
Janus Geminus temple.
1.3.3 Sculpture
Louise Bourgeois conjoins Janus with the body in sculpture. She constructs a very
different form of Janus than those I have described until now. Her bronze Janus
sculptures do not represent the traditional form of Janus.
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Figure 39 Louise Bourgeois Janus fleuri 1968, bronze. Photographer: Christopher Burke ©
Louise Bourgeois.

Her vast oeuvre includes many sculptures and installations resulting from her
creative methodology which is Janusian in the conjoining of contradiction and
opposition as in her named-as-Janus hanging sculptures, such as Janus fleuri (figure
39). This sculpture also demonstrates her transgressive sense of humour and a
possible evidence of her awareness of the antique phallic sculptures of Rome and
the ancient Roman god Janus. Ovid’s description of Janus emerging from Chaos is
evoked by this work of art and other of her bronzes in their abject, organic
metamorphosis.178 In transformation of gender, and into, or from the bodily interiors
she has consistently portrayed, transforming without defined identity, the fleshy
softness is a Janus-face made inflexible and hard in bronze. Within ancient Roman
sculpture, the various manifestations of the use of the phallus are as amulets and
votive sculptures; Bourgeois’s ironic and transgressive play of Janus and
transformation echoes the forms of these historical artefacts. The ring used for
hanging Bourgeois’s Januses stylistically suggests those used for hanging ancient
Roman amulets, and can be seen as a possible evidence of her sources. This
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argument of the past, the present and the future, Janus trifrons in the attribute of
time, may be as humorous as it is violent, as softly evocative as it is hard-set in
bronze, as much “part-object” as whole.

Figure 40 Enzo Cucchi Il commandante della luce in perlastrazione (The Commander of
Light on Patrol) 2004, plaster sculpture. © Galleria Paolo Curti/Annamaria Gambuzzi &
Co. of Milan and the artist.

Enzo Cucchi is another twentieth-century sculptor of Janus. In his sculpture Il
commandante della luce in perlastrazione (The Commander of Light on Patrol)
(figure 40), a deliberately formed Christ as a Janus figure is more the crucified
Christ than a transformative phallus. Giorgio Verzotti describes this sculpture:

the nude male figure alludes to the features of Christ - head bowed, long beard and
hair, sunken eyes-and brings to mind the deposition from the cross. His arms cover
his genitals and, even more incongruously, one of them, wrapped behind his back,
gives the image an almost derisive appearance, allowing religious allusion to
coexist with its parodic reversal. This mocked Christ is presented to us as a twofaced Janus, simultaneously tragic and grotesque; like some bulky hunchback, the
character has a skull behind its head, its flayed and negative double, also bowed, its
empty gaze turned downward. If the man who covers his groin and buttocks seems
to hold himself in a stylized, almost feminine posture, the same figure seen from
the side seems monstrous, with an absurd and lugubrious protuberance growing out
from its neck.179
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In his positioning of the heads and use of material, Cucchi has evoked, as in many
of his paintings, “an almost fairy-tale world where characters of dual nature wander
about in archaized landscapes”,180 which suggests the unknown mysteries of the
ancient gods, such as Janus and Diana amid the sublime beauty of the forests of oak
trees at Nemi in Italy. As this sculpture is named by the artist as the “Commander of
Light” and is formed as a two-faced Janus, the Italian artist may have intentionally
suggested a connection between Janus, god of the sky and of porter to the heavens,
and Christ as the “Light of the World”.
1.3.4 Masks and Doors
The Janus image is a doubling of a face, the dualism suggesting a reflection of
personal duality, as does a mask.

Figure 41 Paul Klee Komiker (Comedian) 1904, etching: Zentrum Paul Klee, Bern.

The mask is often used to frighten, especially in children’s games, where this
frightening also includes humour and laughter.
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Marina Warner asserts:
the game deflates monstrosity by showing it up as a sham, as a guise that can be
assumed through masks, accoutrements, performance; but it simultaneously places
monstrosity in its potent, magic aspect within gleeful reach of the least potent and
the most vulnerable.181

The theatre mask is similar in form to Janus, where the Janus double image is
presented in the oppositions of joy and despair, the agony and the ecstasy of human
life. The mask can be used to conceal just as doors can be used. Paul Klee’s
Komiker (figure 41) reveals a Janus duality, the upper face a mask attached to the
actor’s head, the actor hiding behind his mask.182 Marta Schneider Brody quotes
Klee: “the mask represents art and behind it hides man”.183

Figure 42 (left) Man Ray Rrose Selavy 1921, photograph © Man Ray Trust/ ADAGP.
Licensed by Viscopy, 2015. Figure 43 (right) Yasumasa Morimura Doublonnage (Marcel)
1988, colour photograph. © Yasumasa Morimura; image courtesy of the artist and Luhring
Augustine, New York.
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Following from Klee’s comment, the Man Ray photograph of Marcel Duchamp as
Rrose Selavy (figure 42) is the mask representing art, while behind it hides the man.
In his naming of himself “in drag” as Rrose Selavy, the French pronunciation being
“Eros c’est la vie”, and translated into English is: “Eros (it) is life”, Duchamp plays
with more than words. His image may represent his conception of his anima which
as Jung writes: “is, by and large, complementary to the character of the persona”
and includes “all those fallible human qualities his persona lacks”.184 Within the
anima, Jung considers that the soul contains feminine traits, (conversely, the animus
within the female is masculine in character).185 The anima also relates to “the
maternal Eros”, the feminine “function of relationship”;186 and although Jung posits
that “there is no energy unless there is a tension of opposites”,187 he argues with
Freud’s perhaps better-known conception of Eros as life in binary opposition to the
death instinct. Duchamp, it seems, is happy to masquerade as Rrose Selavy and in
his acknowledged dualism is perhaps a bifrons female/male Janus. In Klee’s words,
he is, as well as the mask, art.
His humour is replicated and expanded upon by Yasumasa Morimura in his
photographic rendition Doublonnage (Marcel) 1995, figure 43, as previously
discussed in Section 1.1.4 Intertextuality. Duchamp is again humorous in his
holding of the keys to the door of his assemblage Étant donnés: 1° La chute d’eau;
2° Le gaz d’éclairage 1946-66 (figure 44).188 Duchamp, possibly as Janus, porter to
the heavens and protector of passageways and doors, held the keys for years even
following his death, his audience impelled to peep at his installation through holes
in the door. Cliff G. McMahon asserts that Duchamp’s “Janus aesthetic requires that
the shock of the new be accompanied by a circling back to the mainstream of
Western culture and to its roots in abstract theory and the life of the mind”.189 This
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suggests that Duchamp’s innovative works of art should be looked at from the
viewpoint of representation within the canon of art and also within philosophy and
psychology. Michael Moore points to the Surrealists Salvador Dali and René
Magritte, who consistently painted doors and often keys and who “both solved the
problem of separation caused by doors by depictions of eavesdropping and of
spying through a keyhole”.190

Figure 44 (left) Marcel Duchamp Ētant donnés: 1° La chute d’eau; 2° Le gaz d’éclairage
1946–66. © Succession Marcel Duchamp/ADAGP. Licensed by Viscopy, 2015. Figure 45
(right) Richard Baquié Sans titre: Ētant donnés: 1° La chute d’eau; 2° Le gaz d’éclairage
1991. © Photographer: Blaise Adilon. © Richard Baquié/ADAGP. Licensed by Viscopy
2015.

Using Duchamp’s instruction manual, Richard Baquié reconstructed Duchamp’s
Étant donnés in 1991 (figure 45). It provides viewers with a clarification of
Duchamp’s installation of what appeared to be a naked female body. The dualisms
inherent within Duchamp’s installation and its staging provoke critique of his
intentions as to his audience’s emotions and past experiences of childhood peeping
into adult bedrooms and primal scenes. Duchamp’s installation, with its
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unambiguous concealment, the “spying through a keyhole” as a viewing in an art
museum, and the holding of the keys to the locked door, leads us to the suggestion
of a possible duplicity within Duchamp’s intentions, the humour as well as a form
of cruelty that speaks of Janus.
Whereas Moore points to the Surrealists and their painting of keys and doors
as sexual symbologies,191 Glenn Most draws attention to the (previously discussed)
Etruscan Myth and Giles of Viterbo, who claimed that Janus, before St. Peter, had
“opened the door of the Christian faith”.192 The use by the Surrealists of the sexual
symbologies of keys and the politico/religious use of Janus’s and St. Peter’s keys is
equalled by Duchamp in his Janusian creativity in holding the keys to the door
(janua) of his Étant donnés.

Copyright restricted

Figure 46 Victor Obsatz Portrait of Marcel Duchamp 1953, gelatin silver print. © Victor
Obsatz and Moeller Fine Art, New York–Berlin.

The Victor Obsatz photograph Portrait of Marcel Duchamp (figure 46) suggests
Duchamp as Janus, his uncanny, mask-like frontal portrait seemingly laughing at
his joke against us. This is also Janus in his attribute of porter, the protector of doors
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with his keys, as well as Janus in his attribute of god of the heavens and of the
cosmos, a validation of the continuum that allows space within fine art for
expressing the cosmic, opening, closing, and other temporal attributes.
1.3.5 The Grotesque and the Uncanny
The moving image holds the temporal within its essence; the films of the past and
the present affect us with the massive on-screen moving imagery of everything,
ranging from the sweetest emotions to the bloodiest massacre. A film-still from the
popular film Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone (figure 47) reveals a
manifestation of the binary opposition of good and evil as a Janiform head, a
signifier of duplicity and plurality as well as a shared identity that is uncanny and
bizarre.

Copyright restricted

Figure 47 Ian Hart and Richard Bremmer Voldemort and Quirrel as a Janus 2001, film
still. From Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone 2001 UK. Directed by Chris
Columbus. © Warner Bros. Pictures.

Hélène Cixous has described the uncanny as Unheimliche, “unhomely”:
“Unheimliche is the name for everything that ought to have remained … hidden and
secret and has become visible”.193 She describes it further as “the horrible
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peculiarity of the world of doubles” and only part of “the unrecognized and
unrecognizable spheres”.194
In this Harry Potter film we can comprehend Ovid’s expression of terror at
seeing Janus in a chillingly frightening and uncanny form.195 The strength of the
destructive powers and charisma of Lord Voldemort engender the feeling of dread
within us; however, our unconscious ensures memory not of weakness but of his
phantasmagorical, bizarre power.196 Voldemort’s insidious extraction of the life of
Professor Quirrell is uncanny and horrible. Quirrell’s real name is Quirinus Quirrell;
Quirinus is an ancient Roman name used for Janus (as Janus Quirinus), which
suggests the Voldemort/Quirinus Janus as an opposition, an immense divergence of
type, a Janiform of good and evil, a dualism of innocence with the grotesque and
the uncanny.197 Geoffrey Galt Harpham suggests:

the sense of the grotesque arises with the perception that something is illegitimately
in something else. The most mundane of figures, this metaphor of co-presence, in,
also harbors the essence of the grotesque, the sense that things that should be kept
apart are fused together.198

This form of grotesque “co-presence” permeates the images of Jake and Dinos
Chapman’s Insult to Injury series (figure 48),199 in which the Chapmans have
“adjusted” a suite of Francisco Goya’s etchings, The Disasters of War 1810–20.200
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Figure 48 Jake and Dinos Chapman Insult to Injury 2003, etching. © Jake and Dinos
Chapman/DACS. Licensed by Viscopy, 2015.

In these images, contrived in a seemingly absurd creativity, clown and cartoon faces
have been superimposed onto the tragically mutilated, the raped, the imprisoned and
the killed, as well as the murderous perpetrators of destruction. Further to the
previous discussion in Section 1.1.4 Intertextuality, Kathryn DiLorenzo mentions
the “‘self-conscious creative transgression’ of two traditionally opposed genres”,201
possibly an irony in the stark contrast of the distance between the context of the
original and the style of reworking or alteration. The Janusian thinking in the use of
the antitheses of horror portrayed by Goya and the deep sarcasm presented by the
Chapmans (in figures 48 and 49), causes us to look at the violence of cartoons, to
look at the Janus face of human life, at the abyss of sadism, death and destruction,
and at duplicity.
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Jeff Gibson writes of the dualism of viewers’ responses:

Whether viewed as infantile desecration or creative augmentation, it's hard not to
laugh—then cry—at the addition of clown and puppy faces, goggle-eyed horse
heads, and goofily grotesque fright masks to such art-historical boilerplate for
wartime atrocity. Unreconstructed avant-gardists, the Chapmans lead with their
chins, drawing the righteous abuse of hypocritical moralists with their irreverent,
no-holds-barred, anti-humanist iconoclasm; in this instance, they rescue—if only
for a cultural moment—an unrepentant purveyor of gothic monstrosity from
bourgeois conscription. 202

Here is a violence co-existent with a humour that places the viewer in the
psychological state described by Gibson. The Janus attribute of time can be ascribed
to these images in the use of Goya’s intense etchings of horrific events of two
hundred years ago with contemporary (twenty-first century) humorous popular art.
In looking at the Chapmans’s etching and aquatint series Disasters of War
(figure 49), Philip Shaw defines the series as:
an attempt to reanimate the founding trauma of Goya’s work, to reveal the
indivisible remainder, the abject object, that art criticism, wedded as it is to the
ideology of humanism, seeks to repress.203

Figure 49 Jake and Dinos Chapman Disasters of War 1999, print. © Jake and Dinos
Chapman/DACS Licensed by Viscopy, 2015
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1.3.6 Conclusion
The importance of Janus in Rome as a cipher of war and peace, and as a revered
god, reverberates like an echo throughout history, heard surprisingly forcefully in
Renaissance and post-Renaissance periods. This is partly because of the Etruscan
myth, which, in some areas of Italy, sidesteps Christian secularisation and returns
Janus to a position of regard. His attributes, however, became more mythically and
sometimes even comically embellished. Ovid’s poetry, such as Fasti, and the works
of his contemporaries, read and re-read over the centuries, enable artists—even in
contemporary times—to hold Janus within the imagination and to represent Janus in
metamorphosis of both ancient and modern forms.
Judith E. Bernstock looks at the use of ancient themes in different forms of art
and culture:
inherent in the use of mythological themes by most modern artists is a renewed
respect for the humanism of classical culture. Even iconoclastic interpretations of
mythological figures by the Dadaist Man Ray, or more recent painters like Komar
and Melamid, prove that the classical heritage is still a strong force with which the
twentieth-century artist must argue.204

This argument and the intertextuality it endorses, is seen in Ernst’s collages and
Parr’s self-portraits, both artists having looked to Caravaggio, who before them,
looked to the ancient gods and Janus in religion and myth, because of Ovid and
other antique writers. The moderns, in recognition of their own duality, put their
stamp not just on the ancient imagery of Janus but also on their ability to comment
about modernity and the future.
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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY

The last section in the previous chapter demonstrated that modernist and postmodernist artists have often employed the themes of duality and plurality that
reference the myth of Janus as a single personal and subjective work, and not a
more extended look at the possibilities of the image and the myth in its
contemporary applications. In this studio work I have attempted to consciously
focus on a concept related to my belief in the beginnings of representations of, or
relating to, some form of Janus. I work from Rothenberg’s Janusian thinking in
being consciously goal-oriented and I try to work quickly to retain the release of
creativity and the subliminal expressions that sometimes result in surrealistic forms.
These themes of duality and plurality that reference the myth of Janus connect the
disparate nature of my studio work, which alters within the processes of both
practical and theoretical research. The creative process has allowed me to work
from my personal situation of twinship, and my curiosity about the double-face of
the identical twin and its conception, to a more socio-political engagement with
humour and violence. Sometimes the themes appear fragmented but connect
through the Janus yoking of attributes, dualities and pluralities. The oppositional
character of Janus in Janusian creativity also becomes evident in aspects of the
ancient myth and human duality applied either consciously or subliminally within
my work.
Section 1 includes my works of art that relate more closely to the body and
the personal. In Section 2, I move away from the biological and personal to the
socio-political—the less personal, the more critical. I have broken down the
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sections into sub-sections; some are not extensive in quantity but are included as
examples of the process and the continued possibilities explored in striving to
answer the research question, which eventuates through the processes of collage.

Section 1: Janus,The Body and the Personal
2.1.1 Janus Heads
As Janus heads were in existence prior to the Roman god Janus, I looked first in
my studio practice at many archaic and anthropological representations of Janus
forms. Beginning with drawings of artefacts from Africa, Europe and Mexico, I
attempted to discover the Janus form for myself and how to conceive it, with its
intertextual appropriation, in a way that was authentic and personal to me.

Figure 50 (left) African Janus-head stool, wood. The Niger Bend African Art Imports
Figure 51 (right) Susan Baquie Two dead men 2008, ink on paper.

The tiny stool from Africa’s Ivory Coast (figure 50) has the definitive Janus bifrons
form, the red face as life, day, the future; the black face as death, night, the past.
Using pen and ink on paper, I used this contemporary artefact, in its typological
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visuality, to firstly feel out the form and then to make a subversive political
comment about contemporary situations. In figure 51, President Bush and Osama
Bin Laden sit back to back on the Janus stool, their power appearing ridiculous. The
childhood ditty written beneath the drawing defines the ridiculous: One bright day
in the middle of the night, two dead men got up to fight. Back to back they faced
each other, drew their swords and shot each other.

Figures 52–54 Susan Baquie Mexican Pretty Ladies 2007, oil on canvas.

I then painted a few small canvases of the two-headed and two-faced “pretty ladies”
of Tlatilco in Mexico that were mentioned in Chapter 1. I felt the figurines should
be depicted as small goddesses in pink because images of the diprosopi infants
affected me emotionally; their lives are as short as those of butterflies that only live
for twenty-four hours. I realised that Janus in both Nature and Man can cause tragic
births as well as to beautify and deify. I later exhibited carbon copy drawings of
these forms titled as Dancing Diprosopi. My use of these and other anthropological
artefacts enabled an understanding of the Janus forms. It also assisted in my
comprehension of my brothers’ and my birth situation, and our good fortune of
good health at birth.
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Figure 55 Susan Baquie Twins and the Tribe 2008 jubes on paper.

Reflecting on this and the prevalence of twins, I used confectionary (in figure 55) to
display twins in the “tribe”. I later ate the jubes. Unlike Janine Antoni and her
performance art, this was done privately and in enjoyment of the use of a material
never before approached in my fine arts practice.

Figure 56 (left) Susan Baquie Twins 1992, ink on paper. Figure 57 (right) Susan Baquie
One Plus One 2007, mixed media on paper.

My tiny 1990s sketch of two boys joined at the ear, like twins (figure 56), served as
the inspiration for a painting of twins, the heads like pieces of cut-out or torn paper
on a blue background (figure 57). In referencing collage, the work subverts the high
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art of oil painting and is double-faced, the faces like collaged papiers déchirés. The
joining of the heads resurfaced in a later sculpture, Two Plus One (figure 58), in
which the wig-stands are adjusted with polyvinyl acetate, fillers and paint, my
childhood birth situation an inspiration for the grouping. Two heads are closely
joined, the other separate but part of the group, suggesting my brothers’ closeness
and, although close, my difference and separateness.

Figure 58 Susan Baquie Two Plus One 2007–8, adjusted readymades.

Earlier, the same process of using cast-off Styrofoam wig-stands resulted in a Janus
head. In 2011, I repainted the white Janus head in pinks, purples and brass-leaf
paint, the “classical” white sculpture appearance lost to a brighter coloured form
(figure 59). The two faces of my Janus differ in character as a result of the applied
colour and the decorative features, which have sexual connotations.
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Figure 59 Susan Baquie Eros/Thanatos 2006–11, adjusted readymades.

In the making of another head (figure 60), the piece was accidentally but
serendipitously dropped, and I was able to use the cracked and broken form to
advantage.

.
Figure 60 Susan Baquie Egghead, 2008, adjusted readymade.
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Egghead showed me how Janusian thinking informs my creativity in the antithesis
of the egg as a vehicle for birth and the non-infant sized head emerging from the
cracked shell. The oppositional experience of the exchange of yolk for white, and a
psychological experience manifest in the rendering of the eyes and the cracking of
the outer shell, made the head appear to be emerging from a hidden place behind a
broken mask of yellow-orange skin or shell, surreal and dreamlike.
My interest in making sculpture has not been as personally imperative as
creating two-dimensional works of art, although beginning with a ready-made
object incites my creativity in its subversion of classical sculptural methodologies.
This subversion of traditional methodologies is not necessarily unrelated to Janusian
creativity as the choices of materials such as in the carbon paper works are
oppositional to traditional art materials.
2.1.2 Carbon Paper
I was fortunate enough to own a roll of carbon copy paper, twenty-one centimetres
wide and many metres long. It consisted of interleaved sheets of carbon and cheap
copy paper, the type used for invoice books and other commercial business books.
The “copy” concept in the carbon works of art, the binaries of black and white, dark
and light, invoke life and death, Eros and Thanatos: they suggest Janus in the
copying and doubling of cells in nature and in human conception. This roll of paper
also suggests the archive, containing the possibility of human beginnings, the Janus
archetype of the past, and the future within itself. My carbon works were initiated
by a comment of Hillel Schwartz where a man likened his dying twin to “a carboncopy of himself”.205
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My preliminary works of 2006 that used these papers were small, and pasted
into a sketch notebook. The Janiform is shown in figure 61, embodied in the images
of dividing cells.

Figure 61 Susan Baquie Cells 2006, carbon copy papers.

The triangular work of art for my exhibition Beginnings at the QCA College gallery
in 2006 began with one cell impressed in black on “white”, and “white” on black
(figure 62).

Figure 62 (left) Susan Baquie Cell (detail of Beginnings) 2006, carbon papers.
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It then continued upwards in the form of an isosceles triangle, with drawn and
impressed lengths of paper containing motifs relating to conception and birth: a
dividing into two and more cells, an embryo motif, a foetus motif, the diprosopus,
Janus bifrons, conjoined twins, and finally, at the top of the isosceles triangle, a row
of clones (figure 63). At this time, I was considering Janus as an archetype, Janus in
spiritual form, and as time represented in the striping effect of the light-and-black
papers; the past and the future, life and death, darkness and light preceding and
following one another.

Figure 63 (right) Susan Baquie Beginnings 2006, carbon paper installation.

Canvas and oil and watercolour paints, fine quality papers, inks, pens and pencils
are the valued materials of art; however, the throw-away recycled carbon copy
papers are a reminder of commercial trading and the retention and storage of copies
of orders and receipts. Their placement in an art gallery also references work of a
very different kind to that of making art; it references the clerical work of the past
before the personal computer was introduced into offices, and my past office-based
employment which included both methods. The Janus binaries of time past and
present are manifested within the use of the carbon. However, the fragility of the
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material requires a backing material to prevent damage if exhibited. The initial
results of pasting the black carbon paper to a backing material were not promising
but may be reassessed in the future.
2.1.3 Eggs and Other Things
In 2006 my art practice moved from the carbon works on conception into
representations of double-yolk eggs in 2007; this was possibly a result of my
Egghead sculpture as well as a dozen eggs I bought that provided a few “doubleyolkers” (as in figure 64).

Figure 64 Susan Baquie Double-yolker #3 2007, digital image
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These became inspiration as still-life objects, positioned with plates and cooking
pans. I used a small digital camera to capture these images, and later for small
constructed eggs and other objects.
Norman Bryson maintains that the death of human absence, nature morte, has
the opposite face of Janus in the force of culture as Life, in the form and function of
plates, glasses, cloths, and other objects deemed apposite that point historically to
human endeavour and historical choice.206 It is “the steadying hand of cultural
memory” that contributes to the security of the interpersonal experience in
depictions of food and cooking accessories.207 Bryson declares that: “At table, the
subject is re-embraced by humanity and re-joins the cultural communities of both
present and past”.208 Janus, incorporating the past and the future as god of time,
presents the connection of the living community and its future with the past within
portrayals of still life.

Figure 65 Susan Baquie Eggs and Plates 2007, digital image.
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The Janus prototype is a yoke, an archetypal yoke. It connects the dialogue and
identity of the colour yellow with the word “egg”, with the word “yolk” and in
double-yolk eggs with the word “yoke”. It links the dividing cell, the dividing eggs,
and the dividing twins. It connects the dialogue of the hen with the human female,
the shell with the womb, and the hen’s eggs with the human eggs. The images of
double-yolk eggs invoke the connection and the yoking of dialogue with word and
colour and form. The two faces of Janus are linked as are the semiotics. The doubleyolk egg on its own implies the prototype of the bifrons Janus and the dizygotic
conception of identical twins.
The most personal of my digitally photographed eggs are those with my
mother’s christening plate (figure 65). The double-yolk eggs in the glass bowl set
upon this particular plate codify history, sustenance, and the act of eating as well as
my original intention of including a Janus conception, the double in familial
identical twins. The decorative motif, traced from the plate, light-scanned, digitized
and printed, as in figure 66, signifies a maternal ancestry. The design is evocative of
lace collars. There is a pattern of continuity as well as a Janiform duality in the
motif, a division of like and unlike, of age and youth, of old and new. It is a pattern
inclusive of Janus as Time. It is an image resulting from the creativity inherent
within Janusian thinking in my use of opposition as a conceptual tool in the material
of china seen as cotton, in the design of painted flowers and leaves seen as lace, and
the use of a plate as an indicator of a maternal symbology.
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Figure 66 Susan Baquie Collar 2007, print.

Figure 66 consciously draws on figure 67, Max Ernst’s painting Portrait d’ancêtre
(Ancestral Portrait) from a book previously owned by my mother, not only in the
correspondence of the lace collar (which is similar to the crochet I made when I was
younger), but also in the signification of maternal/matriarchal ancestry.

Copyright restricted

Figure 67 Max Ernst Portrait d’ancêtre 1965, oil painting © Private collection NY.
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In 2007–8 I continued to make representations of conception and birth,
reusing motifs from my carbon works and digital images of eggs, and translating
them into low relief in twenty-odd, five-inch square canvases (figure 68).

Figure 68 Susan Baquie Examples of Five Inch Squares 2007–8, mixed media.

The material process consists of using a polyvinyl-acetate and filler mix to shape
the low-relief forms onto the canvas surface, some of which included wool or
string. I found the canvases I had chosen too small, as maquette size, and
disappointing when considering the extent of sanding and reworking required for
such small items. A slightly larger work, Twins (figure 69), includes infant twins,
with the “double helix” border edging also resembling the crocheted edges of
doylies I made when younger.

Figure 69 Susan Baquie Twins 2007, paint, PVA and fillers on canvas.
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My preoccupation with the conception of new life led me, in 2008, to paint a
tiny baby motif in red onto a circle. Printed in multiple to represent both clones and
identity, the circles are pressed into bubble-wrap plastic, signifying both flesh and
the laboratory, Janiform in its oppositeness (figure 70).

Figure 70 Susan Baquie Bubble-bubs 2008, print, bubble-wrap.

In keeping with the laboratory, in-vitro fertilisation, genetic engineering and
modification, these tiny foetal images within the shiny, transparent multiplicity of
plastic bubbles suggest the multiplicity of human cells, while the manufactured
reality of the plastic suggests the scientific in its regulation and objectivity.

Figure 71 Susan Baquie Double Helix 2008, paint, paper, magnifier on canvas.
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Magnification is related to these themes, and Double Helix (figure71) implies
the scientific. However, my attempt to place magnifiers over tiny foetal images and
put them onto or into canvas resulted in awkwardly constructed objects, possibly
better presented in drawing or painting or with the use of a real microscope. In the
binary opposition of Science and Nature, one face of Janus is as technology and the
other as body.
The Janusian connection of “DNA” and “and”—back to back—is somewhat
absurd but related to two different instances, one of making, the other of reading.

Figure 72 Susan Baquie Steps 2010, mixed media.

The “and” is the reverse of “dna” so by placing them “Janus-faced”, the first
instance of reading led to the making, and again to reading, and a form of validation
of the concept in the image Steps (figure 72). Janusian creativity connects to the
absurdity of the linking of the two words, which are not usually joined to one
another in text in this way and, regardless that each word contains exactly the same
letters, do not appear as related until juxtaposed “Janus-faced”. The work is
composed of three images in acrylic paint and stencilled text on paper and framed
as one work.
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This section has encompassed concepts and works of art linked by my
inclusion of Janus as a starting point in antiquity and in the beginnings of life, the
Janus attributes of inception and closure, being of birth and death. The connections
between the works continue into Section 2, but alter over time with experimentation
and process.

Section 2: Janus and the Socio-Political
This section discusses the change of direction in my work that arose from the
circular forms of the cell and the embryo. The circle works are a continuation of the
motifs of birth and conception used in the carbon works and the five-inch squares,
reworked into diverse forms and variations. In one of these, Janus Codex (figure
73), I have printed part of the text of a copy of an ancient Christian codex as I felt it
related in some way to Western Christian beginnings and the secularization of
Janus. This interest led me to discover the Codex Purpureus and resulted in the
change of direction to the shell and purple works. Another change of direction
happened after a short foray into collage, which was not intended to become a
larger body of work. Although there are a few paintings in this section, many of the
works are on, or constructed from, paper.
2.2.1 Circles
The circle works are composed of collage, ink, watercolour, gouache and gold
thread on high-quality Arches paper (and one on card), and some of the motifs
suggest the body and conception. Each of the motifs is enclosed in a circle, in form
reminiscent of the Buddhist mandala and of the diagrams of the twelfth-century
Hortus Deliciarum (figure 14), but differing from these as teaching is not the central
concept, however enclosing a form of intertextual reference in the theme of
circularity and inner symbologies.
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Figure 73 Susan Baquie Janus Codex 2010, print and paint on paper.
Figure 74 Susan Baquie Untitled 2010, paint, ink and thread on paper.
Figure 75 Susan Baquie Untitled Bracket 2010, paint, PVA and filler on canvas.

Parentheses, brackets and digressions may appear to have little to do with either the
myth or image of Janus. The form of a bracket, however, may do so as I find a
likeness to a face where the point can be seen as a nose, and therefore a pair of curly
brackets as a double profile of a Janus bifrons, as seen in figures 73–75. In Chapter
3, I include mention of bracketology, which surfaced because of these works.
While exploring the collage novels of Max Ernst and alchemy I came across
the alchemist, Nicholas Flamel ca.1330–1418 and his prayer about the royal colour
purple.209 Finding the word Tyrian within it and remembering Tyre, Assyrian art
and the ancient trading Phoenicians, I found that the colour purple of ancient
Mediterranean times was not as we know it today; then, the hues and shades
regularly seen ranged from almost black, dark blood-reds, through to rich, deep
blue-reds and our concept of purples, to the faded pinks and browns that remain on
the fragmented codices of early Christianity.210
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2.2.2 Purple Shells

Figure 76 Murex brandaris (bolinus brandaris), digital image. World Register of Marine
Species (WORMS)

In ancient Phoenician and Mediterranean times, the tiny murex brandaris shell
(figure 76) was one of the primary sources of purple dye. The immense numbers of
the tiny shells required to produce the dye made purple cloth as precious as gold,
while as both “Tyrian” and “Imperial” purple, the colour was, for a time in Rome,
legally reserved for only those of high rank. Purple continues as still being related
to high rank, kingship and to the hierarchies of the religious orders. As the colour
for ancient high-ranking Romans, I felt it could be considered for Janus as God of
gods and King of Rome.

Figure 77 Susan Baquie Untitled with Oak Leaves 2010, acrylic paint and collaged,
recycled paper on canvas.
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In 2010, I produced a few canvases that used purple and motifs, such as the
murex brandaris and the oak leaf; for example, Untitled with Oak Leaves (figure
77). 211 I followed this short foray into purples with some 25cm square canvases
(figure 78), incorporating squares of different purple shades and tonal values,
referencing Josef Albers’ famous square art works, mine, however, becoming
almost a Janus quadrifrons temple as the colours and tones allowed entry to an inner
sanctum from four “entrances”.

Figure 78 Susan Baquie Purple Squares 2010, acrylic paint, brass leaf, canvases.

In Purple Space (figure 79), the four narrow five-foot high canvases painted only in
purple colours in varying tonal values are non-representational.

Figure 79 Susan Baquie Purple Space 2010, acrylic paint on canvases.
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With personal concentration, the canvases provide a space for meditation. The
mind seeking relaxation perceives a suggested imagery of landscape, of mountains
and of water, of mystery and history, a Janiform here and not-here, of place and
non-place—Janusian thinking as part of my creative methodology.
Still wanting to continue with purple, I painted the murex brandaris on
45.7cm square canvases, each canvas a different “purple”, the upright open shell
with its firm white labia forms suggesting a feminine object. The painting, Untitled
(Given?), (figure 80), includes a painted copy of Duchamp’s Étant donnés within
the shell, Duchamp’s name in the purple ground, while Richard Baquié’s 1991
deconstruction of the Duchamp installation is painted similarly inside a shell on
another canvas (figure 81).212 The intertextuality as discussed by DiLorenzo is made
obvious in these works in my appropriation and elaboration of Duchamp’s themes.

Figure 80 (left) Susan Baquie Untitled (Given?) 2011, acrylic paint on canvas. Figure 81
(right) Susan Baquie Untitled (Also Given?) 2011, acrylic paint on canvas.
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Not wanting to leave Duchamp, my interest moved from Étant donnés to his La
mariée mise à nu par ses célibataires, même (The Bride Stripped Bare by Her
Bachelors, Even) of 1915–23 and the shapes of his “bachelors”, his Nine Malic
Moulds of 1914–15.

Figure 82 (left) Susan Baquie Smart Tarts 2011, acrylic, metallic paint, canvas. Figure 83
(right) Susan Baquie Untitled 2011, acrylic paint, PVA, fillers, canvas.

My two paintings, Smart Tarts and Untitled (figures 82 and 83), present the shapes
of Duchamp’s “bachelors” expressed differently. Some text in both English and
French specifies “Marcel Duchamp”, “nine malic moulds” and “neuf moules malic”.
My “bachelors” emerge from the moulds as bachelor girls. They are also “malic”
moulds, as malic acid is found in apples and other fruits, hence the “tart” apple and
the “tart”, cheeky female.213 The females, “tarts”, are not bachelors but célibataires,
which, in French, also means “single person”, not only “male bachelors” as
indicated by the English translation of Duchamp’s célibataires.
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The painting of figures in the shell paintings and Smart Tarts reminded me of
figure painting of the past, and I found myself wanting to illustrate Janus with his
attributes.

Figure 84 Susan Baquie Janus as Porter 2011–12, acrylic paint on canvas. Figure 85 Susan
Baquie Janus as God of the Sky 2011–12, acrylic paint on canvas. Figure 86 Susan Baquie
A Double Janus Trifrons 2011–12, acrylic paint on canvas. Figure 87 Susan Baquie Janus
Quadrifrons, God of the Four Corners of the Earth 2011–12, acrylic paint on canvas.

I redesigned the shapes of the painted murex brandaris shells I had previously
rejected, and painted each of them with almost-comic Januses wearing a fig leaf,
red hair and a beard (figures 84–87).
My keys of Janus are a sequitur to the murex brandaris shells. My painting of
the shapes of the murex brandaris led me to experiment with a more threedimensional form, and my shaping resulted in a metamorphosed shell-key shape,
which, to me, evokes Janus as porter. My small Janus Keys (figure 88), each eight
centimetres long, are more successful than some larger ones nearly thirty
centimetres long that I attempted using plaster. Although these were not to my
satisfaction, I persevered for a short time finding that the process needed refinement
and should be taken up at a later date.
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Figure 88 Susan Baquie Janus Keys 2011, PVA, fillers, silver paint.

Feeling frustrated that the attempts to make keys in plaster were not particularly
successful, I decided to change tack. I almost accidentally stumbled upon another
process that began to look exciting—that of collage.
2.2.3 Collage
The images in a few pages of The Illustrated London News: Australasian Edition
dated Saturday June 6 1891 and Saturday March 17 1894 had interested me for
some time, and in 2008 I cut and pasted two collages using them. This later led to
my construction of sixteen more pictorial collages. As the papers are over a century
old, I added no other paper in an attempt to retain the legitimacy of the nineteenthcentury paper, although I applied minimal colour to six of the collages. I gradually
constructed a further fifty or so small collages from the off-cuts, scraps and bits and
pieces, most of these being completely non-representational.
This collage practice restates the printmaking of newspapers of the past and
uses it in a methodology unrelated to the original process. I felt tentative about
using paper over 100 years old, but as the newspaper sheets were damaged and of
little value, their use as a recycling of paper and images is justified.
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As simply paper, the collages are a recycling program. Time here is Janus,
one face as the old newsprint with the values of the past looking at the past, the
other face looking towards the contemporary values of the late-twentieth and earlytwenty-first centuries.
Part of my strategy with this form of collage is to re-contextualise figures and
objects from the news illustrations and advertisements to construct new contexts,
some of which include comment on imperialism, colonialism and political and
personal realism. As discussed earlier, I work from Rothenberg’s Janusian thinking
in being consciously goal-oriented, attempting to retain the release of creativity and
the subliminal expressions that often result in surrealistic forms. The process I used
in the representational collages also connects to nineteenth-century magazine
illustration, methods used in surrealism, and particularly Ernst’s methods of
creating his collage novels. Janus bifrons is a strong presence in these works, which
evoke the past and may sometimes suggest the future.
Titling my initial collage of British soldiers and native Africans at war Pop:
Diamonds are Forever (figure 89), I highlight nineteenth-century colonialist
attitudes regarding other countries’ resources, and, by adorning the Africans with
jewellery made of precious stones, I signpost African future interests. Janus as god
of war is in this collage, in the hand-to-hand combat of uniformed soldiers equipped
with horses and firearms, and the African natives with spears and shields, a
reflection of the violence of Janus over the centuries. The intertextual “glancing” at
two texts simultaneously, the 1890’s colonialism and our Western contemporary
knowledge, is on a par with the contradictions and oppositions of the absurdity and
the violence, elucidating the creativity of Janusian thinking.
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Figure 89 Susan Baquie Pop: Diamonds are Forever 2008, collage.

Thus, the double-face of Janus is not only that of war and peace but also of the
serious and the ridiculous, humour and violence together revealing attributes of
Janus. However, Janus as god of war and Virgil’s words of “reckless Bloodlust” (as
on page 24) are tempered by the jokes within the collage, nonsense contradicting
the truth of violence,
Nine of the collages include images of the military. In some, the absurdity is
minimal. Instead, a sense of the surreal results from my deliberate juxtapositions of
the unrelated and the irrational. Time and place are sometimes jumbled as in Page
693: Guys In Disguise (figure 90), in which an English street sign is held by a
soldier on a military expedition. The irrational and fantastic are made manifest in
the head-scarfed soldiers, the bejewelled helmets, and in the large fork that is held
instead of a rifle by a soldier in a bearskin hat.
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.
Figure 90 Susan Baquie Page 693: Guys In Disguise 2008, collage.

The soldier in the foreground holds a bunch of flowers while a crowned old man
holding what looks like a butterfly net seems to approach the military group. The
“Three Graces” stand in the background with their cups of tea. Almost unnoticeable
is the back view of a rabbit’s head and ears that I positioned next to the street sign
held by one of the soldiers. The suggested violence of the military and the
suggestion of a form of espionage are offset by the humour, the bifacial attribute of
Janus clearly evident.
In a different vein The Tanist (figure 91), is the only collage that has a Janus
bifrons image, a “tanist” being the successor to a chief, the “heir apparent”. As the
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heir apparent, the tanist, sitting on a horse, is in the Janus bifrons position with his
chief, a small crown between their faces.

Figure 91 Susan Baquie The Tanist 2008, collage.

The soldier with his two horses holds a pole from which hangs a clock. Behind him,
a man and a woman look across at some children playing in the bushes, the woman
attempting to move a large moth from next to her head. The absurdity of the man on
the far left of the image, hanging in mid-air, accentuates the mystery within the
picture.

Figure 92 Susan Baquie At Sea: Dreamboat 2008, collage.
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At Sea: Dreamboat (figure 92) is not about everyday life at sea but appears to
combine disparate narratives of time and place. This collage of people on a ship
includes two upside-down bicycle wheels on the top of a cabinet that holds
prisoners. While they might be interpreted as convicts being transported to
Australia, the image originates from an illustration of prisoners in Siberia. I
intentionally cite Duchamp’s original upside-down bicycle wheel of 1913, his first
readymade, with the collaged bicycle wheels cut from the advertisements of the old
newspapers.
This connection to early-twentieth-century art and transported convicts of a
previous period, as well as a woman dressed in nineteenth-century apparel,
confounds any sense of a narrative that one would expect from newspaper
illustrations. The work is somewhat reminiscent of Ernst’s collages in the Monday
(Lundi) book of Une semaine, where there is also water and beautiful women.

Figure 93 Susan Baquie The Ministration 2008, collage.
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The larger pieces of newspaper used, I began to collage The Ministration
(figure 93), by starting with a blank sheet of paper and an advertisement for colds
and flu medicine. The seriousness of the turbaned and hatted churchgoers in this
collage is alleviated by the unusual activity of the minister, who holds a “Warranted
Perfect” comb, and a lady holding a tiny pop-up bicycle wheel instead of the cold
and flu tablets. The lack of a real narrative and any kind of sense leaves the image
open to interpretation.

Figure 94 Susan Baquie The Castle or the Cottage 2008, collage.

With only a few large pieces left, I collaged two advertisements, one from
Beecham’s Pills (figure 94), and another from 4711 Eau de Cologne advertisements
(not illustrated). The Beecham’s Pills advertisement has changed into a question
regarding the future—whether to live in luxury or in poverty—while the 4711 Eau
de Cologne advertisement includes a facial image unrelated to perfume or to the
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original advertisement, confirming that unrelated papers may indicate the approach
of detritus.

Having found a photographic illustration of two military men on horseback in
a South American seascape within the torn news sheets, I collaged pieces of
advertisements and text into Two Horsemen: Kodakopia (figure 95)
.

Figure 95 Susan Baquie Two Horsemen: Kodakopia 2008, collage.

I reasoned my inclusion of part of the word “Kodak” because of the original being a
photographic print as well as Kodak’s significance over the last 100 years or so.
The addition of the gun adjacent to the word “Kodak” signals war as well as the
photojournalism of the wars since the late-nineteenth century. This collage is part of
the series on detritus, the rent edges, tears and holes in the paper contributing to an
aesthetic appreciation of the past, and a subliminal recognition of trauma.
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From this point on, I was left with only pieces, scraps and the edges of the
papers. Rather than dispose of the paper, which, as an art material, felt quite
valuable at this stage, I continued collaging, constructing four collages from the
edges (figure 96 is a detail of one). These edges, subtly coloured, stained, torn and
faded, excited my creativity, and so I layered them vertically and overlapping, one
layered horizontally, with the inclusion of a small amount of text in all four pieces.

Figure 96 Susan Baquie “G. (detail) 2009, collage.

These collages began the descent into detritus as the material I was using became
more like rubbish. During this process, I cut strips of text and crisscrossed them
over other lines of text to undermine any sense of narrative. I began layering small
pieces over larger ones, gradually finding only many small pieces.
This gradual descent into detritus is like the descent of the human into death,
Janus as life and death, the winter of time in the collages. The collages below, both
called Untitled (figures 97 and 98), show this decline from detritus into almost pulp.
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Figures 97 & 98 Susan Baquie Untitled 2009, collages.

The final collage Detritus Quisquilliae (figure 99) was made from the tiny scraps of
paper left from the cutting-and-pasting process; however, the small size of the
collage as compared with the enormous size of detritus and rubbish from newsprint
positions the collage into a convincing dualism. The destruction of news (violence)
becomes a tiny work of art (humorous).
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Figure 99 Susan Baquie Detritus Quisquilliae 2009, collage.

The English translation of quisquilia from the Latin is “rubbish”, “sweepings”,
“refuse”, and the pieces in the original collage were literally swept from the work
table and the studio floor.
The collage works that will be exhibited in my final presentation as prints
have been scanned, adjusted in Photoshop, and printed. This technological intrusion
follows the technologies used within the original images for the newspapers.
Extensive magnification shows the edges of the tears and cuts as well as the smears
of adhesive that are not seen by the naked eye but are obvious in magnification and
distract from the internal dialogue of the larger images. However, the magnification
of the layers of small torn images and text accentuates a resemblance to the work of
the French décollagistes of the 1950s and 1960s in that, as Yves-Alain Bois asserts,
“the strata merge into one another; the lettering grafts together; the words
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cannibalize one another; information is little by little reduced to undifferentiated
noise”.214 He further maintains that these works are:

(particularly effective when they showed that nothing would remain from linguistic
exchange but a little pile …), they declare that all activity, but above all human
communication, finishes up as uniform cinders.215

2.2.4 Conclusion
To conclude, my studio research and the methodologies I have used in negotiating
the processes of making and materiality have profited from my research into Janus
and the many artistic representations of Janus. While the works of art resulting from
my studio research may appear distinct from the theoretical studies from which they
emerge, they are connected by the continuance of my focus on Janus and Janusian
creativity within the conceptual processes used, as has been argued.
The first section covered within this Methodology chapter reveals my works
based on human conception, which included resolved and repeated motifs in
different media. This position, relating to the biological, gives way to the second
section where both Duchamp and Ernst, among others, are inspirational, and more
critical aspects allow the creativity of postmodernist appropriation and personal
experiment and expression to emerge. The works in this second section incorporate
the body in a more subliminal way than those in the first. Moving on from the
circles, the brackets also signal a critique of the interior as well as, perhaps
absurdly, suggesting Janus. The purple works of art are more than a colour exercise
in my incorporation of the murex brandaris in its royal colour’s origins as well as
its form, Janusian thinking is aligned with my postmodern appropriations, resulting
in creative forms and criticality in the conjoining of the apparently unrelated (such
as shells), with historical and art historical forms (as in figures 76–87). The collages
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that suggest a narrative owe some inspiration to Ernst, the Janusian creativity within
the collaging of nonsensical juxtapositions resulting in some absurdity and
surrealism within both my military and “everyday” images. Janus as god of war
becomes the god of inception and closure in the non-representational collages,
which move from abstraction to detritus to further works of art.
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CHAPTER 3: DISCUSSION

In this section, I reiterate my contention that the co-existence of humour and
violence in contemporary art may indicate the presence of Janusian attributes and
that this co-existence is found within my own works of art as well as those of other
artists. I will expand upon numerous works that I have already referred to in the
previous chapter, in particular, my collage works.
3.1 Histories and Theories
The persistence of Janus as a model or figura throughout history proves the
persistence of its attributes and also of Janusian thinking within creativity. This
persistence is clarified within the historical diversity discussed in Chapter 1 and
evident in Table 1: A Janus Bifrons Typology, Table 2: Image Variables and
Transitions, and Table 3: Twins and Doubles.
The violence in the legends of Roman antiquity—Remus’s death at the hands
of Romulus and the Janus rape of Carna—hold no humour, although the fact that
Janus was the only one who could catch the wily Carna because of his bi-frontality
has some sense of irony in it.216 The Roman sense of humour of these ancient times
is perhaps also seen in Juvenal’s Satires ca.AD100, if not humour at its lightest, but
co-existing with violence in his verse. In contemporary art, the humour of Marcel
Duchamp differs from that of Max Ernst. The traumatic, impossible experiences
within Ernst’s collage novels are not seen in Duchamp’s more intellectual and
critical positions.
In Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious, Freud states: “Caricature,
parody and travesty (as well as their practical counterpart, unmasking) are directed
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against people and objects which lay claim to authority and respect, which are in
some sense ‘sublime’”.217 In my collages of the military, what may appear as a
callous attack on heroism is more an attack by absurdity on the violence of war at
the expense of the innocent, and for imperialistic power and profit. Making such
collages exposes my feelings about violence and my personal need to visualise the
absurd within the works of art, and this by using the Janusian creative process in the
juxtaposition of antitheses resulting in contradiction, as exemplified in the collage
Pop: Diamonds are Forever among others.
Humour is also evident in my use of the bracket as a Janus in figures 73–75.
Robin Gearing describes bracketing as “phenomenological reduction” and “epoché”
that enables essences to be grasped from interpretations and assumptions.218 Susann
M. Laverty discusses Edmund Husserl’s development of the process of
phenomenological reduction of bracketing in which “the outer world as well as
individual biases” are bracketed out to “successfully achieve contact with
essences”.219 Both Husserl and Martin Heidegger, in their varying forms of
phenomenology, influenced Hans-Georg Gadamer, who framed “hermeneutical
phenomenology” and “viewed bracketing as not only impossible, but attempts to do
so, manifestly absurd”.220 He did not believe that personal prejudice, historicality
and attitude could be shelved in the search for meaning.
Linda Hutcheon maintains: “satirists continue to use the pointed and effective
doubling of parody's voices as a vehicle to unmask the duplicities of modern
society”.221 To expose these violences of duplicity with humour is not only the way
of the caricaturist but is also the way of any artist who uses the absurd – an example
being William Kentridge, who uses his art production to highlight the absurdity and
duplicity within acts of political violence.222 The Janusian thinking that is involved
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in the creative process is able to unmask an opposition of humour/violence, not
perhaps to derogate anything honourable but to expose a hidden agenda.

Figure 100 Susan Baquie Pop: Diamonds Are Forever (detail) 2008.

Absurdity is central to my aforementioned collage Pop: Diamonds Are Forever
(Figure 100 presents a detail). My pasting of advertised diamond jewellery onto
warring British soldiers and African natives is absurd. The incongruent presence of
musical instruments possibly suggests the cultural appreciation of music in all races
regardless of the bloody horror of war, confirming the Janus-face of culture, the
appreciation of the beauty of music and “high” culture on one face and the terrors of
violence on the other. In our daily lives it frequently seems that, regardless of
Gadamer’s contentions of the impossibility and absurdity of bracketing,223 we can
bracket out the horrors of war and concentrate for a time, if only momentarily, on
the comic aspects of life; such as in this collage wherein is a British soldier on the
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battlefield, a rifle in one hand, a violin in the other, and an African warrior hitting a
horse with a mandolin. This collage confirms my contention of the co-existence of
humour and the violence of Janus, god of war, aligned with Janusian thinking
within the creative process.
3.2 Myth and Creation
Robert Graves, in his explanations of Greek myths, includes Ephialtes and Otus (the
grandsons of “‘Three Face’, namely Hecate”) in one of the stories of the twin
giants, the Aloadae.224 As no other man or god could kill the twins, they were
manoeuvred into killing each other and their souls were tied together to a pillar with
knotted cords of living vipers. This became an ancient calendar symbol, the twins’
heads back-to-back on each side of a column, as they sat on the Chair of
Forgetfulness. The column, on which the Death-in-Life Goddess perches, marks the
height of summer, when the sacred King’s reign ends and the tanist’s begins. In
Italy, this symbol became two-headed Janus, but the Italian New Year was in
January (after Janus), not at the heliacal rising of two-headed Sirius.225 This myth
suggests Janus not only as a cipher or explanation of conjoined twins, but also as
embracing him as god of Time in his position within the calendar, his two faces,
one face looking forward to the coming year and one face looking backwards to the
past year.
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Figure 101 (left) Susan Baquie The Tanist (detail) 2009, collage. Figure 102 (right) Susan
Baquie The Tanist (detail) 2009, collage.

This myth also resembles in part my aforementioned collage The Tanist (figures
101 and 102 show details). It presents the only Janus bifrons image within the
collage series and incorporates the co-existence of violence and humour suggesting
the presence of attributes of Janus. The first of these attributes is the attribute of
time, time past as the older bearded man, time future as the younger clean-shaven
man. The second attribute is the physical bifrons. As the “heir apparent”, the tanist,
sitting on a horse, is in the Janus bifrons position with his “sacred King”, a small
crown between their faces (figure 101). Strangely, on top of the column in the
background to the right, a goddess perches; whether she is the Death-in-Life
Goddess or not is not known or intended (figure 102). The sun-clock appears to be
rising, but not perhaps at that summertime when the tanist will reign. My earlier
reading of the myth in Graves’s book unwittingly aligned with a subliminal
serendipity within the Janusian creative process; I produced a work of art merged
with the past of the historical newspapers and the unconscious workings of art itself.
The myth of the tanist, aligned with the images of the 1890s, supports the Janus
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attribute of time within the collage and the co-existence of humour with the
violence of the myth.
In the detail of The Tanist (figure 101), violence is signalled by the soldier’s
uniform and weaponry; however, he appears ridiculous with a macerating fork
instead of a rifle, his long pole a “perfect model” at £6.06 (six pounds and six
pence), seen more clearly in figure 91. He seems unaware of a man floating inside a
broken metal circle with a chain attached and a strange object, perhaps a flying
saucer (actually an electric lamp), overhead. He seems unaware of others in the
field. A woman’s corset is comically attached to the side of the saddle. The outsized
macerating fork with the implication of the eating of something large aligns with
the corset as trophy, possibly from a naked, ravished woman. Despite seemingly
ridiculous, the uncanny concept of cannibalism is implied within the unconscious.
Here the suggestions of violence are pointing to the attribute of Janus as god of war
and are balanced by the ridiculous and nonsensical—the co-existence of violence
and humour. The absurdity of the collage as well as an air of the uncanny supports
my argument that the co-existence of humour and violence may suggest the
presence of attributes of Janus and elucidates the creativity of Janusian thinking.
3.3 Including the Absurd
In the newspapers I’ve used for the collages, one reads of the political and military
expeditions of the British in the late-nineteenth century; in the Boer War, into the
outer reaches of India, and as a colonialist presence in other countries. The
historical elements within the papers present not just Britain “in the world” in the
1890s but also illustrate the times and traditions of the British at home. Reportage
within the newspapers includes news and images from other countries including
South America and Russia.
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Indeed, Page 693: Guys in Disguise (figure 90) is a collage of the British
military in India; the soldiers and others in the collage appearing as if part of the
narrative of a story book. In a detail of the image (figure 103), British soldiers are
conferring, two apparently in disguise wearing women’s scarves. Another soldier
absurdly holds an English street sign.

Figure 103 (left) Susan Baquie Page 693: Guys In Disguise (detail) 2008, collage. Figure
104 (right) Susan Baquie Page 693: Guys in Disguise (detail) 2008, collage.

The absurdity within the image includes a lion and a unicorn, a clown in the
foreground, and a rabbit in the middle of the detail, accentuating the irrational
nature of the picture. Surprisingly, in another detail of the image (figure 104), the
soldier to the right of the man in a bearskin hat with an enormous fork, has a hook
for his missing hand. Although the hook suggests a war wound, the lack of a
genuine narrative within the picture suggested this to me as humorous, perhaps even
telling of a pirate such as Captain Hook in James M. Barrie’s famous story Peter
Pan 1911. The violence of a lost hand becomes almost a comic accessory to a
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contrivance in humour. The soldier with the bearskin hat and the large fork seems
unrelated to the other soldiers; he, like the two seated soldiers wearing women’s
scarves, may also be in disguise. Such disguise can be seen as a form of masking, a
configuration of the double-face of Janus bifrons.
The co-existence of violence and humour is evident again in Page 685: The
Black Hand (figure 105). Although this is also an image containing a military
presence, there is no sign of violence other than the soldiers with rifles, their
uniforms and weapons symbolic of force and war.

Figure 105 Susan Baquie Page 685: The Black Hand (detail) 2008, collage.

The strangeness of place and time is accentuated by the black-gloved hand, which
absurdly points from a covered cart towards a flower girl inside a basket. Janus as
god of war, as god of the four corners of the earth, and as god of time in the
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presence of a clock, co-exists within the humour of the black-gloved hand and
various people possibly unrelated to those in the guarded home. The detail above
shows that the centre of the cart’s wheel holds another picture unrelated to the cart
and the landscape it is positioned in, a conundrum of space and time—Janus.
3.4 Duchamp’s Wheel
Another such conundrum is realised when I intentionally cite Duchamp’s upsidedown bicycle wheel of 1913 in four of the collages. The absurdity of a bicycle
wheel upside down in the middle of a bridge, as in The Fox and Crown (figure 106),
provokes a touch of humour.

Figure 106 Susan Baquie The Fox and Crown 2009, collage.

Although, as McMahon cites Duchamp, “To see that wheel turning was very
soothing, very comforting, a sort of opening of avenues on other things than
material life of everyday”, it suggests Duchamp’s interest in subversion as well as
machinery.226 It locates the bicycle wheel as an extension of the body in its primary
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use of movement, whether upside down or not, and also situates time and space as
its normal movement. The bicycle wheel as an art object subverts “high art” and its
aura, and questions authorship and presence in a conceptually humorous fashion.
Moreover, the artist’s act in the joining of the bicycle wheel with art — the
upturned manufactured object set out of its usual environment into an art gallery as
an art object — strongly suggests the Janusian creativity of antitheses and
opposition within the artist’s conceptual process. Can this subversion be considered
as violence? If so, the co-existence of violence and humour affirms Duchamp’s
bicycle wheel as encompassing the Janus attributes of time and space as well as
bifrontality. Although the title of the collage points to the presence of a crown and a
fox, it humorously implies a hotel, the Fox and Crown, which is “thataway”, the
direction pointed by the person at the front of the tiny collage. Implied violence also
exists in the form of the Crown, because law, judgement, and justice, as well as the
military, are part of sovereign royalty, as is Janus. Humour and violence exist
comfortably in this tiny collage.
The mystery of the passengers on board the ship, as seen in the detail of At
Sea: Dreamboat (figure 107), remains unexplained. Also unexplained are the two
Duchampian upside-down wheels that contribute to the dream-like surrealism that
co-exists with the violence of the imprisoned in the ship’s hold. Interestingly, Janus
was the name of a ship that transported convicts from England to Australia;
however, by 1819 all of the convicts on the Janus were females.227 This does not
align with the unkempt, rough-looking males who are trying to obtain food from the
jewel-collared dog’s empty bowl in the image.
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Figure 107 Susan Baquie At Sea: Dreamboat (detail) 2008, collage.

No overt violence is evident in the image apart from the incarceration of the men
imprisoned in the ship’s hold. Some humour exists in the appearance of the whiteclothed girl emerging like a spiritual nymph from a waste-paper or laundry basket,
and also in the bejewelled hat, earrings and belt of the man leaning on the deck rail.
The other man, who stands at the front of the collage, is possibly a musketeer as his
clothing and sword appear to be of another age. Thus, the absurdity of what appears
to be part of a narrative includes humour as well as violence and displacement. In
its dream-like, surreal quality, it somehow provides a space bracketed from reality.
As in The Fox and Crown and At Sea: Dreamboat, the collage The Castle or
the Cottage (figure 94) also contains a bicycle wheel. In a detail from it (figure
108), it becomes clear that the bicycle wheel is not upside-down; it is held within a
Beecham’s Pills pill-box and has a seat but no handle-bars. Perhaps it still
references Duchamp’s wheel, even as it is held centrally by a large hand within the
collage, and in some way, bears resemblance to a pocket-watch.
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Figure 108 Susan Baquie The Castle or the Cottage (detail) 2008, collage.

As a bicycle, or part of one with a wheel, it must suggest movement and machinery.
In its pocket-watch size, it suggests a watch and therefore, time. My conjoining of
the bicycle wheel with a pocket-watch elucidates the creativity of Janusian thinking
as well as suggesting the Janus attribute of time.
3.5 At War and At Home
The collage Battle at Iquique: Royal Navy Girl (figure 109) originated from an
illustration of war in Chile. The little sailor girl in her tiny yacht not far from the
warring ships, her sail advertising Royal Navy serge suits at fourteen shillings and
sixpence each, seems unaware of the possibly drowning female whose shoes are
neatly placed on a nearby floating log.
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Figure 109 Susan Baquie Battle of Iquique: Royal Navy Girl (version 2) 2009, collage.
Figure 110 Max Ernst Monday (Lundi) page 66 1934 In Une semaine de bonté. © 1976
Dover Publications.

This act recalls Ernst’s collage of a woman in Victorian dress and hat who appears
as standing on the ocean waves in Une semaine de bonté (figure 110). She is
unconcerned or unaware that a person is tied to a log or mast and is drowning at her
feet.228
Janus as god of war is evident within Royal Navy Girl. The naval battle coexists with the humour of the girl in her tiny sail-boat, God, or her father, kindly
watching over her. The clock, held by the man at the left-front of the collage, is
more a very large pocket-watch than a clock, and it not only brings Janus as time
into the picture, it also suggests, with its three black chess pieces, all pawns, the
machinations of war. Co-existent with the violence of battle-ships at war, the
absurdity of the girl in her tiny yacht again points to the two faces of Janus and his
attributes.
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Figure 111 (left) Susan Baquie Mrs. Winslow 2009, collage. Figure 112 (right) Susan
Baquie The Ministration (detail) 2009, collage.

Moving away from the military to the everyday life of the “village”, the two
collages Mrs. Winslow (figure 111) and The Ministration (figure 112 is a detail)
include something unexplained; in the former is a small figure who is perhaps a
male cross-dresser, and in the latter a minister with a handkerchief and a strange
object in his hand. Although violence is not immediately apparent in Mrs. Winslow,
and the cross-dresser, if that is what he is, is quite amusing, the collage includes a
man who is possibly hanged. This recalls two pages of Ernst’s Thursday (Jeudi)
book of Une semaine. In each collage is a hanged person, the second (on page 63)
with the head of a rooster. Violence and death are explicitly defined in Ernst’s
collages, although not so obviously in my collage.229 There may be a suggestion of
sexuality in the correspondence between the minister and the woman with the tiny
pop-up Duchampian bicycle wheel; however, this is not clearly defined and seems
humorous. Just as Caravaggio’s Narcissus (figure 38) is held frozen in space and
time, so are the people in the collages—if not looking at themselves like Narcissus,
then unable to move into the next act within their staged environment. They are
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frozen in echoes of our own experience. By acknowledging the dualities revealed
within the collages, we possibly acknowledge our own, the imagery holding the
key.
3.6 Conclusion
As this chapter has revealed, my studio explorations, including Janus and Janusian
thinking in varied forms of art-making, culminates in the collages and the prints I
have made. The collages have re-presented events of the early 1890s, including the
Boer Wars, through the lens of contemporary art, which reminds viewers that
newspapers today become detritus tomorrow. The aged papers, some splitting and
stained, present detritus as works of art. Bryson argues that still-life and trompe
l’oeil works value the unwanted by being more interested in “detritus of every
kind—scraps, husks, peelings, the fraying and discoloration of paper … objects lose
the warmth of connectedness with the human sphere”.230 However, close inspection
of the non-representational collages reveals human presence; at times a tiny image
of a face and some almost readable text—Janus in life and death.
In her examination of the use of mythology by twentieth-century artists,
Judith Bernstock asserts: “Certain myths have appealed to artists in various
historical periods because they lend themselves to symbolic representations of
contemporary ideas and events”, and particularly in chaotic times, the representation may be integrated into mythological territory.231 Her assessment
clarifies how prevalent the use of mythology has been in twentieth-century art, most
notably in the works of the surrealists, the abstract expressionists, and those artists
affected by ancient legends.232 Such use of myths and legends confirms that a
regression to Janus and an investigation of his double-face of dualism within the
canon of art and within the creativity of Janusian thinking is not unusual and could
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be explored further in other works of art and literature. Its specific use in an
opposition of humour and violence that this research reveals recognises the coexistence of humour and violence in contemporary visual art, which, in turn,
indicates the presence of Janus attributes.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION

This DVA exegetical project, which has aimed to comprehend the imagery and
dualisms inherent in and surrounding the ancient Roman god Janus, has revealed
surprisingly extensive sources of knowledge about Janus and related works of art.
My studio practice and my research into aspects of Janus and the creativity of
Janusian thinking clarify how the co-existence of humour and violence in
contemporary visual art may indicate the presence of attributes of Janus.
The literature review and the appended tables, included to support my
exegetical contention, argue the persistence of the imagery and attributes of the
ancient Roman god Janus throughout the centuries. This historical persistence is
confirmed by Albert Rothenberg’s Janusian thinking within artistic creativity and
the inherent ability of such thinking to expose duplicity, violence, and forms of
humour.
The works of art I considered in the literature review reflect Janus in some
form or other—from the horrific war imagery of Nast’s Temple of Janus (figure 9)
to the gentle trifrons humour in Master DuBois’s January (figure 11). The creativity
of Janusian thinking is seen clearly in Max Ernst’s surrealistic collages of Une
semaine de bonté, and in the intertextuality of Mike Parr’s digital print College of
Cardinals (figure 36).
In my own works of art, the postmodern techniques of appropriation and
subversive transformation are most evident in the collages of newsprint, the
Janusian creativity at times emergent, at other times hesitant. The methodology
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chapter describes my venture into the creativity of Rothenberg’s Janusian thinking,
the doubling of the voices within the collaged visual texts serving to disclose a
Janus dualism of time past and present, of mores past and present, and of attitudes
past and present. Often crossing the boundaries of time into humour and at times
into ridicule, these artworks signal not just the end of the nineteenth century but
also the end of the twentieth century and the decrease in newspaper printing. The
alleviation of issues of violence by the nonsensical reworks the serious implications
within my collaged images into a lighter vein, the co-existence of humour and
violence reflecting the everyday reverberations of war and violence and of happy
moments of jokes and laughter. People view the destruction caused by war nearly
every day via television or newspaper. The bloody images of the wounded and
dead, and the grief of the bereaved, stay with us. To parody this destruction is not to
reduce heroism or grief; it is to find the absurd within injustice and to alleviate the
subliminal resonances of the “other face” of Janus.
The destruction of the records of ancient cultures over time can possibly be
compared to the destruction of nineteenth-century newspapers by ageing. Janus as
god of time underpins my collages of waste and detritus, some of the history
residing within the paper lost or possibly transformed into myth just as the extent of
Janus’s history as an ancient Roman god of gods has been lost or mythologised (as
in Ovid’s Fasti). The representation by collages confirms the intertextuality within
art history, the presence of myth and legend in art. It attests to the need for the
historical in contemporary culture for the purpose of symbolisation and parallel
representation of contemporary events.
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Bernstock suggests:
Modern artists have turned to classical myths … which relate events taking place in
primordial time … with a curiosity about the mystery of the origins of human
existence and the awakening of consciousness that is as strong as their
presentiments of the future”.233

The psychological aspects proposed by Rothenberg are supported by the findings of
Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung who both found mythology significant within their
analyses of the archaic patterns of the unconscious. The psychological
comprehension provided by Freud’s recognition of the unconscious and the
negation defense allowed Rothenberg to declare:

The psychological function in simultaneous and mutual contradiction, the function
allowing unconscious and preconscious material to appear in consciousness without
excessive anxiety, is defensive negation of content in Janusian thought.234

Although the oppositional anima and animus to persona, as described by Jung,
could be expected to correlate with oppositional aspects of Janusian thinking,
Rothenberg contends that:

although psychic life, even cosmic forces, might operate as Jung suggests through
the confluence and antagonism of opposites, that alone would not account for
Janusian thinking as a creative form of cognition, though it might account for some
of its power.235

Rothenberg further argues that Jung’s interest in reconciling “the pervasive
opposition in psychic nature” is dissimilar to Janusian thinking with its “distinct
cognitive function operating particularly within the creative process”; however, and
as Rothenberg suggests, his writing resonates with the creativity of Janusian
thinking.236 Jung suffered a divided personality himself when young. Both Susan
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Rowland and Laurens van der Post describe how Jung decided that “like his mother,
he too was a split being with an everyday self and a No. 2 personality”.237 The
multiple personalities can possibly be considered as suggesting Janus in the
iteration of “faces”. Jung embraced his own visions and dreams which contributed
to his interpretations of the human psyche and to his knowledge of “motifs
analogous or even identical with those of mythology” within the archaic patterning
of the archetypes.238 Janus, in the mythology of his ancient beginnings in the
Golden Age of the oak-cult, and in his two faced form appearing and disappearing
in a continuum of the imagination and of imagery, encompasses archetypal
dimensions of form and feeling, including the uncanny.
To the best of modern understanding, Janus is well over 2000 years old,
whereas the news sheets I have used to construct collages are only 120 years old.
Being able to access knowledge of Janus over such an extensive period of time, and
to find Janus as an effective referent in elucidating artistic creativity in process,
confirms my stance within the topic and the studio practice. The increasing use of
the Internet for the dissemination of the daily news is leading to a lessening of
printed news matter, the collages perhaps becoming more valuable than the
nineteenth-century news sheet value of sixpence in their use as art, at least one of
which is titled “detritus” (figure 99).
The beginnings of this path of studio research raised personal memories of my
own identity as a triplet, as well as the position of my identical twin brothers. The
recognition of my fairly unique situation acknowledges my own duality and the
finding of my need to hold onto what I have learned about Janus and Janusian
thinking. My hope is that within my studio, Janusian creativity will continue to
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reveal exciting coincidences of form that lead to new insights and understandings of
the relationships between the visual arts, Janus, violence and humour.
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 My Twin Brothers1948. Photographer: Ernest V. Baquie.
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Figure 2 Representation de Janus undated, painting. In Mythologie de la Jeunesse by Pierre
Blanchard, 1803. Photo: 20.69 cm x 33.50cm. Photographer © Leemage/ Getty Images.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
Section 2: Janus—From Antiquity to Romanticism
1.2.1 Antiquity

Figure 3 Palæolithic double-headed figurine 20,000BC, pale green-yellow serpentine,
2.75cm, Grimaldi Caves, Italy. In Bisson, Michael S. & Bolduc, Pierre. “Previously
Undescribed Figurines from the Grimaldi Caves,” Current Anthropology 35, no.4
(1994):466, Figure 6. The University of Chicago Press on behalf of Wenner-Gren
Foundation for Anthropological Research. © I994 by The Wenner-Gren Foundation for
Anthropological Research. All rights reserved OOII-3204/94/3504-ooo6$I.oo.

Figure 4 Mexican “pretty lady” figurine 1500-1200 BC, Early Formative Tlatilco doublefaced female figure, ceramic with traces of pigment, 9.5 x 4.8 x 2.1cm. Collection Princeton
University Art Museum: Gift of Gillett G. Griffin 1999-245. artmuseum.princeton.edu.
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Figure 5 Example of Diprosopus, 1985. Photographer: Dr. Frank A. Chervenak, In
Chervenak F.A. et al., “Obstetrical significance of foetal craniofacial duplication”, J.
Reprod. Med. 30:74-76, 1985 in Gordon Bendersky (2000), 484.

1.2.2 Janus and Rome

Figure 6 Unknown artist Janus at Lucignano 1400s, fresco, The Sala del Consiglieri at
Lucignano, Italy. In Joost–Gaugier, Christiane L. “Dante and the History of Art: The Case of
a Tuscan Commune Part II: The Sala del Consiglio at Lucignano,” Artibus et Historiae 11,
no. 21 (1990b): 25. © Photographer: Gigliola Casini.
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Figure 7 Temple of Janus Neronian coins: (above) As of Nero 64-66 AD, bronze. Harvard
Art Museums. Photo: Imaging Department © President and Fellows of Harvard College.
www.harvardmuseums.org; (below) Sestertius of Nero 64-68 AD, bronze. Collection
Harvard Art Museums. Photo: Imaging Department © President and Fellows of Harvard
College. www.harvardmuseums.org.

Figure 8 Giovanni Battista Piranesi Temple of Janus (Tempio di Giano) ca.1748, etching,
plate: 48.7 x 72cm. Series/Portfolio: Antichità Romane de' Tempi della Repubblica, e de'
primi Imperatori (Roman Antiquity of the Time of the Republic and the First Emperors).
Collection Metropolitan Museum of Art NY: Harris Brisbane Dick Fund, 1937. (OASC)
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Figure 9 Thomas Nast Into the Jaws of Death; the Temple of Janus 1882, engraving, 10.8 x
11.43cm. Harper's Weekly Oct. 7 1882. Licensed by and From the Collection of Macculloch
Hall Historical Museum, Morristown NJ.

Figure 10 Discouri late 5th-early 4th century BC, drachm AR 5.30 g. (silver), Moesia
Inferioris, Istrus (anterior). Numismatica Ars Classica NAC AG Auction 84 Lot 1472.
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1.2.3. The Renaissance Revival

Figure 11 Master DuBois, January 1320-1335, paint on vellum, In Hours of the Virgin
missal for Hawisia de Bois, MS M.700, fol. 5r. England, probably Oxford. Collection
Morgan Library New York: http://corsair.themorgan.org/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID
=244060.

Figure 12 (left) Mars 300s, marble sculpture on the obverse of the cathedral portal at
Oloron, France. © Photographer: P. Scott Brown. Figure 13 (right) Virgin Mary at the
Deposition ca. 1000-1100 AD, marble low-relief sculpture to the portal of the Oloron
cathedral, France. © Photographer: P. Scott Brown. In Brown, Peter S. “As Excrement to
Sacrament: The Dissimulated Pagan Idol of Ste-Marie d’Oloron.” The Art Bulletin 87, no. 4
(2005): 577–78.
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Figure 14 Direction of the Abbess Herrad Moyses and Christus ca. 1100, In the Hortus
Deliciarum fol. 67r, drawing. Photo: Warburg Institute.

Figure 15 Agnolo Bronzino Allegory of Happiness 1567, oil paint on copper, 30 x 40cm.
Collection Uffizi Gallery, Italy.
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Figure 16 Titian An Allegory of Prudence ca. 1550–65, oil on canvas, 75.5 x 68.4cm.
Collection The National Gallery, London. NG6376. Presented by Betty and David Koetser,
1966. Photo: © The National Gallery, London.
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Figure 17 Michelangelo Buonarroti Saint Bartholomew (detail from The Last Judgement)
1536–41, fresco, 1460 x 1340cm. Sistine Chapel, Vatican Galleries, Vatican City.
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1.2.4. Neo-Classicism and Romanticism

Figure 18 Jacques-Louis David Explication : Ce Gouvernement est représenté sous la figure
d'un Diable écorché tout vif... :(The Government is represented under the Devil flayed
alive…) 1793-4, coloured etching. Collection Bibliothèque Nationale de France. Source :
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b6948213r.

Figure 19 Unknown artist Le Roi Janus, ou l'homme à deux visages (King Janus, or the Man
of Two Faces) 1791–92, etching, 16 x 13cm. Collection Bibliothèque Nationale de France.
Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b6948132r.
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Figure 20 Unknown artist His Monument: Napoleon’s Past and Future Are Filled with Dead
Bodies 1800s, print. Source: Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell
University Library.

Figure 21 The Reform Janus May 5, 1860, etching. From the Project Gutenberg EBook of
The Rt. Hon. John Bright M.P.; Cartoons from the Collection of “Mr. Punch”, by Various.
Release Date: December 29, 2013. [EBook #44539] [This eBook is for the use of anyone anywhere in
the United States and most other parts of the world at no cost and with almost no restrictions whatsoever. You
may copy it, give it away or re-use it under the terms of the Project Gutenberg License included with this eBook
or online at www.gutenberg.org. If you are not located in the United States, you'll have to check the laws of the
country where you are located before using this ebook] http://www.gutenberg.org/files/44539/44539-h/44539h.htm#i_024.
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Figure 22 Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres Fontaine à tête de Janus (Fountain with head of
Janus) ca. late 1700s early1800s, drawing, 14.5 x 7.8cm. Collection Montauban, musée
Ingres. © Service des musées de France 2009. Crédits photographiques © Roumagnac Guy.
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Figure 23 (left) Henry Fuseli, The Artist Moved to Despair at the Grandeur of Antique
Fragments 1778–80, red chalk, washed brown, 41.5 x 35.5cm. © Zurich Kunsthaus.
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Figure 24 Gustave Moreau Hercules and the Lernaean Hydra 1875–76, oil on canvas, 179.3
x 154cm. Gift of Mrs. Eugene A. Davidson, 1964.231, The Art Institute of Chicago.
Photography © The Art Institute of Chicago. http//:www.artic.ed/aic.

Section 3: Janus from Twentieth Century Modernism until Today
1.3.1. Dada and Collage

Figure 25 André Breton, Yves Tanguy and Jacqueline Lamba Cadavre exquis 7 fevrier
1938, collage, 25.2 x 16.2cm. © Georges Meguerditchian-Centre Pompidou MNAM-CCI
Dist. RMN-GP. © Andre Breton/ADAGP. Licensed by Viscopy, 2015. © Yves
Tanguy/ARS. Licensed by Viscopy, 2015. © Jacqueline Lamba/ADAGP. Licensed by
Viscopy, 2015.
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Figure 26 Max Ernst Castor and Pollution 1923, oil on canvas, 73 x 100cm. Photo Credit:
Erich Lessing/Art Resource, NY. © Private Collection, Vienna. ARS, NY.
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Figure 27 Max Ernst L’Oiseau Janus (The Bird Janus) 1973, bronzes, 44.5 x 22 x 21.5cm.
University of Michigan Museum of Art, Gift of Al and Margaret Coudron, 1987/1.160.
http://www.umma.umich.edu/collections/.
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Figure 28 Max Ernst Sunday (Dimanche) page 33 1934, In Une semaine de bonté: A
Surrealistic Novel in Collage. Translated by Stanley Appelbaum (New York: Dover
Publications Inc., 1976) © 1976 Dover Publications.

Figure 29 Max Ernst Sunday (Dimanche) page 34 1934, In Une semaine de bonté: A
Surrealistic Novel in Collage. Translated by Stanley Appelbaum. (New York: Dover
Publications Inc., 1976) © 1976 Dover Publications.
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1.3.2. Self-Portraits

Figure 30 Janine Antoni Lick and Lather 1993, two busts: one chocolate and one soap, from
an edition of 7 with 1 artist's proof + 1 full set of 14 busts, 7 of each material,
60.96 x 40.64 x 33.02 cm each. © Janine Antoni; image courtesy of the artist and Luhring
Augustine, New York.
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Figure 31 Ben Quilty Smashed Rorschach 2009, Rorschach oil on linen, diptych, 140 x
190cm. © the artist and Jan Murphy Gallery, Brisbane.

Figure 32 Ben Quilty Self Portrait Smashed 2009, oil on linen, diptych, 140 x190cm. © the
artist and Jan Murphy Gallery, Brisbane.
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Figure 33 Hermann Rorschach Card V Rorschach Test 1927. Psychodiagnostic Plates,
Hogrefe. Public domain (Swiss Law: copyright expires 70 years after death of author).

Copyright restricted

Figure 34 Carlos Amorales Red Rorschach 2006, vinyl, set of four, dimensions variable,
From the exhibition “Broken Animals” 2006, Gallery Yvon-Lambert, Paris. © Carlos
Amorales and Yvon Lambert Paris, NY. Photographer: André Morin. http://www.parisart.com/marche-art/carlos-amorales/amorales-carlos/4993.html.
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Copyright restricted

Figure 35 Marc Quinn Self 2006, blood (artist's), stainless steel, perspex, refrigeration
equipment, 208 x 63 x 63cm. Collection National Portrait Gallery. Purchased with help from
The Art Fund, Henry Moore Foundation, Terry and Jean de Gunzburg and Project B
Contemporary Art, 2009. NPG6863. © Marc Quinn. Photo: Retrieved from The Independent
October 28, 2011, http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/art/ news nationalportrait-gallery-acquires-marc-quinns-bloody-head-1785133.html?action=gallery.
Photographer: Adrian Dennis/Getty Images.
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Figure 36 Mike Parr, College of Cardinals 2005, digital print, 186.5 x 126cm. © The artist
and Anna Schwarz Gallery, Sydney.

Figure 37 Michelangelo Merisi called Caravaggio David with the Head of Goliath 1609-10,
oil painting, 125 x 101cm. Collection Galleria Borghese, Rome.
http://www.galleriaborghese.it/borghese/en/edavicara.htm.
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Figure 38 Michelangelo Merisi called Caravaggio Narcissus 1597–1599, oil on canvas, 113
x 95cm. Palazzo Barberini. Collection Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Antica, Rome. Inv. 1569:
Gift of Basile Khvoshinski 1916.
http://galleriabarberini.beniculturali.it/index.php?it/115/caravaggio-narciso.

1.3.3. Sculpture

Copyright restricted

Figure 39 Louise Bourgeois Janus fleuri 1968, bronze with gold patina, hanging piece, 25.7
x 31.8 x 21.3 cm. Edition of 6. Cheim and Read, Galerie Karsten Greve and Galerie Hauser
& Wirth. © Louise Bourgeois. Photographer: Christopher Burke.
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Figure 40 Enzo Cucchi Il commandante della luce in perlastrazione (The Commander of
Light on Patrol) 2004, plaster, 350cm high. © Galleria Paolo Curti/Annamaria Gambuzzi &
Co. of Milan and the artist.

1.3.4. Masks and Doors

Figure 41 Paul Klee Komiker 1904, 10 Comedian, etching, 14.7 x 15.8 cm. Zentrum Paul
Klee, Bern.
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Figure 42 Man Ray Rrose Selavy 1921, gelatin silver print, hand-retouched by Duchamp in
black ink and pencil, 14.9 x 9.8cm.Collection Philadelphia Museum of Art: The Samuel S.
White 3rd and Vera White Collection, 1957. © Man Ray Trust/ ADAGP. Licensed by
Viscopy, 2015.

Figure 43 Yasumasa Morimura Doublonnage (Marcel) 1985, colour photograph, 150 x
120cm. © Yasumasa Morimura; image courtesy of the artist and Luhring Augustine, New
York.
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Figure 44 Marcel Duchamp Ētant donnés: 1° La chute d’eau; 2° Le gaz d’éclairage 1946–
66, installation: mixed-media assemblage, 242.6 x 177.8cm. Philadelphia Museum of Art.
Photographer: Jason Wierzbicki. © Succession Marcel Duchamp/ADAGP. Licensed by
Viscopy, 2015.

Figure 45 Richard Baquié Sans titre: Ētant donnés: 1° La chute d’eau; 2° Le gaz d’éclairage
1991, installation: mixed-media assemblage, 242.6 x 177.8cm. Musée d’Art Contemporain,
Lyon. © Photographer: Blaise Adilon. © Richard Baquié/ADAGP. Licensed by Viscopy,
2015.
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Copyright restricted

Figure 46 Victor Obsatz Portrait of Marcel Duchamp 1953, gelatin silver print. © Victor
Obsatz and Moeller Fine Art, New York–Berlin.

1.3.5. The Grotesque and the Uncanny

Copyright restricted

Figure 47 Ian Hart and Richard Bremmer Voldemort and Quirrel as a Janus 2001, film still
from Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone 2001 UK. Directed by Chris Columbus ©
Warner Bros. Pictures.
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Figure 48 Jake and Dinos Chapman Insult to Injury 2003, adjusted prints of Goya’s
Disasters of War 1810–1920. Exhibition Catalogue (Göttingen: Steidl MACK, 2003). © Jake
and Dinos Chapman/DACS. Licensed by Viscopy, 2015.

Figure 49 Jake and Dinos Chapman Disasters of War 1999. Collection British Museum.
© Jake and Dinos Chapman/DACS. Licensed by Viscopy, 2015.
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY
Section 1: Janus, the Body and the Personal
2.1.1. Janus Heads

Figure 50 African Janus head stool, painted wood, 19 cm high. Baule tribe, Ivory Coast.
The Niger Bend African Art Imports: Nigerbend.com.

Figure 51 Susan Baquie, Two Dead Men 2007, pen and ink wash on paper, 40 x 25 cm.
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Figures 52, 53, 54 Susan Baquie Mexican “Pretty Ladies” 2007, oil on canvas, each 40 x 30
cm.

Figure 55 Susan Baquie Twins and the Tribe 2008, jubes on paper, 28 x 35cm (eaten).
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Figure 56 Susan Baquie Twins 1992, ink on paper, 12 x 15cm.

Figure 57 Susan Baquie One Plus One 2007, mixed media, gouache and water-colour pencil
on Arches paper, 32 x 52cm; also in acrylic paint on canvas, 61 x 90cm.
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Figure 58 Susan Baquie Two plus One 2007–8, wig-stands, pva, fillers, paint, 41h x 45w x
22d cm.

Figure 59 Susan Baquie Eros/Thanatos 2006–2011, wig-stands, pva, fillers and acrylic
paint, 35h x 25w x 22d cm.
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Figure 60 Susan Baquie Egghead 2008, wig-stand, pva, fillers, acrylic paint, 21h x 14w x
19.5d cm.

2.1.2. Carbon Papers

Figure 61 Susan Baquie Cells 2006, carbon copy papers, 11 x 20cm.
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Figure 62 Susan Baquie Cells (detail of Beginnings) 2006, carbon copy paper, 11 x 22.7cm.

Figure 63 Susan Baquie Beginnings 2006, installation of carbon copy work. Exhibition
College Gallery, Southbank, Brisbane.
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2.1.3. Eggs and Other Things

Figure 64 Susan Baquie Double-yolker #3 2007, digital image.

Figure 65 Susan Baquie Eggs and Plates 2007, digital image.
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Figure 66 Susan Baquie Collar 2007, light-scanned traced digital image print, 20 x 21cm.

Copyright restricted

Figure 67 Max Ernst Portrait d’ancêtre 1965 Plate 73, In Pamela Pritzker Ernst (New York:
Leon Amiel Publisher, 1975), 120. © Private collection.
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Figure 68 Susan Baquie Examples of Five Inch Squares 2007–8, paint and mixed media on
canvases, each 12.5 x 12.5cm.

Figure 69 Susan Baquie Twins 2007, paint and fillers on canvas, 25 x 25cm.
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Figure 70 Susan Baquie Bubble-bubs 2008, printed circles in bubble-wrap, 11 x 11cm.

Figure 71 Susan Baquie Double Helix 2008, paint on paper under a magnifier on canvas,
12.5 x 12.5cm.
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Figure 72 Susan Baquie Steps 2010, mixed media on paper, 51 x 102cm.

Section 2: Janus and the Socio-Political
2.2.1. Circles

Figure 73 (left) Susan Baquie Janus Codex 2010, printed text and paint on paper, 36.5 x 34
cm. Figure 74 (centre) Susan Baquie Untitled 2010, paint, ink and gold thread on paper,
36.5 x 34cm. Figure 75 (right) Susan Baquie Untitled Bracket 2010, paint, pva and filler on
canvas, 12.7 x 12.7cm.
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2.2.2. Purple Shells

Figure 76 Murex brandaris (Bolinus brandaris) undated photograph. Natural History
Museum, Rotterdam. Photographer: Joop Trausel and Frans Slieker. World Register of
Marine Species http://www.marinespecies.org/ (Creative Commons License: This work is
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 License.)

Figure 77 (right) Susan Baquie Untitled with Oak Leaves 2010, acrylic paint, collaged
recycled paper and brass leaf on canvas, 25.5 x 20cm.
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Figure 78 Susan Baquie Purple Squares 2010, acrylic paint and brass leaf on canvas, each
25 x 25cm.

Figure 79 Susan Baquie Purple Space 2010, acrylic paint on 4 canvases, each 152.5 x 37.5
cm.
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Figure 80 Susan Baquie Untitled (given?) 2011, acrylic paint on canvas, 45 x 45cm.

Figure 81 Susan Baquie Untitled (also given?) 2011, acrylic paint on canvas, 45 x 45cm
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Figure 82 Susan Baquie Smart Tarts 2011, acrylic, brass, copper and aluminium paint on
canvas, 45 x 45cm.

Figure 83 Susan Baquie Untitled 2011, acrylic paint, pva, fillers on canvas, 45 x 45cm.
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Figure 84 Susan Baquie Janus as Porter Figure 85 Susan Baquie Janus as God of the Sky
both 2011-12, acrylic paint on canvas, each 19.5 x 24cm.

Figure 86 Susan Baquie A Double Janus Trifrons (After Titian) Figure 87 Susan Baquie
Janus Quadrifrons, God of the Cosmos and the Four Corners of the Earth both 2011-12,
acrylic paint on canvas, each 19.5 x 24cm.

Figure 88 Susan Baquie Janus Keys 2011, pva, fillers, silver paint, 8 x 4.5cm
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2.2.3. Collage

Figure 89 Susan Baquie Pop: Diamonds are Forever 2008, collage, 36.5 x 66.5cm.
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Figure 90 Susan Baquie Page 693: Guys In Disguise 2008, collage, 42.0 x 30.5cm; 2012-13,
giclée print on rag paper, 150 x 110cm.
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Figure 91 Susan Baquie Tanist 2008, collage, 15 x 50cm; 2012-13, giclée print on rag paper,
110 x 350cm.

Figure 92 Susan Baquie At Sea: Dreamboat 2008, collage, 16.5 x 23.5cm; 2012-13, giclée
print on rag paper, 110 x 157cm.
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Figure 93 Susan Baquie The Ministration 2008, collage, 23.5 x 17cm; 2012-13, giclée print
on rag paper, 58.3 x 40cm.

5
Figure 94 Susan Baquie The Castle or the Cottage 2008, collage, 16.7 x 11.2cm; 2012-13,
giclée print on rag paper, 55 x 40cm.
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Figure 95 Susan Baquie Two Horsemen: Kodakopia 2008, collage, 16.7 x 11.2cm; 2012-13,
giclée print on rag paper, 82 x 58cm.

Figure 96 Susan Baquie “G. (detail) 2008, collage, 16. 7 x 11.2cm; 2012-13, giclée print on
rag paper, 82 x 57.5cm.
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Figure 97 Susan Baquie Untitled 2008, collage, 16.7 x 11.2cm; 2012-13, giclée print on rag
paper, 82 x 57.5cm.

,
Figure 98 Susan Baquie Untitled 2008, collage, 16.7 x 11.2cm; 2012-13, giclée print on rag
paper, 82 x 57.5cm.
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Figure 99 Susan Baquie Detritus Quisquilliae 2009, collage, 16.7 x 11.2cm; 2012-13, giclée
print on rag paper, 82 x 57.5cm.
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DISCUSSION
3.1 Histories and Theories

Figure 100 Susan Baquie Pop: Diamonds Are Forever (detail) 2008, collage.
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3.2. Myth and Creation

Figure 101 Susan Baquie Tanist (detail) 2008, collage.

Figure 102 Susan Baquie Tanist (detail) 2008, collage.
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3.3. Including the Absurd

Figure 103 Susan Baquie Page 693: Guys In Disguise (detail) 2008, collage.

Figure 104 Susan Baquie Page 693: Guys In Disguise (detail) 2008, collage.
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Figure 105 Susan Baquie Page 685:The Black Hand 2008, collage, 16.2 x 23.2cm; 2012-13,
giclée print on rag paper, 78 x 110cm.

3.4. Duchamp’s Wheel

Figure 106 Susan Baquie The Fox and Crown 2008, collage, 7.2 x 11.3cm; 2012-13, giclée
print on rag paper, 40 x 55cm.
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Figure 107 Susan Baquie At Sea: Dreamboat (detail) 2008, collage.

Figure 108 Susan Baquie The Castle or the Cottage (detail) 2008, collage.
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3.5. At War and At Home

Figure 109 Susan Baquie Royal Navy Girl 2008, collage, 15 x 23.2 cm; 2012-13, giclée print
on rag paper, 110 x 157cm.

Figure 110 Max Ernst Lundi page 66 1934, In Une semaine de bonté: A Surrealistic Novel
in Collage. Translated by Stanley Appelbaum. (New York: Dover Publications Inc., 1976)
© 1976 Dover Publications.
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Figure 111 Susan Baquie Mrs. Winslow 2008, collage, 16.4 x 23.4 cm; 2012-13, giclée print
on rag paper, 110 x 157cm.

. Figure 112 Susan Baquie The Ministration (detail) 2009, collage.
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APPENDICES
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TABLE 1: A JANUS BIFRONS TYPOLOGY

Copyright
restricted
3

2

1

Copyright
restricted

5

4

6

Copyright
restricted

Copyright
restricted
7

9

8

7

10

11

12

1. Etruscan Culsans 5thC BC

7. Romanesque Janus bifrons 12thC

2. Etruscan Aphrodite 5thC BC

8. Ermegol de Beziers January 13thC

3. Janus Roman coin, 4thC BC

9. Agnolo Bronzino Allegory of Happiness 1567

4. Skythes & Epilykos Class
Aryballos, Gk. 6thC BC
5. Etruscan Janus bifrons 3rdC BC
6. Roman Janus bifrons

10. Unknown Napoleon 19thC
11. Renato Bertelli Continuous Profile: Head of
Mussolini 1933
12. André Masson Portrait of André Breton 1941
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Date

Image

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS
Description

Vis. Variables/Other

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

211:1
Janus of Rome Aes
Grave As 225-217
BC, cast bronze

BC-AD
Rome

211.2
3rd-4th
C BC
Etr

211.3
11th C
Fr

211.4
11th12th C
Fr

Copyright
restricted

Artist unknown
Culsans
300-250 BC,
bronze sculpture.

Metallic type usually
bronze and dependent
upon available
techniques.

Janus bifrons form.

Janus as God of gods.

King of Rome. Symbolic
communication.

Power shifts of Roman
Empire, Caesars.

Etruscan god, similar in
form to Janus.

Abbess Herrard
Moyses and
Christus, In The
Hortus deliciarum
1100 -1200 AD,
drawing.

A central Janus image of
Moses & Christ in one of
rotae as a Janus bifrons
image using two most
prominent Christians.

Teaching to prevent
relapse into paganism,
symbolic
communication.

Church power as
continuity over early
Roman religion/history.

The transitional line of
power from ancient Rome to
11th C & from the Old to the
New Testament (biblical);
epochal change.

Artists unknown
Mary at the
Deposition 10001100s,
Mars 300s,
portal sculpture.

Low relief sculpture,
Mary frontal to view,
pagan Mars hidden in
contraposto on façade of
cathedral at Oloron.

Fear of the agency of
Roman classical realism.
Symbolic
.communication.

The necessity to keep
Christian power in the
church by intentional
absence and concealment
of the “pagan” religions.

Transition of consecration of
site; transition from past pagan religion; epochal
change - AD 400 to
Christianity 12th C
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212:1
13th C
Fr

Image

Copyright
restricted

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS
Description

Ermengol de
Beziers January:
Janus. Le Breviare
d'Amour. Provencal
codex, 1200s, paint
on vellum.

212.2
14th C
Eng

212.3
14th C
It; Eng

212.4

14th C
It

Copyright
restricted

Vis. Variables/Other

Humorous depictions of
Janus trifrons in
mediæval style.

Master DuBois
January in Hours of
the Virgin,
1325–1330,
paint on vellum.

Three-faced Janus,
crowned, drinks from a
goblet in right hand, a
horn in left hand, behind
draped table with two
vessels. Bowl with fish.
Gold background.

School of Bologna
January
Calendar Cycle
Gothic Missal,
1324–1328,
paint on vellum.

Humorous depiction of
Janus trifrons in
mediæval style - Janus
as January.

Ambrogio
Lorenzetti
Maesta (detail)
ca. 1335,
tavola or tempera
panel painting.

Mediæval and Christian
iconology. Also
Prudence in the holding
of a mirror

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

Janus drinking links
agrarian festivals to myth
of Janus & Noah &
relationship with wine,

Janus feasting links
ancient agrarian festivals
Symbolic
communication with
Christian calendars.

Janus as January in
continuity, use in religious
books, so transitional of
Janus to Christian times
epochal change.

Janus used for the month
of January in a Book of
Hours -symbolic
communication
for religious purpose.

Janus feasting links
ancient agrarian festivals
with Christian calendars

Janus as January in
continuity, transitional of
Janus to Christian times.

Janus feasting links
ancient agrarian festivals
with Christian calendars.

Janus as January in
continuity; use in religious
books is transitional of Janus
to Christian times.

Power of the Church
Symbolic
communication.

Evidence of movement from
contemporaries (Siena),
return to sculptor Nicola but
new iconography, symbolic
without inscription.
(Muller).

Janus bifrons in
mediæval style; .Janus
feasting links ancient
agrarian festivals with
Christian calendars,
death and revival, change
and renewal
Faith holding a mirror
reflecting two faces,
members of the Trinity,
the remains of the third a
dove representing the
Holy Spirit. (Muller).
Symbolic
communication.
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213.1

15th C
Fr

213.2
15th C
It

213.3
16th C
It

Image

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS
Description

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

Limbourg Brothers,
Barthélemy van
Eyck, Jean
Colombe, 1410,
Book of Hours, Les
Très Riches Heures
de Duc de Berry.
(detail)Folio 37v

A sculpted baptismal
font in Janus quadrifrons
form, not of Janus pater,
but of gargoyles with
tongues poking out,
possibly negroid, long
earrings as support.

Saint Augustine being
baptised in a baptismal
font of quadrifrons form.
Morality of font as
pagan/pre-Christian/preRome.

Janus was King of Rome.
Saint Augustine has line
of kingship/history of
Rome in continuity.
Symbolic
communication.

Transition of the lines of
godliness and kingship from
ancient Rome to Saint
Augustine in 15thC transition from preChristian; epochal change.

Artist unknown
Janus at Lucignano
1400s, fresco.

Janus carrying oak
branch signifying Law &
Justice, a fresco series of
Famous Men, (uomini
famosi).

Early Roman religion
into 15th C political.
Positioned in the Sala del
Consiglio of the Palazzo
del Commune at
Lucignano.

Political use of Janus by
d’ Medici and followers.
Janus as first King of
Rome. Symbolic
communication.

Transitional situation of
Janus formerly a deity now
King of Rome - epochal
change and use of antiquity.

Prudence/old man as
Janus head. Prudence
also holds mirror.

Morality, virtue of
Prudence, the future and
past.

The Della Rovere family
(patron) married into the
d’ Medici. Symbolic
communication.

Titian’s self-portrait, his
son and nephew/friend as
human trifrons of old,
middle and young age.
Use of wolf, lion & dog
as in ancient double
trifrons, as lower body.
Probable timpano.

Morality - representative
of Time & similar to the
mediaeval imagery of the
Trinity and anti-Trinity
and so belongs to
mediæval thought and
philosophy (Panofsky),
also much earlier
imagery.

Raphael
The Cardinal
Virtues (detail)
1511, fresco.

213.4

16th C
It

Vis. Variables/Other

Titian
An Allegory of
Prudence 1565,
oil painting on
canvas.

213

Symbolic
communication.

Continuity within history to
the patron, the Della Rovere
family; the oak belongs to
the patron as well as to
Janus of the oak cult;
Renaissance use of antiquity.

Transition of archaic
imagery to Titian’s personal
time 16thC.
Renaissance use of antiquity.
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Date

Image

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS
Description

Vis. Variables/Other

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

214.1

16th C
It

214.2
17th C
Fr

214.3
18th C
Fr

214.4
18th C
Fr

Agnolo Bronzino
Allegory of
Happiness 1567,
oil painting on
copper.

Prudence/de’ Medici
Janus with world globe,
de’ Medici looking
outwards as protector of
boundaries.

Investment with the
morality of the painting’s
allegory to reify Cosimo
d’ Medici using the
power of agency.

Alignment with Italy esp.
Florence.
Aramaic/Etruscan
revival; symbolic
communication;
territorial.

Two d’ Medici’s became
Pope, Leo X, Clement VII.
Transition of power to d’
Medici; epochal change.
Renaissance use of antiquity.

Artist unknown
Janus-head rosary
bead 1600s, French
carved ivory.

Depicts the head of
Christ and a memento
mori human skull.

Reminder of death of
Christ.

Power of the Church.

Renaissance use of antiquity.

Jean Auguste
Dominique Ingres
Fontaine à tête de
Janus, late 1700s,
drawing.

Drawing design for a
fountain with head of
Janus bifrons.

Artist unknown Le
Roi Janus, ou
l'homme à deux
visages 1791–92,
etching.

Intended as Louis XVI
(roi de France; 17541793).Use of the
unpopular king in a
Janus form (with two
heads and crowns);
caricature.

Use of antiquity.

The king’s hypocrisy, he
is shown as two-faced,
duplicitous.

214

The king as part of the
tyranny of the Ancien
Régime., and the end of
the monarchy in France.
He was executed in
1793.

Epochal change in France.
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Date

Image

215.1

Description

Artist unknown His
Monument:
Napoleon’s Past
and Future Are
Filled with Dead
Bodies, undated,
print.

19th C
Fr

Artist unknown Tall
Case Organ Clock
Face by T. Condliff
of Liverpool, ca.
1830,
oil on iron.

215.2
19th C
Eng

215.3

Artist unknown
The Reform Janus
1860, print.

19th C
Eng.

215.4
19th C
Eng.

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS

Copyright
restricted

Charles Henry
Bennett
The Double Janus
Guard, for
Clapham Junction
1865, print.

Vis. Variables/Other

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Napoleon as a Janus
bifrons on a column of
skulls.

Popular art to illustrate
tyranny or unpopularity
of leader.

Political change.

War as heroic.

Political use of Janus as
joined with King.

Janus has the face(s) of
Lord Russell, who had
recently introduced an
unpopular bill for
Parliamentary Reform.
Janus as herm.

Caricature to express
opinion and to show the
people the duplicity of
the politicians of the
time.

Politicians being told as
to results of a
parliamentary bill; both
appear suspicious.

Janus Quadrifrons as
director of traffic or as
guardian of passageways.

Particular cartoon for
Clapham Junction,
London.

Unknown but possible
King Richard as Janus.
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Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

Epochal change in France.

Art used as caricature for
political and moral purpose.

Use of Janus as caricature to
express humour.
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Date

Image

216.1

19th C
Eng

216.2
19th C
Eng

216.3
19th C
Fr

216.4
19th C
Ger/US
A

Copyright
restricted

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS
Description

Joseph Swain
The Grand Old
Janus 1887, print.

Vis. Variables/Other

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

Gladstone is Janus,
approves summary
justice to ruffian, but not
where an armed officer
deals with a similar
ruffian.

The moral debate was
whether or not British
policemen should be
armed.

Political situation.

Art as caricature for moral
as well as political purpose.

Artist unknown
Mask of Janus,
1800s, wooden &
painted gesso.

Craniofacial duplication
similar to diprosopus.

Imagery of the mask is of
a doubling or splitting
which holds Janus
bifrons and is both
uncanny & grotesque.

Use of carnival and the
grotesque.

Folk art use of mask in plays
or festivities, carnival.

Gustave Moreau
Hercules and the
Lernaean Hydra
1876, oil painting.

A combination of
history, myth, mysticism,
and a fascination with
the exotic and bizarre.

Moral battle between the
forces of good and evil,
light and darkness, with
intensity and power.

Thomas Nast
Into the Jaws of
Death; the Temple
of Janus ca. 1880–
1899, etching.

Engraving of Janus
skulls, Janus temple text
on skull image.
Russo-Turkish war, jaws
open as doors of temple
in time of war.

Morality of war dead.

216

Regression to classic
antiquity and Greek
mythology.

Political morality.

Transitional in respect of use
of Janus temple as skulls.
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Date

Image

217.1

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS
Description

Vis. Variables/Other

20th C
Ger

217.3

Copyright
restricted

20th C
Ger

217.4
20th C
Ger

Copyright
restricted

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

Paul Klee
Komiker1904,
etching.

Janus in the sense of two
joined heads, one hidden
if not facing the other
way.

Klee: “the mask
represents art & behind it
hides man” in Marta
Schneider Brody (1957,
p.375), also Klee could
express “primitive forms
of anxiety through his
art”.

Use of ancient culture (Gk.
comedy) to portray dualism.

Paul Klee
Komiker. (Inv. 4.),
1904, 14
Comedian (Inv. 4)
etching and
aquatint.

Janus in the sense of two
deformed and joined
heads, one hidden if not
facing the other way.

Klee: "a grotesque mask
on a grave and moral
head” & the print's
etched lines as “roads to
the analysis of the work
of art." MoMA, The
Collection: Klee.

Use of ancient culture (Gk.
Comedy) to portray as to
dualism (?).

Janus figure in lower
foreground
Brody, “Art & Potential
Space”, 376.

Personal expression
influence of Cubism and
abstract, translucent
Colour painting. Spiritual
and fantasy.

Epochal change.

20th C
Ger

217.2

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Paul Klee
Fish magic (detail)
1925, oil and
watercolour,
varnished.
Max Ernst
Castor and
Pollution 1923,
oil on canvas.

Janus portrait of the
discouri, fingers to
mouth as if whistling &
sailing in a metal tub,
possibly Ernst & Paul
Eluard whose wife, Gala
was Ernst’s mistress.

Disparagement of master
narratives. Symbolic
communication.

217

Disruption of historical
with play on words re
castor oil as well as
pollux/pollution.

Transitional into 20th
century surrealism, possibly
pollution problems.
Disparagement of master
narrative.
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Date

218.1
20th C
Ger

Image

Max Ernst
Untitled (Man Will
Never Understand
It) 1922-3,
watercolour

Copyright
restricted

Pablo Picasso
La Lecture (The
Reader)
1932, oil painting.

Renato Bertelli
Head of Mussolini
(Continuous
Profile) 1933,
original in ceramic.

218.3

20th C
It

218.4
20th C
Ger

Description

Copyright
restricted

218.2
20th C
Sp

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS

Copyright
restricted

Wols (Alfred Otto
Wolfgang Shulze)
Janus under the
Parasol 1939,
watercolour.

Vis. Variables/Other

Bifrons birds.

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

Ernst’s psychological
interest in birds here in
bifrons, not seen in Une
semaine de bonté
1934.

Transitional into the
breakdown of body parts
after cubism, almost
complete division of the face
as in Head of a Woman
(1939)

Portrait of Marie-Thérèse
Walter.

Influence of relationship
on mood and later the
war defeats influencing
his portrayal of body.

The head looks as if
spinning around.

Political propaganda.

Political comment re
Mussolini, originally
ceramic, later in metal
for propaganda in
government offices and
offered for sale.

Transitional politically and
in artistic style - the Futurist
precepts of time and motion.

Janus trifrons under a
parasol more like a
parachute. Dreamlike
surrealism as Janus on
top of arch of Janus
Quadrifrons.

Disruption of traditional
values. Surrealist,
psychological, symbolic
communication.

Disruption of traditional
values.

Compared with Klee &
Kandinsky, the transitional
movements of the
surrealists, avant-garde and
later Art Informel and
Tachism.

218
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Date

Image

20th C
Fr

219.2
20th C
Fr

20th C
Fr

219.4
20th C
Lith.
(USSR)
/USA

Description

André Breton, Yves
Tanguy and
Jacqueline Lamba,
Cadavre Exquis 7
fevrier 1938,
drawing.
.

219.1

219.3

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS

Copyright
restricted

Copyright
restricted

Vis. Variables/Other

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Exquisite Corpse:
André Breton drawing
with Yves Tanguy and
Jacqueline Lamba.

Disruption of traditional
values, use of chance,
irony.

Disruption of traditional
values.

Transitional avant-garde
movement.

Disruption of traditional
values.

Transitional avant-garde
movements.

André Masson
Portrait of André
Breton 1941, ink on
paper.
.

Janus portrait of André
Breton, left side eyes
open, right side eyes
closed, the opening
containing bodies.

Surrealist, psychological,
and symbolic
communication.

Viktor Obsatz
Portrait No. 29
(Double Exposure:
Full Face and
Profile) 1953,
photograph.

Janus/janusian in the
sense of a divided head
with two faces.

Duchamp’s complicity
with the photographer to
create persona.

Ben Shahn
After Titian 1959,
tempera on
fibreboard.

Shahn referencing of
Titian’s 1565
An Allegory of Prudence,
a double Janus trifrons.

Disparagement of master
narratives, moral
disruption of esoteric
pretensions of art,
subversion of traditional
painting, symbolic
communication.

219

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

Duchamp’s interest in
persona, etc.

Shahn’s social realism,
his public art financed by
US govt. considered to
have influenced public
consciousness; the
relationship between
artist and audience.

Transitional by continuity
from ancient image.
Historical breakage and
rupture (style).
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Date

220.1
20th C
Eng

220.2
20th C
Fr/USA

220.3
20th C
Fr/USA

220.4
20th C
Eng

Image

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS
Description

Vis. Variables/Other

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

William Turnbull
Janus 2 1959,
rosewood and
stone.

Totemic modernism
using natural materials Abstraction.

Symbolic
communication.

Louise Bourgeois
Janus fleuri 1968,
bronze, gold patina,
hanging piece.

Janus as sexual organs or
as “flowering” object.

Disruption of traditional
morality in depiction of
sexual organs. Janus
pronunciation in Fr
similar to “genoux” –
knees (Bourgeois noted)

Disruption of traditional
values. Symbolic
communication.

Transitional from usual
facial rendition of Janus into
a transformative, ambiguous
form. Transgressive.
Disparagement of master
narratives?

Copyright
restricted

Louise Bourgeois
Janus in leather
jacket 1968, bronze,
hanging piece.

Janus as sexual organs or
other parts of body, with
leather jacket.
Subversion of classical
sculpture.

Disruption of traditional
morality in depiction of
sexual organs.

Disruption of traditional
values. Symbolic
communication.

Transitional from usual
facial rendition of Janus.
Transgressive.
Disparagement of master
narratives?

Copyright
restricted

Michael Ayrton
Personal Janus
1970, bronze.

Janus head on herm,
personal portrait and
Minotaur.

Personal psychology,
recognition of animal
nature (minotaur).

Copyright
restricted

Copyright
restricted

220

Personal transitional period
of totemic representations of
idols and mythical figures
(late 1950’s – early 1960”s),
in natural materials.
Modernism.

Continuity with myth of
Janus, also myth of the
minotaur and Picasso.
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Date

Image

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS
Description

Vis. Variables/Other

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Political Variables

Guston’s work shifted from
the influence of Renaissance
masters and derivations from
Cubism and de Chirico. As a
public artist, then into
abstract expressionism, he
turned in the late 1960s to a
form of figuration with
schematic images of an
enigmatic Surrealistic kind,
stylistically cartoonish.

221.1

20th C
USA

Copyright
restricted

221.2
20th C
It

221.3
20th C
Fr/USA

Copyright
restricted

Copyright
restricted

Transitional Situations/
Change

Philip Guston
Painter in Bed
1973, oil on canvas.
.

Janusian in creativity.

Enzo Cucchi
Title & date lost.

Egg-like rendition of
head and body.

Psychological rendition
suggesting doubling.

Arman
Janus 1981,
accumulation of
saws.

Collection of saws as
imagery relating to Janus
or attributes, placed
under glass.
(Saw: Fr. Scie:
pronunciation similar to
“see”.)

Disruption of traditional
representation of Janus
Interest in cycle of
production, consumption,
and destruction - Janus
as Time (?)

221

Disruption of traditional
values.
Disparagement of master
narratives.

Transitional in use of
particular type of
“readymades” (saws) as
imagery relating to Janus.
Technological & epochal
change.
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Date

222.1

Image

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS
Description

Vis. Variables/Other

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

Andy Warhol
Rorschach 1984,
ink.

Rorschach methodology.

Subliminal possibility of
human forms doubled.

Disruption of traditional
values.

Transitional within artist’s
oeuvre.

Copyright
restricted

Timothy Ralph
Janus 1987,
etching.

Janus possibly emerging
from landscape/past.

Personal rendition,
oppositional forces of the
mind & humanity; the
dark and the light..
Symbolic
communication.

Possible portrayal of
boundaries, a Janus
attribute.

Transitional by continuity
from ancient Roman concept
of Janus as deity.

Copyright
restricted

Timothy Ralph
Janus entering cave
1987, etching.

Large shapes indicating
rock and dark cave,
figure entering, possibly
suggesting rape of Carna.
(Ovid)

Personal rendition,
oppositional forces of the
mind and humanity; the
dark and the light.

Symbolic
communication.

Transitional by continuity of
myth.

Copyright
restricted

Ron English
Harmonic Scream
1994, painting.

Similar to a form of
craniofacial duplication,
craniopagus paraciticus.

Disruption of master
artwork, disruption of
historical morality.

Copyright
restricted

20th C
USA

222.2
20th C
Au

222.3
20th C
Au

222.4
20th C
USA

222

Postmodern appropriation
(and desecration) of Edvard
Munch’s Scream (18931910) series.
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Date

223.1
20th C
USA

223.2

Image

Copyright
restricted

Copyright
restricted

20th C
Fr/USA

223.3

Copyright
restricted

20th C
It

223.4
21st C
Eng

Copyright
restricted

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS
Description

Vis. Variables/Other

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

Andy Warhol
Rorschach 1996,
synthetic polymer
paint & silkscreen
ink on canvas.

The Jose Rufino
Exhibition at the Warhol
Museum 2010, Blots &
Figments, includes Andy
Warhol Rorschachs.

Subliminal possibility of
human forms doubled.

Disruption of traditional
values.

Repetition of 1984 within
artist’s oeuvre.

Louise Bourgeois
Untitled 1996,
small object of
cotton, string.

Janus constructed of poor
materials like a child’s
doll.

Morality in humbleness
of portrayal.

Poverty revealed.
Symbolic
communication.

Transition of Janus image to
humble dualism.

Enzo Cucchi
ll Poeta 1996,
print of embossing
on copper.

Although twin, the
artist/poet Janus is
intended, the eyes
different in each face.

Archetypal/mythological
psychology within
representation, uncanny.

Past Transavantguard
political position.

Transgressive (?)

Mark Quinn
Sir John Edward
Sulston 2001,
DNA cloning
process.

Standard DNA cloning
methods.

Disruption of traditional
portrait methodologies.
A questioning of
identity. Science melded
with art – cloning.

223

Issues of representation of
the human figure in
contemporary culture,
technological change and
transition into use of
science.
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Date

Image

224.1
21st C
It

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

Archetypal/mythological
psychology within
representation.

Post Transavantguard
political position.

Larry Kirkland
East 2 West Source
Point 2003,
Carrara marble, cast
bronze & gold leaf.

Janus head with odd
profile (two-thirds of one
side), a plumb bob (for
true vertical) which casts
eye-shaped shadow, also
has handprint.

Morality.

Public art.

Unusual representation
of figures possibly
suggesting Janus as
Time. Disruption of
traditional representation
of figure.

Morality in artist’s
concept of body and self.
Title and form suggest
possible heautoscopy.

Transitional in form.

Copyright
restricted

Antony Gormley
Before two
2004, sculpture.

Copyright
restricted

Paul Feiler
Janicon LXXXVIII
2004, painting.

“Architecture of space
and shrine-like portals”
(Tate).

The ambiguity of visual
experiences.

Personal transition into
abstraction.

Copyright
restricted

Copyright
restricted

224.4
21st C
Ger/
Eng

Vis. Variables/Other

A Janus head,
contrasting tones, black
& white.

224.3
21st C
Eng

Description

Enzo Cucchi
Acquatonica
2003, paint.

224.2
21st C
USA

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS

224

Public artist.
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Date

Image

Vis. Variables/Other

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Ron English
Hyperjynx
2004, print, record
cover.

A diprosopus, doubleheaded or double-faced
usually infant.

Disruption of morality
regarding “monster
birth” (diprosopus) in
infants.

Copyright
restricted

Tony Cragg
Bent of Mind
2005, sculpture.

Janus head in
metamorphosis - use of
materials.

Morality of man within
environment, defined as
looking forwards& back,
distortion in lower head,
possible psych
problem/comment.

Use of Janus as selfportrait in landscape.

Personal insight.

Copyright
restricted

John Olsen
Self-portrait Janusfaced 2005,
oil painting.

Janusian in concept and
Janus in respect of
another “self” of own
specific material. Artist
has made a new cast
every five years.

Disruption of traditional
portrait methodologies.
A questioning of
identity.
Sensational use of
material.

225.1

21st C
USA

Copyright
restricted

225.2
21st C
Eng

225.3
21st C
Au

225.4

21st C
Eng

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS

Copyright
restricted

Description

Mark Quinn
Self 2006,
nine pints of blood
(artist's), liquid
silicone, stainless
steel, glass, perspex
& refrigeration.

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

Transition by
metamorphosis.

Personal insight and change.

225

Issues of representation of
the human figure in
contemporary culture.
Technological change and
transition into use of
science.
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Date

Image

226.1
21st C
Mex

Copyright
restricted

226.2

21st C
Au

21st C
Au

21st C
Fr

Description

Copyright
restricted

Vis. Variables/Other

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Carlos Amorales
Red Rorschach
2006, vinyl.

Use of Rorschach inkblot
type of image, not
method.

Morality of use of
Rorschach.

Ben Quilty
Self Portrait
Smashed
2008, oil Rorschach
on linen, two
panels.

Use of Rorschach
methodology.

Morality of transitory
experience, knowledge
of mortality. Mirroring.

Ben Quilty
Rorschach 2 2008,
oil and aerosol
Rorschach on linen.

226.3

226.4

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS

Jean Michel
Othoniel Les
Noeuds de Lacan in
the exhibition Les
Nœuds de Janus
(Janus’s Knots)
2009, mirrored
glass, metal.

Reminds of Nast’s Into
the Jaws of Death.

Variable in material
methodology.
Janus’s opposing values.
(Moreno Artforum).

Knowledge of mortality,
past and future.

Borromean rings (three
tori interlocked so that
removing one unlinks the
other two), Lacan’s use
to represent interrelation
between reality,
symbolism &
imagination.

226

Political Variables

Possible political
comment as spatter is
like blood, image like
strige in attack position.

Transitional Situations/
Change

Part of larger transitional
works in artist’s oeuvre.

Personal psychological &
methodological transitions.
Transitional as appropriative
continuity, possible
quotation of Amorales as
well as Rorschach.

Personal psychological &
methodological transitions.
Transitional as appropriative
continuity.

.Joining of Janus and Lacan.
Continuity of mythology and
psychiatry.
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Date

Image

227.1
21st C
Jap/US
A

Copyright
restricted

227.2
21st C
Au

Copyright
restricted

TABLE 2: IMAGE VARIABLES and TRANSITIONS
Description

Vis. Variables/Other

Relig/Morality/Psych.
Variables

Yayoi Kusama
And Love is
Forever, so I Say in
my Self-Portrait
2009, synthetic
polymer paint on
canvas.

Janus profiles within a
multiplicity of faces.

Psychological expression
of emotion.

Rodney Glick
Everyone No.53
2009, carved and
painted wood.

Variable as Janus trifrons
or quadrifrons.
(Carrying of decapitated
head reminds of
historical Marquesan
[and other] as well as
decapitation within
contemporary terrorism)

Morality of religious
experience - Hindu.

227

Political Variables

Transitional Situations/
Change

Personal expression relating
to oeuvre.

Political comment.

Transitional to contemporary
imagery from ancient
religion. Epochal
change/amalgamation into
cultural consciousness.
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TABLE 3: TWINS AND DOUBLES

229aAnonymous
Chulkhurst Sisters of
Biddenden, Kent
1645 (possibly 1100).
229b
Anonymous
Visconti-Sforza Tarot
deck—The World
ca.1450.
229c
Anonymous
Le prince Louis et ses
deux soeurs Jeanne et
Victoire dans le livre
'heures de Catherine
de Médicis 1500s.

Copyright restricted
229d
British School
The Cholmondeley
Ladies
1600-1610.

229e
Anonymous
De Wikkelkinderen
(The Swaddled
Twins)
1617.
229f
Salomon de Bray
The Twins Clara and
Aelbert de Bray
ca.1646.

229g
Georg and Regula
Rahn (Children
Effigy in Memory of
the Twins, Born and
Died,) 1752.
229h
Central European
School Portrait of
twins 1700s.

229
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TABLE 3: TWINS AND DOUBLES

230a
Heinrich Carl Brandt
Gräfin Maria Joseph
Heydeck mit ihren
Kindern 1785.
230b
Pierre Gobert
Louise-Élisabeth de
France et sa soeur
jumelle Henriette de
France1737.
230c
Benjamin West
Isaac Being
Presented with his
Twins, Esau and
Jacob 1779–1801.

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted

230d
Joseph Carl Steiler
Portrait of the
Youngest Daughters
of Maximilian I of
Bavaria (Sophie,
Marie, Ludovika)
1800s.
230e
Augustus Leopold
Egg The Travelling
Companions
1862.

230f
John Everett Millais
Twins 1876.

230g
Marc Chagall
Homage to
Appollinaire
1911.

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted
230h
Kathe Kollwitz
Mutter mit Zwillingen
(Mother of Twins)
1927–37.

230
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TABLE 3: TWINS AND DOUBLES

231a
Salvador Dali
Harlequin 1927.

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted
231b
Salvador Dali
Self-portrait Splitting
Into Three
1927.

231c
Salvador Dali
Portrait of the
Vicomtesse de
Noailles.
1932.

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted

231d
Salvador Dali
Metamorphosis of
Narcissus.
1936–37.

231e
René Magritte
La Fin des
contemplations 1927.

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted

231f
René Magritte
L’Imprudent
1927.

231g
René Magritte
Perpetual motion
1935.

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted

231

231h
René Magritte
L'intelligence
1946.
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TABLE 3: TWINS AND DOUBLES

232a
René Magritte
Lola de Valence
1948.

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted

232b
René Magritte
Portrait of Paul Noué
1927.

232c
Giorgio De Chirico
Self Portrait
1922.

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted

232d
René Magritte
La reproduction
interdite (Portrait
d’Edward James)
1937.

232e
Frida Kahlo
The Two Fridas
1939.

232f
Diane Arbus
Identical twins 1967.

232g
Andy Warhol
Elvis I And II
1964.

232h
Colin Lanceley
Gemini
1964.

Copyright restricted

232
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TABLE 3: TWINS AND DOUBLES

233a
Antony Gormley
Sculpture for Derry
Wall
1987.

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted
233b
Antony Gormley
Before
2002.

233c
Antony Gormley
Break
2003.

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted

233d
Marc Quinn
Self
2006.

233e
Peter Burke
Janus Head
1999.

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted
233f
Peter Burke
Janus Column
2003.

233g
Tony Cragg
Relatives
2004.

Copyright restricted
233h
Geoffrey Bartlett
Double self-portrait
2004.

233
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TABLE 3: TWINS AND DOUBLES

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted

234a
Sue de Beer
Twins
1998.
234b
Sue de Beer
Two girls
2001.

Copyright restricted

Copyright restricted

234c
Enzo Cucchi
Il poeta
2010.

234d
Lucas Grogan
Look Things Couldn’t
Be Better
2010.

234
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TABLE 4: MAX ERNST’S SCHEMA FOR UNE SEMAINE DE BONTÉ 1934
Day

Colour of
volume

Relation of colour to
contents

Purple

Clerical

Element

Example
Le lion de Belfort

Sunday

Earth
(The lion of Belfort)

Monday

Green

Water

Water

Tuesday

Red

Fire-breathing
dragons

Fire

Royal blood

Blood

Wednesday

Blue

Friday

Friday

Saturday

Le cour de dragon
(The dragon’s court)

The laughing rooster
is at home in the Blackness
black element, night,
continuing the night
of the roman noir;
Blackness
The colour yellow
might be related to
inward sight, to the
“sunlike eye”.

Thursday

Yellow

L’eau (Water)

L’Oedipe (Oedipus)

Le rire du coq
(The rooster’s laughter)
L’île de Pâques
(Easter Island)

Vision

L'intérieur de la vue
(Inward Sight) Three
visual poems. First
visual poem, second
visual poem, third visual
poem.

The
Unknown

La clé des chants (The
Key to the Songs, and,
thanks ti homonymy,
freedom, escape).

235
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IMAGE REFERENCES
Table 1: A Janus Typology
1. Culsans (detail) ca. 300-250 BC, Etruscan, bronze. Collection MAEC Museo
Dell'Accademia Etrusca e della Città di Cortona, Italy.
2. Alabastron (detail) mid-6thC BC, perfume vase in the form of a woman
holding a dove, terracotta, Gk. 27cm high with plinth. Collection Metropolitan
Museum of Art: Fletcher Fund, 1930. (OASC) www.metmuseum.org.
3. Janus of Rome ca. 225-217 BC, Aes Grave As Roman Republican, bronze coin.
Harvard Art Museums/Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Unspecified Collection
Photo: Imaging Department © President and Fellows of Harvard College.
www.harvardartmuseums.org .
4. Skythes & Epilykos Class. Attic janiform red-figure aryballos (detail), ca. 520–
510 BC, ceramic, 11.3cm, Gk. Collection Louvre Museum: Photographer:
Hervé Lewandowski. Photo Credit: © RMN-Grand- Palais/Art Resource, NY.
5. Janus bifrons head, 300 -200 BC, Etruscan, terracotta. Collection Vulci
Archaeological Museum, Italy.
6. Janus bifrons head, Roman, marble. Chiamaronti Museum, Vatican. © Vatican
Museums.
7. Janus bifrons (detail) 12th C Romanesque, stone. Collection Museo del
Duomo, Ferrara, Italy. Photo: SCALA/Art Resource, NY.
8. Ermengol de Beziers January: Janus (detail) 13th C, In Le Breviare d'Amour
Provencal codex, fol.57v, France, paint on vellum. Collection Biblioteca Real,
El Escorial, Madrid, Spain: Photo: Bridgeman-Giraudon/Art Resource, NY.
9. Agnolo Bronzino Allegory of Happiness (detail) 1567, oil on copper, 40 x
30cm. © Collection Uffizi Gallery, Florence.
10. His Monument: Napoleon’s Past and Future Are Filled with Dead Bodies
(detail) undated, print. Source: Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections,
Cornell University Library.
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11. Renato Bertelli Benito Mussolini (Continuous Profile) [Profilo Continuo
(Testa di Mussolini)] 1933, polished basalt bust (original in ceramic).
Collection Imperial War Museums, London. IWM Non Commercial Licence.
© the artist’s estate. http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/2247.
12. André Masson Portrait of André Breton 1941, india ink on paper, 46.1 x
61.8cm. Collection Musée National d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou.
Photo: Philippe Migeat. Photo: © CNAC/MNAM/Dist. RMN-Grand Palais/Art
Resource, NY. © Andre Masson/ADAGP. Licensed by Viscopy, 2015.

Table 2: Image Variables and Transitions
211:1 Janus of Rome ca. 225-217 BC, Aes Grave As, Roman Republican, bronze
coin, Harvard Art Museums. Photo: Imaging Department © President and
Fellows of Harvard College. www.harvardartmuseums.org.
211:2 Culsans 300-250 BC, Etruscan bronze sculpture, MAEC: Museo
dell'Accademia Etrusca e della Città di Cortona, Italy. Getty Images:
DEA/G. Nimatallah.
211:3 Abbess Herrard Moyses and Christus from the Hortus Deliciarum11001200AD, fol. 67r, drawing. Photo: Warburg Institute.
211:4 Mary at the Deposition 1000-1100AD, marble low-relief portal sculpture;
Mars ca.300AD, marble obverse portal sculpture. Photo: © P. Scott Brown.
212:1 Ermengol de Beziers January: Janus in Le Breviare d'Amour 1200s,
Provencal codex fol.57v, France, paint on vellum. Biblioteca Real, El
Escorial, Madrid, Spain. Photo: Bridgeman-Giraudon/Art Resource NY.
212:2 Master Dubois January In Hours of the Virgin missal for Hawisia de Bois,
1325-1330, MS M.700 fol. 5r, paint on vellum. Collection Pierpont Morgan
Library, NY. http://corsair.themorgan.org/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID
=244060.
212:3 School of Bologna January 1324-1328, MS M.511 fol. 1r, paint on vellum.
Collection Pierpont Morgan Library, NY. http://corsair.themorgan.org/cgibin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=280628.
212.4 Ambrogio Lorenzetti Maesta (detail) ca. 1335-37, tavola or tempera and
gold on wood panel painting, 155 x 206cm. Museo di Arte Sacra, Massa
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Marittima, Siena. © De Agostini Picture Library/G. Dagli Orti/Getty
Images.
213:1 Limbourg Brothers, Barthélemy van Eyck, Jean Colombe Baptism of Saint
Augustine (detail) ca. 1410, folio 37v Book of Hours, Les Très Riches
Heures de Duc de Berry. Musée Condè, Chantilly. Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index .php?title =File: Folio_37v__The_Baptism_of_Saint_Augustine.jpg. License: Public Domain
Contributors: AndreasPraefcke, Petrusbarbygere, Skipjack, 1 anonymous
edits. Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported http:/
/creativecommons.org/ licenses/ by-sa/ 3 0/. www.saylor.org/site/wpcontent/.../06/ 2015.
213:2 Janus at Lucignano 1400’s, fresco, Sala del Consiglieri at Lucignano, Italy.
In Christiane L Joost–Gaugier. “Dante and the History of Art: The Case of a
Tuscan Commune. Part II: The Sala del Consiglio at Lucignano” Artibus et
Historiae 11, no. 22 (1990): 25. Photo: Gigliola Casini.
213:3 Raphael The Cardinal Virtues (detail) 1511, fresco, w 660cm. © Vatican
Museums, Vatican City.
213:4 Titian Allegory of Prudence 1565, oil painting on canvas, 75.5 x 68.4cm.
Collection The National Gallery, London. Presented by Betty and David
Koetser, 1966 NG6376. © The National Gallery, London.
214:1 Agnolo Bronzino Allegory of Happiness 1567, oil painting on copper, 30 x
40cm. © Uffizi Gallery, Florence.
214:2 Janus-head rosary bead 1600s, French carved ivory, 3 x 2.5 x 3cm © 2015
Finch & Co. All Rights Reserved. http://www.finch-andco.uk/antiquities/d/french-carved-ivory-janus-head-rosary-bead-depictingthe-head-of-christ-and-a-memento-mori-human-skull/52017.
214:3 Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres Fontaine à tête de Janus, late 1700s,
drawing, 14.5 x 7.8cm © Montauban, musée Ingres, © Service des musées
de France, 2009. Photo: © Roumagnac Guy.
http://www.culture.gouv.fr/public/mistral/joconde_fr?
214:4 Le Roi Janus, ou l'homme à deux visages 1791–92, etching, 116 x 13cm.
Bibliothèque Nationale de France.
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb40250008m.
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215:1 His Monument: Napoleon’s Past and Future Are Filled with Dead Bodies,
undated, print. Source: Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections,
Cornell University Library.
215:2 Tall Case Organ Clock Face ca. 1830, oil painting on iron (possibly T.
Condliff of Liverpool). Public domain.
215:3 The Reform Janus May 5, 1860, etching, From the Project Gutenberg EBook of
The Rt. Hon. John Bright M.P.; Cartoons from the Collection of "Mr. Punch", by
Various. Release Date: December 29, 2013. [EBook #44539] [This eBook is for the
use of anyone anywhere in the United States and most other parts of the world at no cost and with
almost no restrictions whatsoever. You may copy it, give it away or re-use it under the terms of the
Project Gutenberg License included with this eBook or online at www.gutenberg.org. If you are not
located in the United States, you'll have to check the laws of the country where you are located
before using this ebook] http://www.gutenberg.org/files/44539/44539-h/44539-h.htm#i_024.

215:4 Charles Henry Bennett The Double Janus Guard for Clapham Junction
1865, print. From Punch, or the London Charivari, August 19, 1865. © The
Print Collector/Heritage-Images.
216:1 Joseph Swain The Grand Old Janus 1887, print. From Punch, or the
London Charivari, November 26, 1887. © The Print Collector/HeritageImages.
216.2 Mask of Janus 1800s, wood and painted gesso. (English) Public domain.
216:3 Gustave Moreau Hercules and the Lernaean Hydra 1875-76, oil painting,
179.3 x 154cm. The Art Institute of Chicago: Gift of Mrs. Eugene A.
Davidson, 1964.231. Photography © The Art Institute of Chicago.
216: 4 Thomas Nast Into the Jaws of Death; the Temple of Janus ca. 1880–1899,
etching. Harper's Weekly Oct. 7 1882. Licensed by and From the Collection
of Macculloch Hall Historical Museum, Morristown, NJ. © Macculloch
Hall Historical Museum.
217:1 Paul Klee Komiker 1904, 10 Comedian, etching, 14.7 x 15.8cm Zentrum
Paul Klee, Bern, Switzerland.
217:2 Paul Klee Komiker (Inv.4) 1904, 14 Comedian (Inv. 4), etching (Rudierung
and Aquatinta auf Zink auf Festern Velin, 2 Zustand) 15.3 x 17 cm. (Der
»Komiker (Inv. 4«) 1904, 14 gehört zu der Werkgruppe der »Inventionen«,
elf Radierungen aus den Jahren 1903 bis 1905) Zentrum Paul Klee, Bern,
Switzerland.
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217:3 Paul Klee Fish Magic 1925, oil and water colour on canvas on panel,
varnished, 98.4 x 77.1cm. Collection Philadelphia Museum of Art: The
Louise and Walter Arensberg Collection, 1950. © Artists Rights Society
(ARS) New York.
217:4 Max Ernst Castor and Pollution 1923, oil on canvas, 73 x 100cm. Private
Collection, Vienna. Photo: Erich Lessing/Art Resource, © ARS, NY.
218:1 Max Ernst Untitled (Man Will Never Understand It) 1922-3, gouache,
watercolour, pencil on paper, 49.3 x 64cm, In William A. Camfield ex cat.
Max Ernst: Dada and the Dawn of Surrealism Essays by Werner Spies and
Walter Hopps (Munich: Prestel-Verlag, 1993): Plate 127.
218:2 Pablo Picasso La Lecture 1932, oil painting on panel, 65.5 x 51cm. Private
collection.
218:3 Renato Bertelli Head of Mussolini (Continuous Profile) [Profilo Continuo
(Testa di Mussolini)] 1933, terracotta, 34 x 28 x 28cm Collection Imperial
War Museum, London. IWM Non Commercial Licence. © the artist’s
estate. http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/2247.
218:4 Wols (Alfred Otto Wolfgang Shulze) Janus under the Parasol 1939,
watercolour. Private Collection Photo: Banque d'Images, ADAGP/Art
Resource, NY.
219:1 André Breton et al. Cadavre Exquis 7 fevrier1938, collage, 25.2 x 16.2cm.
© Georges Meguerditchian- Centre Pompidou, MNAM-CCI /Dist. RMNGP © Andre Breton/ADAGP. Licensed by Viscopy, 2015. © Yves
Tanguy/ARS. Licensed by Viscopy, 2015. © Jacqueline Lamba/ADAGP.
Licensed by Viscopy, 2015.
219:2 André Masson Portrait of André Breton 1941, ink on paper, 46.1 x 61.8cm.
Collection Musée National d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou,
Paris. Photo: Philippe Migeat. Photo Credit: © CNAC/MNAM/Dist. RMNGrand Palais/Art Resource, NY. © Andre Masson/ADAGP. Licensed by
Viscopy, 2015.
219:3 Victor Obsatz. Portrait of Marcel Duchamp 1953, gelatin silver print, 34 x
27 cm. Philadelphia Museum of Art. © Victor Obsatz and Moeller Fine Art,
New York–Berlin.
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219:4 Ben Shahn After Titian 1959, tempera on fibreboard, 136.0 x 77.5cm.
© VAGA, NY Gift of the Sara Roby Foundation. © Smithsonian American
Art Museum, Washington, DC/Art Resource, NY.
220:1 William Turnbull Janus 2 1959, rosewood and stone, 152.4 x 62.5 x
37.5cm. Collection Tate Gallery: Presented by Alistair McAlpine (later
Lord McAlpine of West Green) 1970. © William Turnbull.
220:2 Louise Bourgeois Janus fleuri 1968, bronze, gold patina, hanging piece,
25.7 x 31.8 x 21.3cm. Cheim & Read, and Galerie Hauser & Wirth. ©
Louise Bourgeois. Photographer: Christopher Burke.
220:3 Louise Bourgeois Janus in leather jacket 1968, bronze, dark and polished
patina, hanging piece, edition of 6 and artist’s proof, 28.5 x 53.5 x 13.5cm.
Cheim & Read, Galerie Karsten Greve and Galerie Hauser & Wirth. ©
Louise Bourgeois. Photographer: Christopher Burke.
220:4 Michael Ayrton Personal Janus 1970, bronze. Private Collection. ©
Courtauld Institute of Art.
221:1 Philip Guston Painter in Bed 1973, oil on canvas, 152.4 x 264.2cm. ©
Saatchi Gallery, London.
221:2, Enzo Cucchi Unable to locate.
221:3 Arman Janus 1981, accumulation of saws, 956 x 640cm. © Arman Studio
2008 All rights reserved. Photo credits: François Fernandez, Jean Ferrero.
222:1 Andy Warhol Rorschach 1984, ink, 164 x 115cm. © 2015 Artnet
Worldwide Corporation All Rights Reserved.
222:2 Timothy Ralph Janus1987, etching, 22.5 x 17.4cm. Collection National
Gallery of Australia: Australian Print Workshop Archive 2, purchased with
the assistance of the Gordon Darling Australasian Print Fund 2002. NGA
2002.431.754. © Judy Watson, 1996/ Viscopy, Sydney.
.
222:3 Timothy Ralph Janus entering cave 1987, intaglio etching, 11.5 x 10.5cm.
National Gallery of Australia: Australian Print Workshop Archive 2,
purchased with the assistance of the Gordon Darling Australasian Print
Fund 2002 NGA 2002.431.153. © Judy Watson, 1996/Viscopy, Sydney.
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222:4 Ron English Harmonic Scream 1994, painting, 60.9 x 91.4cm. © Ron
English. http://www.graffiti.org/ron_english/revmodr.html.
223:1 Andy Warhol Rorschach 1996, synthetic polymer paint & silkscreen ink on
canvas, 416.6 x 292.1cm. © 2015 Gagosian Gallery.
223:2 Louise Bourgeois Untitled 1996, fabric, lace and thread. Cheim & Read,
Galerie Karsten Greve, and Galerie Hauser& Wirth. © Louise Bourgeois.
Photo: Peter Bellamy.
223:3 Enzo Cucchi Il Poeta 1996, embossing on copper plate, 79 x 58cm. ©
Exhibition 2010 at Biasa Artspace, Indonesia and Art Printing House 2RC
Edizioni d'Arte.
223:4 Mark Quinn Sir John Edward Sulston 2001, sample of sitter's DNA in agar
jelly, mounted in stainless steel, 12.7 x 8.5cm. NPG 6591. Commissioned
with support from the Wellcome Trust. © Collection National Portrait
Gallery, London.
224:1 Enzo Cucchi Acquatonica 2003, fresco, 211 x 200cm. Galerie Bruno
Bischofberger AG.
224:2. Larry Kirkland East 2 West Source Point 2003, Carrara marble, cast bronze
and gold leaf. Public art, Denver U.S.A. © Larry Kirkland.
www.larrykirkland.com.
224:3 Antony Gormley Before Two 2004, sculpture. © 2015 Antony Gormley. All
rights reserved.
224:4 Paul Feiler Janicon LXXXVIII 2004, oil, gold leaf, gessoed board on canvas,
142.2 cm x 142.2cm. © The artist. Photo: Tate.
225:1 Ron English Hyperjynx 2004, print. © Popaganda 2015.
225:2 Tony Cragg Bent of Mind 2005, bronze, unique, 465 x 270 x 270cm.
© Cass Sculpture Foundation. All rights reserved.
225:3 John Olsen Self-portrait Janus-faced 2005, oil painting, 182 x 200cm.
©John Olsen. www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/prizes/archibald/2005/28103/.
225:4 Marc Quinn Self 2006, nine pints of blood (artist's), stainless steel, perspex
and refrigeration equipment, 208 x 63 x 63cm. Collection National Portrait
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Gallery. Retrieved from The Independent Sunday October 28, 2011. ©
Marc Quinn. Photographer: Adrian Dennis/Getty Images.
http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/art/news /nationalportrait-gallery-acquires-marc-quinns-bloody-head-1785133.html?action
=gallery.
226:1 Carlos Amorales Red Rorschach 2006, vinyl, dimensions variable. From
the exhibition Broken Animals, Gallery Yvon Lambert, Paris. Photographer:
André Morin. © Carlos Amorales and Yvon Lambert Paris, New York.
http://www.paris-art.com/marche-art/carlos-amorales/amoralescarlos/4993.html.
226:2 Ben Quilty Self Portrait Smashed 2008, oil Rorschach on linen, two panels,
140 x 190cm. © the artist and Jan Murphy Gallery, Brisbane.
226:3 Ben Quilty Rorschach 2 2008, oil and aerosol Rorschach on linen, 140 x
190cm © the artist and Jan Murphy Gallery, Brisbane.
226:4 Jean Michel Othoniel Les Noeuds de Lacan 2009, mirrored glass and metal
© Othoniel/Adagp, Paris, 2009 & Courtesy Galerie Emmanuel Perrotin,
Paris. http://www.paris-art.com/marche-art/les-noeuds-de-janus/othonieljean-michel/ 6802.html.
227:1 Yayoi Kusama And Love is Forever, so I Say in my Self-Portrait 2009,
synthetic polymer paint on canvas, 162 x 162 cm. © Yayoi Kusama.
227:2 Rodney Glick Everyone No.53 2009, carved and painted wood. From the
exhibition Everyone at John Buckley Gallery 2012. © Glick International.
www.glickinternational.com.

Table 3: Twins and Doubles
229a: Chulkhurst Sisters of Biddenden, 1645 (possibly 1100) Kent. Illustration
from the 1808 broadside: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biddenden_Maids.
Public domain.
229b: The World from the Visconti-Sforza Tarot deck ca.1450. Collection Morgan
Library New York. http://corsair.themorgan.org/cgibin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=221716.
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229c: Le prince Louis et ses deux soeurs Jeanne et Victoire dans le livre d'heures
de Catherine de Médicis 1500s. Wikimedia Commons:
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Livre_d%27heures de_Catherine
_de_Medicis_04.jpg. Public Domain. Photographer: http://derniersvalois.
canalblog.com/archives/p180-7.html.
229d: British School The Cholmondeley Ladies 1600-1610. Presented
anonymously 1955. T00069. Collection Tate Gallery, London.
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/ british-school-17th-century-thecholmondeley-ladies-t00069.
229e: De Wikkelkinderen (The Swaddled Twins) 1617, oil painting. By kind
permission of The Muiderslot, Muiden, (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
229f: Salomon de Bray The Twins Clara and Aelbert de Bray ca.1646, red chalk,
over black chalk, 16 x 15.2cm. Collection of the Morgan Library, New
York: Purchased by Pierpont Morgan 1909.
http://www.themorgan.org/drawings/item/128146.
229g: Georg und Regula Rahn Kinderbildnis zum Andenken an dieZwillinge (geb.
und gest.) [Children Effigy in Memory of the Twins (Born and Died)] 1752,
oil painting, 62.5 x 78.5cm. Schweizerisches Landesmuseum, Zürich.
http://webcollection.landesmuseen.ch/.
229h: Central European School Portrait of Twins 1700s, oil paintng. © 2015
Collection Museu Sa Bassa Blanca, Fundación Yannick y Ben Jakober,
Spain. All Rights Reserved. www.fundacionjakober.org/.
230a: Heinrich Carl Brandt Gräfin Maria Joseph Heydeck mit ihren Kindern
(Countess Maria Joseph Heydeck with her children) 1785, oil on canvas,
101.8 x 125cm. Collection Reiss-Engelhorn-Museen, Mannheim, Germany.
Photo credits: Reiss-Engelhorn-Museen Mannheim, Photo: Jean Christen.
230b: Pierre Gobert Louise-Élisabeth de France et sa soeur jumelle Henriette de
France 1737, oil painting, 108 x 88cm. Palace of Versailles/ Joconde
database: entry 000PE007936230c : © Direction des Musées de France,
1986. Crédits photographiques © Réunion des musées.
230c: Benjamin West Isaac Being Presented with his Twins, Esau and Jacob
1779–1801. BJU Museum and Gallery.
230d: Joseph Carl Stieler Portrait of the Youngest Daughters of Maximilian I of
Bavaria (Sophie, Marie, and Ludovika) 1800s. Current location unknown.
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ludovica_marie_sophie.jpg.
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230e: Augustus L. Egg The Travelling Companions 1862, 65.3 x 78.7cm.
Collection Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery: Purchased with the
assistance of the John Feeney Bequest Fund, 1956. Photo: © Birmingham
Museums Trust.
230f: John Everett Millais Twins 1876, 153.5 x 113.7cm. Collection The
Fitzwilliam Museum, University of Cambridge UK. Photo: © The
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.
230g: Marc Chagall Homage to Appollinaire 1911, oil on canvas, 200.4 x 189.5
cm. Collection Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, Netherlands. © ADAGP,
Paris and DACS, London 2013.
230h: Kathe Kollwitz Mutter mit Zwillingen (Mother with Twins) 1927–37,
bronze, 2025 × 1911 cm. Collection Kathe Kollwitz Museum, Cologne,
Germany © Kreissparkasse Köln (Cologne Savings Bank).
231a: Salvador Dali Harlequin 1927 Collection Museo d’Arte Contemporanea; ©
Salvador Dalí, Fundació Gala-Salvador Dalí, ARS New York 2015.
231b: Salvador Dali Self-Portrait Splitting into Three 1927. Collection Museo
d’Arte Contemporanea; Art Resource, NY © Salvador Dalí, Fundació GalaSalvador Dalí, ARS, New York 2015.
231c: Salvador Dali Portrait of the Vicomtesse de Noailles 1932. Museo d’Arte
Contemporanea; Art Resource, NY; © Salvador Dalí, Fundació GalaSalvador Dalí, ARS, New York 2015.
231d: Salvador Dali Metamorphosis of Narcissus 1936–37. Museo d’Arte
Contemporanea; Art Resource, NY © Salvador Dalí, Fundació GalaSalvador Dalí, ARS, New York 2015.
231e: René Magritte La Fin des contemplations 1927. © Private collection : Scala
Archives.
231f : René Magritte L’Imprudent 1927. Private Collection. Photo Credit:Banque
d'Images, ADAGP/Art Resource, NYImage © ARS, NY.
231g: René Magritte Le mouvement perpetuel 1934-1935. Private Collection
Photo Credit: Gianni Dagli Orti/ The Art Archive at Art Resource,
NYImage © ARS, NY.
231h: René Magritte L'intelligence 1946. Origine : Legs de Mme Irène
Scutenaire-Hamoir, Bruxelles, 1996. © Ch. Herscovici/ c/o SABAM
Belgium.
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232a: René Magritte Lola de Valence 1948. Private Collection, Antwerp. Photo
Credit: Banque d'Images, ADAGP/ Art Resource, NYImage. © ARS, NY.
232b: René Magritte Portrait of Paul Noué 1927. Musée Royaux des BeauxArtes, Belgique. Origine : Legs de Mme Irène Scutenaire-Hamoir,
Bruxelles, 1996. © Ch. Herscovici/ c/o SABAM Belgium.
232c: Giorgio De Chirico Self Portrait 1922, oil on canvas, 38.4 x 51.1 cm.
Purchased with funds from the Libbey Endowment, Gift of Edward
Drummond Libbey 1930.204. Collection Toledo Museum of Art © ARS,
NY.
232d: René Magritte La reproduction interdite (Portrait d’Edward James) 1937.
Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Photo
Credit: Banque d'Images, ADAGP Art Resource, NYImage. © ARS, NY.
232e: Frida Kahlo The Two Fridas (Las dos Fridas) 1939, oil on canvas, 173.5 x
173.5cm. Collection Museo de Arte Moderno, Consejo Nacional para la
Cultura y las Artes–Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes, Mexico City 2007.
Banco de México Diego Rivera & Frida Kahlo Museums Trust. Av. Cinco
de Mayo No. 2, Col. Centro, Del. Cuauhtémoc 06059, México, D.F.
232f: Diane Arbus Identical twins, Roselle, New Jersey 1967, gelatin silver print,

37.8 x 37cm. Collection Art Institute Chicago: Gift of Richard Avedon
1986. © Art Institute of Chicago.
232g: Andy Warhol Elvis I and II 1964, silkscreen ink and spray paint on linen
(silver and blue canvas), 208.3 x 208.3cm each. Collection Art Gallery of
Ontario: Gift from the Women’s Committee Fund. Photograph: © Art
Gallery of Ontario, Toronto.
232h: Colin Lanceley Gemini 1964, painted wood, metal, mixed media, 305.0 x
305.0 x 21.0cm overall (approx.). Collection Art Gallery of New South
Wales Gift of Mrs M A McGrath 1968 SA3.1968.a-c. Copyright © Colin
Lanceley.
233a: Antony Gormley Sculpture for Derry Wall 1987. Londonderry County

Borough, Londonderry Northern Ireland. www.antonygormley.com.
233b: Antony Gormley Before 2002, cast iron, 194 x 46 x 64cm © Antony
Gormley. All rights reserved. www.antonygormley.com.
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233c: Antony Gormley Break 2003, cast iron, 193 x 87 x 32cm. Installation view
Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac, Salzburg, Austria, 2003. © Antony Gormley. All
rights reserved. www.antonygormley.com.
233d: Marc Quinn Self 2006, blood (artist's), liquid silicone, stainless steel, glass,
perspex and refrigeration equipment, 205 x 65 x 65cm. Collection National
Portrait Gallery. NPG 6863. Photo: Adrian Dennis/AFP/Getty Images.
233e: Peter Burke Janus Head 1999, cast iron and corten steel, 330 x 318 x
318cm. Edition of 4. © Cass Sculpture Foundation.
http://www.sculpture.org.uk/sculpture/360/janus-head.
233f: Peter Burke Janus Column 2003, iron and corten steel, 177 x 95 x 80cm.
Edition of 6. © Cass Sculpture Foundation.
http://www.sculpture.org.uk/sculpture/558/janus-column.
233g: Tony Cragg Relatives 2004, bronze, unique, 68 x 66 x 58cm. © Cass
Sculpture Foundation. http://www.sculpture.org.uk/sculpture/579/relatives.
233h: Geoffrey Bartlett Double self-portrait 2004, iron bark, red gum, tallow
wood, ball bearings, lead, copper, resin, 220 x 167 x 30cm. © Copyright
Geoffrey Bartlett. http://www.geoffreybartlett.com/shows-andexhibitions/geoffrey-bartlett-new-works-2004/.
234a: Sue de Beer Twins 1998, photograph, colour digital C print, 40 x 50cm. ©
2001-2008. Austin Museum of Digital Art. info@amoda.org © Sue de Beer
2014.
234b: Sue de Bee Two Girls 2001, digital super-chrome print, 53 x 40cm. © 20012008. Austin Museum of Digital Art. info@amoda.org © Sue de Beer 2014.
234c: Enzo Cucchi Il Poeta 2010, embossing on copper plate, 79 x 58cm. © 2010
Biasa Artspace, Indonesia and Art Printing House 2RC Edizioni d'Arte.
234d: Lucas Grogan Look Things Couldn’t Be Better 2010. © Lucas Grogan
2014.www.lucasgrogan.com/

Table 4: Max Ernst Schema for Une semaine de bonté 1934
Ernst, Max. 1934. Une semaine de bonté: A Surrealistic Novel in Collage.
Translated by Stanley Appelbaum. (New York: Dover Publications Inc., 1976) ©
1976 Dover Publications.
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